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iAbstract
Introduction: In patients with myocardial infarction (MI), regional left ventricular
contractile function has important prognostic value.  Displacement ENcoding with
Stimulated Echoes (DENSE) is an MRI technique which has been developed to allow
quantitative assessment of myocardial strain.  To date, much of the research performed
with DENSE has been methods development, and its application in a routine clinical
setting has been incompletely investigated.  The purpose of the research presented within
this thesis was to investigate variations in strain within the healthy heart, and then to
assess the in vivo performance of DENSE strain imaging in acute and chronic myocardial
infarction (MI).
Methods: 80 healthy subjects (M:F = 40:40, age 43  17 years) were recruited from the
community. 50 male patients (age 56 10 years) were recruited from the clinical service
and scanned within 7 days of myocardial infarction (“acute MI”), and invited to return for
a follow-up scan after 6 months (“chronic MI”).
MR imaging was performed on a 1.5T Siemens Avanto scanner, using an imaging
protocol which included DENSE, cine, late gadolinium enhancement (LGE, patients
only) and T2-weighted imaging acquired from left ventricular (LV) short-axis slices in
both basal and mid-ventricular positions, which were divided into 6 segments for
analysis. The percentage of LGE and T2 hyperenhancement within each segment were
calculated, and the area at risk (acute MI) and myocardial salvage index (chronic MI)
were determined. DENSE images were analysed to obtain values for strain parameters
relating to circumferential strain (Ecc).
Strain measurements obtained from healthy subjects were used to investigate the
variations in Ecc with age, gender, slice position and myocardial segment.
Strain measurements obtained from MI patients were used to investigate the relationships
between Ecc and the extent of myocardial infarction, area at risk and/or salvage, and to
determine whether DENSE strain measurements are informative in acute and chronic MI.
Results: Comparison of DENSE strain measurements in healthy subjects revealed
statistically significant differences between males and females, and between
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measurements obtained from basal and mid-ventricular short-axis slice positions.  These
differences must be taken into account to allow appropriate analysis of DENSE data in
patients.
DENSE was found to be informative in both acute and chronic MI.  At both time points,
strain measurements can be used to distinguish between myocardial segments with 0%,
<50% and >50% infarction.  There is the potential for the development of reference
ranges which could be applied to strain measurements from future MI patients to allow
assessment of the extent of infarction.
In acute MI, four additional applications were identified: i) comparison with references
ranges, established from strain measurements in healthy subjects, can be used to identify
the presence of infarction with high specificity and moderate to high sensitivity, ii) peak
Ecc can be used to distinguish between segments categorised as remote and adjacent, iii)
strain measurements in the acute setting may provide prognostic information relating to
the potential progression or recovery of contractile abnormalities in the chronic setting,
iv) peak Ecc may allow a preliminary assessment of LV ejection fraction. Sensitivity for
the detection of injured but non-infarcted segments was low.
In chronic MI, two additional applications were identified: i) strain recovery can be
detected in infarcted myocardial segments, and also in non-infarcted segments which are
located adjacent to infarcted segments, which could improve identification of changes in
contractile function compared to conventional qualitative analysis of cine imaging, ii)
strain measurements can be used to distinguish between segments in which the extent of
infarction has increased and those in which it has decreased. The relationships with
myocardial salvage index were not found to be informative.
Conclusions: DENSE images were successfully acquired and analysed from both
healthy subjects and patients with myocardial infarction, which indicates that the
technique is feasible in different clinical settings. DENSE strain measurements were
found to be informative in both acute and chronic MI, and can provide insight into the
presence and extent of infarction and the progression or recovery of contractile
abnormalities.
iii
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In patients with myocardial infarction (MI), regional left ventricular contractile
function has important prognostic value.  Contractile function can be assessed using
various imaging modalities, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Many
cardiac MRI techniques involve qualitative analysis, such as cine imaging of left
ventricular displacement, and there is growing interest in alternative methods which
enable quantitative measurements and which have the potential to improve diagnostic
sensitivity and specificity [1].
In routine clinical practice, quantitative assessments of contractile function are often
made by measuring the change in wall thickness between diastole and systole [2, 3].
However, this technique is dependent on accurate delineation of endo- and epi-cardial
surfaces, and while motion of the surfaces provides information on the radial
components of wall motion, it is not possible to assess circumferential components or
measure the transmural distribution of motion within the myocardium [4]. A more
informative picture of contractile function can be obtained by quantifying myocardial
strain, which has been shown to be more sensitive for the detection and assessment of
injury due to ischaemic heart disease than wall thickening [1, 5].
Several MRI techniques have been developed to allow measurement of myocardial
strain, and one such method, named DENSE, has recently become available at our
institution. To date, much of the research performed with DENSE has been methods
development, and its application in a routine clinical setting has been incompletely
investigated. The purpose of the research presented within this thesis is to investigate
variations in strain within the healthy heart, and then to assess the in vivo
performance of DENSE strain imaging in acute and chronic myocardial infarction.
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1.2 Key Aims of Thesis
The investigations described within this thesis aimed to test the following hypotheses
relating to the implementation of DENSE available at our institution:
1. There is no difference in myocardial strain as measured by DENSE and
myocardial strain as measured by other techniques.
2. There is a strong relationship between DENSE strain parameters and the
extent of myocardial infarction.
3. DENSE strain parameters can be used to distinguish between varying extents
of infarction.
4. DENSE strain parameters can be used to distinguish between remote and
infarcted tissue.
5. DENSE strain parameters have high sensitivity and specificity for the
detection of contractile abnormalities associated with myocardial infarction
and injury.
6. Longitudinal measurements of strain with DENSE can provide information
relating to the changes in contractile abnormalities over time following
infarction.
Positive outcomes for the above would enable the technique to be developed further
as a diagnostic tool.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 begins with a review of the relevant anatomy, followed by a discussion on
the current MRI techniques which can be used to assess myocardial strain, and their
application in healthy volunteers and patients with myocardial infarction.  A detailed
description of the development of the DENSE pulse sequence is then provided.
Chapter 3 contains details of the image acquisition and analysis protocols that are
used throughout the thesis.
Chapter 4 describes a preliminary clinical assessment which was carried out to
evaluate the two versions of the DENSE pulse sequence which were available, and to
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determine whether DENSE showed potential for providing useful clinical
information.
Chapter 5 contains a more thorough evaluation of the DENSE pulse sequence, in
which the repeatability of image acquisition and analysis is assessed, and a
comparison is performed of the strain measurements obtained using DENSE with
those obtained using myocardial tagging, which is an established MRI method for
strain measurement.
Chapter 6 involves the application of DENSE in healthy volunteers, and investigates
whether strain as measured by DENSE varies with gender, age, myocardial segment
and slice position.  This information is then used to establish reference ranges for each
strain parameter.  In addition, the effect of magnetic field strength on DENSE results
is assessed using images acquired at both 1.5T and 3T.
Chapter 7 investigates the clinical application of DENSE in patients with acute
myocardial infarction, and assesses the relationships between strain parameters and
contractile abnormalities associated with both the extent of infarction and area at risk.
Chapter 8 follows up on the results from Chapter 7 by measuring strain in the same
group of patients at 6 months after myocardial infarction.  The relationships between
strain parameters and contractile abnormalities associated with both the final extent of
infarction and salvage are investigated.
Chapter 9 provides a summary of the main findings of the thesis, and identifies
potential future investigations involving DENSE.
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Chapter 2
Imaging of Myocardial Function and
Injury
2.1 Introduction
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a modality which can produce images with
high resolution and excellent soft tissue contrast, and which does not involve the use
of ionising radiation.  Although the potential of MRI as a tool for the non-invasive
diagnosis of heart disease has long been recognised, the application of the technique
was initially complicated by the movement of the heart during the cardiac cycle, and
the movement of the chest during respiration.  However, improvements in ECG gating
in the MR environment and the development of fast image acquisition techniques
have allowed these issues to be overcome.  Cardiac MR (CMR) is becoming
increasingly popular for the assessment of myocardial morphology, perfusion and
function, and can provide useful clinical information in a variety of conditions.
The purpose of this chapter is firstly to give a brief introduction to the anatomy of the
heart, and then to describe the MRI techniques currently used in the assessment of
myocardial function and injury, specifically in myocardial infarction (MI).  Finally,
the MRI techniques which are currently available for the quantitative assessment of
myocardial strain will be discussed.
2.2 The Human Heart
2.2.1 Anatomy
The heart is a muscular organ which is located near the anterior chest wall, directly
posterior to the sternum, and whose purpose is to provide a continuous circulation of
blood throughout the body.  A diagram of the anatomy of the heart is shown in Figure
2-1 [6].
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Figure 2-1: The human heart
Blood is carried around the body by a network of blood vessels that extend between
the heart and the peripheral tissues.  The blood vessels can be divided into two circuits
– the pulmonary circuit, which carries blood to and from the lungs, and the systemic
system, which carried blood to and from the rest of the body.  The heart contains four
chambers – right atrium, right ventricle, left atrium and left ventricle – and the two
chambers on the right are associated with the pulmonary circuit, while the two
chambers of the left are associated with the systemic circuit.
Blood returning from the body enters the right atrium via the superior and inferior
vena cava, which deliver blood from the upper body (head, neck, upper limbs and
chest) and lower body (remainder of trunk, viscera and lower limbs) respectively.
The right atrium and right ventricle are separated by the right atrioventricular (AV)
valve, which is also known as the tricuspid valve.  This valve opens when the right
atrium contracts to allow blood to pass into the right ventricle, then closes during
ventricular contraction to prevent the backflow of blood.  When the right ventricle
contracts, blood flows through the pulmonary valve into the pulmonary trunk, which
is the start of the pulmonary circuit.  Similarly to the AV valve, the pulmonary valve
opens during ventricular contraction then closes to prevent backflow of blood.  The
pulmonary trunk divides into the left and right pulmonary arteries, which travel to the
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left and right lungs, and then subdivide repeatedly within the lungs until the blood
reaches the capillaries where gas exchange takes place.  The capillaries then form into
small veins that eventually unite to form the pulmonary veins, which carry blood back
towards the heart.
Blood returning from the lungs enters the left ventricle via the pulmonary veins.  The
left atrium and left ventricle are separated by the left AV valve, which is also known
as the bicuspid or mitral valve. The left ventricle has thicker walls than the right
ventricle since it must pump blood throughout the entire body, whereas the right
ventricle only needs to pump blood to the lungs.  When the left ventricle contracts,
blood flows through the aortic valve into the ascending aorta, through the aortic arch
and into the descending aorta, from where it travels to tissues throughout the body to
provide oxygen.  De-oxygenated blood returns to the right atrium of the heart via the
vena cava, and the cycle begins again.
At the beginning of the cardiac cycle, the left ventricle is fully relaxed, and this state
is known as end-diastole (ED).  When the left ventricle is in a state of maximum
contraction, this is known as end-systole (ES).
In order to pump blood around the body, the muscles of the heart themselves require a
blood supply, which is provided by the coronary circulation, as illustrated in Figure
2-2 [7].  The left and right coronary arteries originate at the base of the ascending
aorta.  The right coronary artery (RCA) supplies blood to the right atrium and portions
of both ventricles.  The left coronary artery (LCA) splits into the circumflex artery
(LCX) and the left anterior descending (LAD) artery, and supplies blood to the left
atrium, left ventricle and intra-ventricular septum.
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Figure 2-2: The coronary arteries
The heart walls consist of three distinct layers – an outer layer called the epicardium,
a middle layer called the myocardium and an inner layer called the endocardium.  The
epi- and endo-cardium are membranes which cover the outer and inner surfaces of the
heart, while the myocardium consists of concentric layers of contractile muscle tissue
[8].
2.2.2 Ischaemia and Infarction
The average healthy human heart weights 300 – 350g, which is ~0.5% of the total
body mass, yet the oxygen demand of the heart accounts for 7% of the resting body
oxygen consumption and 5% of the cardiac output.
Myocardial ischaemia is defined as the situation where myocardial tissue oxygen
demand is greater than supply, and is caused by transient or incomplete occlusion of
one or more of the coronary arteries.  Occlusion most commonly occurs due to
thrombosis caused by fissure or rupture of atherosclerotic plaques.  During short-term
ischaemic episodes, the heart responds to the imbalance in oxygen supply by down-
regulating contractile function and by increasing the rate of anaerobic energy
production, or glycolysis.  Following prompt reperfusion, myocardial tissue can
usually be described as “normal” or “stunned”.  In the stunned myocardium,
impairment of myocardial function occurs due to reperfusion injury caused by the
presence of oxygen radicals and changes in intracellular calcium levels, but is acute
and completely reversible.  If the decrease in oxygen supply is sustained for a
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prolonged period, it is possible for the myocardium to enter a state known as
“hibernation”.  Hibernation is a chronic hypocontractile state, and full recovery of
function may only occur after revascularisation.
As an ischaemic episode becomes more prolonged due to sustained coronary
occlusion, the heart becomes unable to produce a sufficient amount of energy via
glycolysis, and cellular necrosis begins.  This state is known as myocardial infarction,
and no recovery of contractile function occurs.  The most vulnerable layer of the heart
is the sub-endocardium, as it has a relatively greater metabolic demand compared to
the mid and epicardial layers due to higher systolic wall stress.  Myocardial infarcts
spread from the sub-endocardium to the sub-epicardium in a period of 3 - 4 hours [9].
Shortly after the onset of myocardial infarction, an inflammatory reaction occurs, and
circulating neutrophils and macrophages begin to break down the necrotic cells.  The
extracellular collagen matrix also begins to degrade as a result of enzymes released by
neutrophils.  This inflammatory response peaks at 1 – 2 weeks, and disappears within
3 – 4 weeks post-MI.
Following the initial phase of collagen degradation, lost tissue begins to be replaced
by fibrosis.  The remaining viable myocytes in the region of injury are realigned and
attached in a dense collagen matrix, which forms scar tissue.  In patients with
extensive MI, fibrosis may also develop in non-infarcted myocardium [10, 11, 12].
In the early phase of ischaemic injury, the balance of ions within myocytes is
disrupted, which causes an increase in intracellular osmotic pressure and results in a
net inflow of water. In addition, water is released from proteins due to lactate-
induced acidosis, which increases the amount of unbound water in the intracellular
space.  The combined effect of these processes causes the myocytes to swell, and is
known as intracellular oedema.
Prolonged ischaemia of more than 60 – 90 minutes results in damage to capillary
membranes, and causes leakage of water from the intravascular space into the
interstitial space.  This is known as interstitial oedema. Following reperfusion, an
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inflammatory reaction takes place that promotes an additional increase in interstitial
oedema [13, 14].
There are two diagnostic forms of myocardial infarction – ST elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI) and non-ST elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI).  STEMI
occurs when the artery is completely occluded and often results in transmural
infarction, and is usually treated using reperfusion therapy, such as percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI) or thrombolysis.  Elevation of the ST segment in the ECG
recording occurs due to changes in transmembrane action potentials in ischaemic
tissue, which result in a voltage gradient, and hence an “injury current”, between
ischaemic and non-ischaemic tissue [15].  In NSTEMI, the artery is only partially or
transiently occluded, and usually results in a smaller area of infarction which can
often be treated medically.
2.2.3 The AHA Model
There are several imaging techniques which can be used to assess cardiac anatomy
and function, e.g. echocardiography, computed tomography (CT) and single photon
emission computer tomography (SPECT), and each of these modalities has
independently evolved to use different definitions for cardiac imaging planes,
myocardial segments etc.  In order to facilitate cross-modality cardiac imaging for
clinical and research purposes, the American Heart Association (AHA) produced
recommendations for the names of the cardiac planes, the number of myocardial
segments, and the nomenclature and location of segments [16].
Traditionally, modalities such as MRI and CT oriented and displayed images of the
body using planes which were parallel or perpendicular to the long axis of the body.
However, this did not provide an optimal view of the ventricles or atria.
Echocardiography and SPECT, on the other hand, define the orientation of the heart
for display as perpendicular to the long axis of the left ventricle that transects the
centre of the apex and mitral valve plane.  This approach maintains the integrity of the
cardiac chambers, and is recommended by the AHA.  The definitions of the three
main imaging planes of the heart – short axis, vertical long axis (two chamber) and
horizontal long axis (four chamber) – are illustrated in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3: Cardiac imaging planes
For regional assessment of left ventricular function, the ventricle should be divided
into equal thirds perpendicular to the long axis of the heart, resulting in basal, mid-
ventricular and apical short-axis slices.  These slices can be further divided into
segments for analysis purposes.  The AHA model contains 17 segments, which were
defined using precise data on the mass and size of the myocardium from autopsy
studies, resulting in a distribution of 35%, 35% and 30% for the basal, mid-ventricular
and apical sections of the heart.  The numbering and nomenclature for the segments
are shown in Figure 2-4 [17].
Figure 2-4: AHA 17 segment model
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2.3 MRI Techniques for Imaging of Myocardial Function and
Injury
2.3.1 Contractility - Cine Imaging
Cine imaging provides a dynamic visualisation of the beating heart throughout the
cardiac cycle, and is used in the assessment of cardiac function.  Images are acquired
with ECG-gating and breath-holding to eliminate artefacts from cardiac and
respiratory motion, and a balanced steady state free precession (b-SSFP) pulse
sequence is used, as illustrated in Figure 2-5 [18].
Figure 2-5: Balanced SSFP pulse sequence for cine imaging.
In a b-SSFP pulse sequence, a series of RF pulses with equal amplitude, flip angle and
spacing are applied in order to maintain a steady state of both longitudinal and
transverse magnetisation.  In general, several TR periods are required before the
steady state is reached.  However, for a b-SSFP sequence with a flip angle , an initial
RF pulse of /2 at time TR/2 before the first application of the pulse sequence will
immediately force the magnetisation into a steady state.  Magnetic field gradients are
applied between the RF pulses, and must be completely balanced in all directions to
ensure that the net phase accumulation during the TR is zero.  Additionally, the TR
must be short to prevent the accumulation of phase errors due to magnetic field
inhomogeneities, which can result in banding artefacts.  Banding artefacts can also be
reduced by alternating the phase of the RF pulse by 180o in subsequent RF periods,
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which is equivalent to alternating the sign of the flip angle i.e. +etc.  The
intrinsic contrast of a b-SSFP sequence is determined by the T2/T1 ratio of the tissue,
which results in excellent contrast between blood and the myocardium, and makes
this type of pulse sequence particularly useful for cardiac cine imaging [18, 19].
The acquisition technique used in cine imaging involves k-space segmentation.
Following a single ECG “R” wave trigger, multiple lines of k-space are acquired for
each cardiac phase. This reduces the number of heartbeats required to completely fill
k-space, and allows images to be acquired during a feasible breath hold [20].
In a typical cardiac MRI examination, cine images are obtained in the vertical long
axis, horizontal short axis and a stack of short axis slices covering the extent of the
left ventricle.
Cine images can be used to measure myocardial thickening, and hence to assess if
wall motion abnormalities are present.  Thickening is defined as the difference
between the measured myocardial thicknesses at ES and ED, and is typically
expressed as a percentage increase relative to the thickness at ED. As mentioned in
Chapter 1, the motion of the endo- and epi-cardial surfaces between ED and ES
provides information on the radial components of wall motion, but it is not possible to
assess circumferential components or measure the transmural distribution of motion
within the myocardium.
Several studies have investigated wall thickening in the healthy myocardium, and a
range of values have been found e.g. a mean value of 59% was reported in volunteers
aged 53 7 years [21], 80 23% in volunteers aged 22 – 65 years and  89  22% in
volunteers aged 65 – 91 years [22], 48 28% in volunteers aged 21 – 37 years [23]
and a range of 18 – 100% in volunteers aged 25 – 34 years [24].  Differences in
thickening were observed between the myocardial segments, but these were not found
to be statistically significant [23].
The full stack of short axis cine images can be used to quantify the volume of the left
ventricular cavity at end-diastole (LVEDV) and end-systole (LVESV).  LVEDV and
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LVESV are calculated by outlining the endocardial border at end-diastole and end-
systole respectively in each slice and multiplying by the slice separaration, then
summing the results for all slices in the stack.  Left ventricular ejection fraction
(LVEF) can then be calculated using Equation 2-1 [25].
  100%  LVEDV
LVESVLVEDVLVEF (Equation 2-1)
Examples of short axis images obtained at ED and ES in both a healthy subject and a
patient with MI are shown in Figure 2-6. The red arrow indicates a region of
hypocontractility.
Figure 2-6: Cine images at ED and ES for healthy subject and patient with MI
2.3.2 Infarction – Late Gadolinium Enhancement Imaging
Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging, also known as delayed contrast
enhancement imaging, is used for the assessment of myocardial viability.  A
gadolinium (Gd) chelate contrast agent is used, which has paramagnetic properties
and acts to shorten the T1 of adjacent tissues.  Gd is administered intravenously and
distributes rapidly into both the intravascular and interstitial spaces, and is then
gradually washed out by subsequent blood flow.  The degradation of cells in a region
of myocardial infarction results in an increase in the interstitial space, and hence an
increased volume for the accumulation of Gd. The washout of Gd from infarcted
tissue occurs more slowly than in healthy myocardium, and consequently infarcted
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regions appear brighter on T1-weighted images [26]. Imaging takes place 10 minutes
after administration of Gd [27].
Images are acquired with ECG-gating and breath-holding, and a phase sensitive
inversion recovery (PSIR) turbo FLASH pulse sequence is used [28].  A non-selective
180o inversion pulse is applied following the detection of the “R” wave trigger, and
the turbo FLASH imaging component of the sequence occurs after a time delay, or
inversion time (TI).  The TI is chosen such that the signal from normal myocardium is
nulled, thus giving the best contrast between infarcted and non-infarcted tissue.  A
frequency scout is run before the PSIR sequence to determine the optimal value of TI
for a particular patient, with typical values being ~280 - 320ms.
Fast Low Angle SHot (FLASH) is an gradient-spoiled gradient echo sequence.  Small
flip angles, e.g. 20o, are used which means that a large proportion of the longitudinal
magnetisation is unaffected, and is therefore available for immediate subsequent
excitations.  Following each RF pulse, a magnetic field gradient is applied to disperse
any remaining transverse magnetisation before the application of the next pulse [29].
Initial validation of LGE was performed in animals [30, 31], and quantification of the
region of LGE was performed by setting a threshold of 2 or 3 standard deviations
(SD) above the mean signal intensity in remote myocardium.  However, imaging was
performed ex vivo with a resolution of 0.50.50.5mm.  In an in vivo clinical
setting, the voxels are much larger and imaging is complicated by cardiac motion, and
consequently partial volume effects are much more of an issue, resulting in
“intermediate” voxels which contain a mixture of both infarcted and non-infarcted
tissue.  In this situation, a 2SD threshold may overestimate the size of the infarct, and
a threshold of 5SD may be more appropriate [32].
Some studies have suggested that LGE occurs not only in regions of cellular necrosis,
but also in a border zone of injured but viable myocardium. The enhancement of the
border zone may be related to the presence of sufficient residual flow to the periphery
of the infarct via collateral vessels [33, 34]. This would occur in the acute setting
only, and so the infarct size would appear to have decreased in the chronic setting.
However, a study conducted in a canine model which compared the spatial extent of
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LGE to the spatial extent of myocyte necrosis revealed by histology and found that
the two were identical, which indicates that there is no hyperenhancing border zone.
The authors concluded that LGE does not occur in reversibly injured regions, and that
temporal changes in the spatial extent of hyperenhancement could be explained by
infarct shrinkage during the transition from necrosis to collagen scar formation [35].
An example of an LGE image obtained from a patient with acute MI is shown in
Figure 2-7. The red arrow indicates the region of enhancement defined using a
threshold of 5SD above the mean signal intensity in remote myocardium.
Figure 2-7: LGE image in acute MI
2.3.3 Oedema – T2 Mapping
As described in Section 2.2.2, oedema occurs following acute injury to the
myocardium. The extent of oedema is indicative of the area at risk, i.e. the area of
myocardium which could potentially be saved but is likely to become infarcted in the
absence of reperfusion.  Visualisation of the area at risk can be achieved using T2
maps, which are generated using a T2-prepared single-shot SSFP pulse sequence [36,
37] applied with ECG-gating and breath-holding.
T2-preparation was achieved using a Carr-Purcell Malcom-Levitt (MLEV) sequence
consisting of an initial 90o pulse, followed by a train of 180o pulses which refocus the
transverse magnetisation and invert any longitudinal magnetisation, with a final 900
pulse to return the magnetisation to the longitudinal plane [38]. The pulse sequence is
applied after every 4th RR interval to allow sufficient time for T1 recovery, which
ensures maximal T2 weighting. Three applications of the sequence allows three
images to be acquired, each at the same diastolic phase but with a different T2
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preparation time (TET2P = 0, 25, 55ms), the values of which were chosen to cover the
expected range of T2 values in the myocardium.  A non-rigid registration algorithm is
applied to compensate for in-plane motion between the images, then a T2 map is
generated by fitting the two-parameter equation shown in Equation 2-2 to
corresponding pixels from each of the three images:
      


  yxT
TEyxMyxS PT,exp,, 2
2
0 (Equation 2-2)
where S(x,y) is the signal intensity in the pixel located at position (x,y) and M0 is the
equilibrium magnetisation.
The area at risk can be defined by setting a threshold of 2SD above the mean value in
remote myocardium [39].  Myocardial salvage is measured in the chronic setting, and
is defined as the difference between the area at risk (%T2) and the final area of
infarction (%LGE) [40, 41].  Myocardial salvage index (MSI) is defined using
Equation 2-3 [41]:
2
2
%
%%
T
LGETMSI  (Equation 2-3)
Examples of T2 maps from a healthy volunteer and a patient with acute MI are shown
in Figure 2-8. The red arrow indicates a region of T2 hyperenhancement.
Figure 2-8: T2 Maps for healthy subject and acute MI
In 2012, a review paper was published which questioned the validity of using T2-
weighted imaging to define the area at risk [42].  Three pre-clinical studies [43 - 45]
are widely considered as proof that hyperintense regions in T2 images represent the
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area at risk.  However, the review paper pointed out the small sample sizes in each of
the studies, and also a number of limitations such as incomplete histopathology and
low spatial resolution.  The authors were of the opinion that many of the conclusions
from these studies were based on size comparisons of abnormal regions defined by
different MR imaging techniques, and none of the studies showed any images or data
which allowed a direct comparison between the shape and contour of the T2-weighted
abnormalities with the shape and contour of the area at risk as defined by an
appropriate pathology reference standard.
Many other studies have also suggested that T2-weighted imaging can be used to
depict the area at risk, but rather than providing a comparison between the MR images
and a pathology reference, the authors have based their conclusions on the fact that
the T2 hyperintense region is larger than the infarct size as determined by LGE
imaging.  The authors of the review paper noted that many studies define a threshold
of 2 standard deviations above the mean value in remote tissue for delineating
hyperintense T2 regions, and a threshold of 5 standard deviations above the mean for
delineating the region of infarction in LGE images.  They were of the opinion that
using a lower threshold for T2 images increases the likelihood that the region of
oedema will be substantially greater than infarct size simply because of partial volume
effects.
There are also a number of questions about the physiological basis for the observed T2
findings.  For example, the evidence from several studies indicates that substantial
oedema occurs within regions of irreversible injury, i.e. infarction, with minimal or no
oedema within regions of reversible injury.  A homogenously bright area at risk on a
T2-weighted image is incompatible with this, and signal differences between infarcted
and reversibly injured tissue should be far greater than those between reversibly
injured and unaffected tissue.
The authors of the review paper acknowledge that there a number of potential
applications for T2-weighted imaging, for example differentiation between acute and
chronic MI and identification of acute myocarditis, but based on the currently
available data, the technique may not be appropriate for the delineation of area at risk
in ischaemic myocardial injury.
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2.4 MRI Techniques for the Assessment of Myocardial Strain
2.4.1 Myocardial Strain
Strain is a measure of deformation, and is defined in the Lagrangian frame of
reference as the fractional change in length of an object relative to its original length,
as shown in Equation 2-4:
      0
0
L
LtLtE  (Equation 2-4)
where L(t) is the length of the object at time t, and L(0) is the original length of the
object, which remains constant over time.
Myocardial strain is a 3D tensor which takes into account both the fractional change
in length and the direction of that change in length.  In the Radial-Circumferential-
Longitudinal (RCL) coordinate system, the 3D myocardial strain tensor is defined as
shown in Equation 2-5:









LLLCLR
CLCCCR
RLRCRR
EEE
EEE
EEE
E (Equation 2-5)
The diagonal components, known as “normal” strains, describe strains in the
orthogonal directions which define the system, while off-diagonal components
represent shear strain in the plane defined by the two indices.  In each case, positive
values of strain represent lengthening and negative values represent shortening [46].
The directions of the normal strains are illustrated in Figure 2-9 [47].  Radial strain
(ERR) occurs perpendicular to the long axis and the epicardium and represents
myocardial thickening and thinning in the short axis.  Circumferential strain (ECC)
represents the change in radius of the short axis, and longitudinal strain (ELL)
represents motion from the base to the apex.
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Figure 2-9: Directions of normal strains in the RCL coordinate system
2.4.2 Tagging
The first MRI method which allowed myocardial motion and deformation to be
visualised and quantified was myocardial tagging.  The basic principle of tagging,
which involves perturbing the magnetisation to create visible tags which can then be
tracked, was first introduced in 1988 [48].  Slice-selective RF pulses are applied
perpendicular to the imaging plane to perturb the longitudinal magnetisation along
parallel lines within the plane, while the remainder of the magnetisation is
undisturbed.  The imaging sequence is then applied, and since the magnetisation in
the “tagged” lines is already saturated, these regions have low signal intensity in the
resulting image compared to the non-tagged tissues.  Magnetisation is an intrinsic
property of the tissue, and hence the tags follow the motion of the tissue during the
cardiac cycle.  In the original implementation of the technique, the slice-selective RF
pulses were applied at end-diastole following the detection of the R-wave of the
electrocardiogram, and imaging occurred at end-systole to allow the maximum
contraction of the myocardium to be assessed.
While it was possible to use the early tagging pulse sequence to follow myocardial
motion, the technique had several limitations.  During the time delay between the
application of the tags and imaging, the longitudinal relaxation of the tagged tissues
recovered at an exponential rate depending on the time constant T1 of the tissue.  This
meant that as the time delay between tagging and imaging increased, for example in
patients with low heart rates, the contrast between tagged and non-tagged tissues
decreased.  A separate RF pulse was required for each tag line, which resulted in long
time delays to allow the tags to be applied and a high specific absorption rate (SAR)
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for the patient, which subsequently limited the number of tags which could practically
be produced, and hence limited the tagging resolution which could be achieved [49].
The second implementation of a tagging pulse sequence was developed in 1989, and
named “SPAtial Modulation of Magnetisation” or SPAMM [50].  An example of a
typical SPAMM pulse sequence diagram is shown in Figure 2-10 [49].
Figure 2-10: Basic SPAMM pulse sequence diagram
The basic pulse sequence consists of a “tagging” component and an “imaging”
component.  The tagging component consists of two non-selective RF pulses, the first
of which tips the magnetisation into the transverse plane, with all of the spins initially
in phase.  90o RF pulses can be used to modulate the entire magnetisation, or a smaller
flip angle can be used for partial modulation, which leaves part of the longitudinal
magnetisation intact and allows the pulse sequence to be repeated with a shorter TR.
A modulation or tagging gradient is then applied in the required tagging direction,
which induces a range of phases and has the effect of “wrapping” the transverse
magnetisation in a sinusoidal manner along the gradient direction.  The second RF
pulse then returns the modulated magnetisation to the longitudinal plane, and a
crusher gradient is applied to eliminate any remaining transverse magnetisation before
the imaging component begins.  The modulated longitudinal magnetisation results in a
corresponding intensity modulation in the final image, which appears as regularly
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spaced parallel lines in a direction perpendicular to that of the modulating gradient.
The spacing, S, between the stripes is determined by the amplitude and duration of the
tagging gradient G, as shown in Equation 2-6:
 GdtS 
1 (Equation 2-6)
where  is the gyromagnetic ratio.  The imaging component in the original paper
consisted of a “conventional cardiac gated imaging sequence”, the details of which
were not specified.
As for the original implementation of tagging, the phase of the tissue magnetisation is
an intrinsic property of the tissue.  In the time between the application of the tagging
and imaging components of the pulse sequence, myocardial motion occurs, and the
deformation of the tags in the resulting images reflects this.  In this implementation of
tagging, the R wave of the ECG was used to trigger the tagging component, and
different time delays before the application of the imaging component were used to
acquire a series of images at different points in the cardiac cycle.
Two-dimensional tagging grids are achieved by applying a second tagging component
immediately following the first, with the tagging gradient applied in an orthogonal
direction.  To avoid producing artefacts from stimulated echo formation, the phase of
the RF pulse is shifted by 90o between the two tagging components [51].  Examples of
myocardial tagging images acquired during diastole and systole with 7mm tag spacing
are shown in Figure 2-11.
Figure 2-11:Myocardial tagging examples at a) diastole and b) systole
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An alternative to the SPAMM tagging technique is Delay Alternating with Nutation
for Tailored Excitation (DANTE) [52].  The tagging component of the DANTE pulse
sequence consists of a series of short, high power RF pulses with flip angle <90o and
equal spacing  between, and with a continuous frequency-encoding gradient applied
throughout instead of the SPAMM approach of applying separate gradients between
the RF pulses.  If the width of the RF pulses is less than , then the pulse sequence is
approximately equivalent to the superposition of a number of RF signals with
frequencies spaced 1/ Hz apart, which can be regarded as “sidebands” around the
applied RF frequency.  Selective excitation occurs at the applied and sideband
frequencies, resulting in a series of bands parallel to the gradient direction in the final
image [53].  The tagging process can be repeated in an orthogonal direction to
produce a grid of tags.
The distance between the tag lines is determined by the magnitude of the applied
gradient and the delay between the RF pulses – increasing the magnitude or
lengthening the delay will produce tags which are closer together.  Tag thickness is
inversely proportional to the total length of the RF pulse train.  The flexibility of
adjusting the tag spacing and thickness is an advantage of the DANTE tagging
technique, but the long duration of the tagging component is a disadvantage.
In 1992, myocardial tagging was developed further with the integration of a tagging
component with a cine imaging component, which allowed visualisation of
myocardial deformation throughout the cardiac cycle in a single breath-hold [54].
The tagging component used was a hybrid DANTE/SPAMM sequence, in which a
gradient was applied throughout the RF pulse train, and reduced to a non-zero value
during the application of the RF pulses. This reduced the bandwidth required to tag
the myocardium, and decreased the duration of the tagging component.  Cine imaging
was achieved using a gradient-recalled acquisition in the steady state (GRASS) pulse
sequence with segmented k-space acquisition, which produced cine images of the
heart with 24ms temporal resolution in 4 – 16 heartbeats.
A major limitation of both the SPAMM and DANTE tagging techniques is the fading
of the tag contrast during the cardiac cycle, which prevents the analysis of end-
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diastolic motion.  A modified version of SPAMM, called Complementary SPAtial
Modulation of Magnetisation (CSPAMM) was developed to compensate for this
limitation [55].
The reduction in contrast during the cardiac cycle is caused by two processes: i)
longitudinal (T1) relaxation which reduces the magnitude of the tagging grid and ii)
longitudinal relaxation in tissue which contains no tagging information.  The aim of
CSPAMM was to enhance the fading tagging grid, and to eliminate the non-tagged
magnetisation.  The component of the magnetisation with the tagging information was
separated from the relaxed components by performing two measurements – one with a
positive tagging grid and one with a negative tagging grid.  The positive grid was
produced using a conventional 2D SPAMM sequence, and the negative grid was
produced by applying the same 2D SPAMM sequence but with one of the four RF
pulses inverted.  Subtracting the two measurements resulted in an image containing
the tagging information, but with no contribution from the relaxed component of the
magnetisation.   One limitation of CSPAMM is that it doubles the scan time compared
to SPAMM.
A number of analysis techniques have been developed to allow quantitative
assessment of myocardial strain from tagged images, including active contour
analysis using snakes or spline curves and Harmonic Phase (HARP) analysis in which
Fourier-based spatial frequency and phase information is used to track horizontal and
vertical tag lines.  The disadvantages of these techniques include complicated
analysis, long processing times and substantial user interaction [49].
A recently developed analysis technique, which is faster and requires less user
interaction, is sine-wave modelling, or SinMod [56].  SinMod maps displacement by
analysing a series of images, in which the image intensity in the environment of each
pixel is modelled as a summation of sine wavefronts with local frequency and
amplitude, which move with the myocardial tissue.  For each wave, the component of
displacement perpendicular to the wavefront is estimated in each pixel to create a map
of this component.  2D motion can be measured by combining the maps for different
wave directions.
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Validation of tagging techniques has been performed using phantoms, canine models,
in which comparison was made with sonomicrometry measurements, and healthy
human volunteers [57-60].  The results of these studies showed that tagging
techniques allow highly accurate and precise measurements of myocardial strain, with
higher precision observed for measurements of circumferential strain than for radial
strain.
While tagging techniques are straightforward to implement and visualise, they have a
disadvantage since the deliberate suppression of myocardial signal limits the
resolution, which means that it is difficult to measure transmural variations in motion
[61].
Strain ENCoded (SENC) imaging [62] is similar to tagging, and was developed to
allow a more accurate assessment of longitudinal strain, which can be restricted by the
small number of long axis images that can be acquired in addition to a full short axis
stack during a typical patient scan.  Instead of orienting the tag planes perpendicular
to the imaging plane, the SENC tag planes are initially oriented parallel to the
imaging plane.  SENC measures through-plane strain, and hence longitudinal strain is
measured using a short axis image and circumferential strain is measured using a long
axis image.  It is not possible to measure radial strain using this technique.
2.4.3 Phase Contrast Imaging
Another category of technique which can be used to assess myocardial motion is
phase contrast imaging [46, 63, 64].  This type of technique involves the application
of a bipolar magnetic field gradient which is used to encode velocity directly into the
phase of the signal.  An initial gradient G is applied with a duration which will
induce a phase change along the direction of the gradient in all spins, as shown in
Equation 2-7.
 G (Equation 2-7)
where  is the gyromagnetic ratio.  After a time delay of t, a second gradient with
equal magnitude and duration but opposite polarity to the first gradient is applied.  For
stationary spins, the net phase change will be zero, but for spins which are moving
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with velocity v, and have therefore moved through a distance x = vt in time t, the
net phase change is given by Equation 2-8:
xGtvGmoving   (Equation 2-8)
The phase change is directly proportional to the velocity, and hence the displacement,
of the spins in the direction of the encoding gradient, however velocities that result in
phase shifts greater than   will result in aliasing.  The encoding velocity, venc, is the
largest velocity which can be measured without aliasing, and is controlled by varying
the amplitude and duration of the encoding gradients.  For myocardial phase contrast
imaging, the required venc is typically 15 – 25cm/s, and relatively high amplitude
gradients are required [46].
Validation of phase contrast imaging techniques has been performed using phantoms
and canine models with tantalum markers [65, 66].
Since there is no suppression of myocardial signal in phase contrast imaging
techniques, higher spatial resolution can be achieved than with tagging techniques,
and analysis of the resulting images is relatively straightforward.  However, phase
contrast imaging techniques are susceptible to artefactual phase shifts due to eddy
currents which can be difficult to correct for, and signal decay means that the time
delay t between the application of the bipolar gradients must be short, and hence
myocardial motion can only be recorded over a limited period of time.
2.4.4 DENSE
Displacement ENcoding with Stimulated Echoes (DENSE) is a technique which was
developed to overcome the limitations of tagging and phase-contrast imaging methods
for the assessment of myocardial strain.  In order to encode displacement over a time
comparable to T1 of the myocardium, it is necessary to store the magnetisation vector
along the direction of the static magnetic field, i.e. in the longitudinal plane, to avoid
signal decay due to T2*.  This is accomplished in the DENSE pulse sequence through
the use of stimulated echoes.
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2.4.4.1. Stimulated Echo Formation
In a pulse sequence which uses three or more unequally spaced RF pulses, both spin
echoes (SE) and stimulated echoes (STE) will be generated [67, 68, 69], as illustrated
in Figure 2-12 [67].
Figure 2-12: Formation of stimulated echoes
Following the application of the first RF pulse, there is a time delay of 1during
which some dephasing of spins occurs.  When the second RF pulse is applied, the fan
of spins is rotated through 90o, leaving some components in the transverse plane
which refocus to form the first spin echo (SE1) after a further time 1.  Other
components are moved into the longitudinal plane where they relax with T1 only until
the third RF pulse is applied after a time delay of 2, which is also known as the
mixing time (TM).  These components are rotated into the transverse plane again,
where they refocus to produce an STE.  The second spin echo (SE2) occurs due to
dephasing of the spins following the formation of SE1 and the subsequent rephasing
by the third RF pulse, and is formed at a time 2-1 after the pulse.  If there were any
spins present in the transverse plane following the application of the second RF pulse,
which is dependent on relaxation effects, or any spins present in the transverse plane
after the first RF pulse which were not refocused by the second RF pulse, then these
could be refocused by the third RF pulse to create SE3 and SE4 respectively.
In a STimulated Echo Acquisition Mode (STEAM) pulse sequence, three RF pulses
are used, and the timing parameters and gradients are applied such that the STE is the
only signal which is refocused during the acquisition period
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2.4.4.2. Development of the DENSE Pulse Sequence
The first application of a pulse sequence which utilised stimulated echoes to spatially
encode the internal displacement of tissues was for the detection of breast cancer [70].
Measurement of tissue displacement allows assessment of elastic properties, such as
Young’s elastic moduli, which are known to be altered by tumours.  In soft tissue, a
shear wave caused by an oscillating deformation force travels at a speed of 1–20ms-1,
and hence will require tens of milliseconds to travel through an object which is
~100mm in size.  However, reflected waves can take longer than this to dampen, and
hence any measurements which attempt to encode displacement during shear wave
propagation may be confounded by interference from reflected or standing shear
waves.  To overcome this, a method which measures internal displacement between
two or more deformations while the object is in mechanical equilibrium for each
measurement was used, and this was achieved using a stimulated echo pulse
sequence, with bipolar displacement encoding gradient pulses.  A diagram of the
pulse sequence used is shown in Figure 2-13 [70].
Figure 2-13: Displacement encoding of shear wave propagation pulse sequence
The first gradient is applied while the tissue is in state “A”, and induces a range of
phase shifts.  Mechanical transition from state “A” to state “B” occurs during the
stimulated echo mixing time, TM, which is relatively long and allows long-lived
elastic vibrations to dampen before spatial encoding occurs.  The second magnetic
field gradient is applied when the tissue is in state “B”, and the net phase shifts at this
time are directly related to the tissue displacements between states “A” and “B”, as
shown for the phase contrast imaging techniques in Section 2.4.3 (Equation 2-8).
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In addition, a phase reference dataset is acquired to allow removal of any pre-existing
phase shifts that are unrelated to displacement.  Reference data are acquired with the
same pulse sequence shown in Figure 2-13, but with the tissue maintained in state “B”
throughout.  Local displacement is calculated directly from the local phase of the
corrected dataset.
The first implementation of a DENSE pulse sequence [61] was based on the same
principles.  A diagram of the basic pulse sequence is shown in Figure 2-14 [61].
Figure 2-14: Basic DENSE pulse sequence
After an initial 90o RF excitation which rotates the net magnetisation vector (NMV)
into the transverse plane, a magnetic field gradient (G1, G3, G5) is applied in the
desired direction, with amplitude G and duration, to introduce phase dispersion.  A
second 90o RF pulse is then applied to rotate the NMV back into the longitudinal
plane.  Displacement of the tissue occurs during the long mixing period TM (~100ms)
which follows, in which crusher gradients (G7, G8, G9) are applied to suppress signal
not pertaining to the stimulated echo experiment, and then a third 90o RF pulse returns
the NMV into the transverse plane.  A second magnetic field gradient of equal
magnitude to the first (G2, G4, G6) is applied to rewind the phase dispersion.  For
stationary spins the phase rewinding is complete, but for spins that have moved a
distance x during TM, a net phase is accumulated, as shown for the phase contrast
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imaging techniques in Section 2.4.3 (Equation 2-8). TM is gated to occur over the
105ms before end-systole to allow measurement of systolic displacement.
Imaging is performed with slice selection during the third RF pulse followed by
sequential k-space sampling with one line per excitation.
In order to obtain displacement encoded short axis data from a mid-ventricular slice
of the heart, DENSE acquisitions are repeated a total of three times – the first
repetition serves as a reference scan (with G1, G3, G5 = G2, G4, G6 = 0), and each of
the remaining two repetitions is carried out with a modified amplitude of magnetic
field gradient along a specific direction.  The difference between the gradient pulses
of the reference scan and each of the remaining datasets is set to provide a
displacement encoding of 2.3mm/and the difference phase maps between each
dataset and the reference scan provides information about the displacement of the
myocardium along a given direction.
The original implementation of DENSE was used to acquire in vivo displacement data
from the canine heart on a 4T MRI scanner, with a voxel size of 0.9mm1.9mm
7.0mm.  However, the long acquisition time of 4.3 minutes per image was prohibitive
for clinical imaging.
Single shot imaging of the heart using a STEAM pulse sequence had been
demonstrated as far back as 1991 [71].  The sequence was similar to that shown in
Figure 2-14, except that instead of using three 90o RF pulses, the third pulse was
replaced by a series of low flip angle pulses, each of which acquired a different phase-
encoded stimulated echo.  The sequence was successfully used to acquire in vivo
images of the human heart with imaging times of 127 – 254ms, but was SNR-limited
due to inadequate RF and gradient coil performance at the time.  As MR systems
developed, the faster and stronger gradients which became available were utilised to
combine high-speed STEAM imaging with DENSE encoding in a sequence called
Fast-DENSE [72].  A diagram of the Fast-DENSE pulse sequence is shown in Figure
2-15 [72].
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Figure 2-15: Fast-DENSE pulse sequence
In the Fast-DENSE pulse sequence, the final RF pulse is replaced by a train of small
flip angle RF pulses, i.e. an EPI readout, which allow several lines of k-space to be
acquired from a single STEAM preparation.  For each of the RF pulses, two gradient
echoes are formed and acquired.  In this implementation of Fast-DENSE, six 30o RF
pulses are used, allowing 12 lines of k-space to be acquired for each application of the
sequence.  Each image is acquired in eight segments, with one segment being
acquired per heartbeat with ECG triggering.  The three images which are required (x-
encoded, y-encoded, reference) can therefore be acquired in 24 heartbeats, which is
feasible within a single breath-hold.  As with the original implementation of DENSE,
displacement encoding takes place over the 100ms prior to end-systole, and imaging
is performed at end-systole.
The voxel size used in Fast-DENSE is 2.5mm2.5mm7.0mm.  The slice thickness
of 7mm was determined experimentally, and it was found that thicker slices resulted
in signal loss due to intravoxel dephasing, while thinner slices reduced the SNR.
To verify the calibration of the Fast-DENSE pulse sequence and the post-processing
software (see Section 2.4.4.4), data were acquired from a cylindrical agar phantom
rotating at 34.3 revolutions per minute, and the computed average rotation and strain
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were compared with the known rate of rotation.  Due to the high rotational velocity of
the phantom, motion artefacts occurred which would not be present in human
acquisitions.  This was compensated for by collecting data in 48 segments instead of
8, but since the acquisition parameters were different to those which would be used
for human imaging, no further comparisons could be made.
The implementations of DENSE described so far were limited to imaging a single
cardiac phase at end-systole.  The next step in the evolution of the sequence was the
development of a cine DENSE pulse sequence, which produced 2D displacement-
encoded images at multiple phases of the cardiac cycle.  A fast gradient echo EPI
pulse sequence was used, and six cine datasets were acquired - a reference dataset and
two complementary acquisitions for artefact suppression (see Section 2.4.4.3) in each
of two orthogonal directions, which was feasible within a single breath-hold [73].
Two versions of cine DENSE were made available at the institution where the
research presented in this thesis took place – Sequence 1 was developed at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
(NHLBI) (Bethesda, MD, USA), and Sequence 2 was developed by Siemens
Healthcare (Erlangen, Germany).  The pulse sequence parameters for both versions of
DENSE can be found in Chapter 3.
2.4.4.3. Elimination of Image Artefacts
Three distinct echoes are produced by the DENSE pulse sequence: 1) the
displacement-encoded stimulated echo, 2) the complex conjugate echo, which is also
referred to as the simulated anti-echo, and 3) a gradient echo due to T1 relaxation.
The complex conjugate echo and the T1 relaxation echo give rise to artefacts in the
DENSE images, which result in errors in the measurement of displacement [74, 75].
At the start of the mixing period TM, the longitudinal magnetisation is given by
Equation 2-9.
   xkMxM encz cos (Equation 2-9)
where M is the value of Mz just prior to the application of the second RF pulse, kenc is
the displacement encoding value due to the displacement encoding gradient and x is
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the tissue position at the time of displacement encoding.  Over a time period t, T1
relaxation occurs and the longitudinal magnetisation will vary according to the Bloch
Equations [76], as shown in Equation 2-10.
        101 exp1exp0, TtMTtMtxM zz 
      101 exp1expcos TtMTtxkM enc 
     010 expcos MTtMxkM enc 
       010 expexpexp2 MTtMxjkxjk
M
encenc 

 
(Equation 2-10)
At the end of TM, an RF pulse with flip angle  is applied, along with a second
gradient, and the tissue has been displaced by a distance x = x - xi.  The resulting
transverse magnetisation is given by Equation 2-11.
         

 

  010 expexpexp2, MTtMxjkxjk
MtxM encencxy
    sinexp xxjkenc  (Equation 2-11)
Equation 2-11 can be rearranged to represent the transverse magnetisation as a sum of
three terms, as shown in Equation 2-12.
 txM xy ,      sinexpexp2 1 xjkTt
M
enc
      sin2expexp2 1 xxjkTt
M
enc 
       sinexpexp1 10 xxjkTtM enc 
(Equation 2-12)
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The first term in Equation 2-12 describes the displacement encoded echo, the second
term describes the complex conjugate echo, whose phase is additionally modulated by
a factor of 2kencx, and the third term describes the T1 relaxation echo, whose phase is
additionally modulated by a factor of kencx [74].
If all three echoes, with the corresponding three different phases, are present during
the imaging component of DENSE, this will result in cosine-modulated magnitude-
reconstructed images, which appears as banding artefacts.  The contribution from the
complex conjugate echo can be eliminated by setting kenc such that this echo is
encoded with a frequency which is higher than the frequencies detected during data
acquisition.  However, this method cannot be used to eliminate the T1 relaxation echo,
as a further increase in kenc causes substantial signal loss due to intravoxel dephasing
[73].
For the single cardiac phase implementations of DENSE, the T1 relaxation echo can
be suppressed by applying a 180o inversion recovery pulse during TM, with timing
parameters set such that the longitudinal magnetisation of the unwanted magnetisation
is zero at the time when the second RF pulse is applied.  Different tissues within the
body have different T1 values so it is not possible to completely eliminate all banding
artefacts with a single inversion pulse.  Multiple inversion pulses could be used, but
since this would increase the SAR, a single pulse is generally used to eliminate
artefacts occurring within the myocardium [77].
While the inversion recovery approach was successful when imaging a single cardiac
phase, it did not sufficiently suppress the T1 relaxation echo at multiple time points as
required for a cine acquisition.  Instead, a CSPAMM technique (see Section 2.4.2)
was used, in which two datasets are acquired with the flip angle of the second RF
pulse set to +90o in the first dataset and -90o in the second dataset [73].  The
transverse magnetisations for the two datasets are given by Equations 2-13a and 2-13b
respectively, and the final magnetisation obtained by subtracting the two datasets is
given by Equation 2-14.
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  txM xy ,1      sinexpexp2 1 xjkTt
M
enc
       sinexpexp1 10 xxjkTtM enc 
(Equation 2-13a)
  txM xy ,2      sinexpexp2 1 xjkTt
M
enc
       sinexpexp1 10 xxjkTtM enc 
(Equation 2-13b)
     txMtxMtxM xyxyxyC ,,, 21 
    sinexpexp 1 xjkTtM enc
(Equation 2-14)
Application of this technique found that incomplete suppression of the T1 relaxation
echo occurred when the heart rate was variable.  Improved artefact suppression was
obtained by combining the technique with through-plane dephasing [75].  At the same
time as the DENSE frequency encoding gradient kenc is applied, a second gradient kd
is applied in the through plane (slice select) direction.  Equation 2-12 can be modified
to take account of the through plane displacement z which occurs during time t, as
shown in Equation 2-15.
  tzxM xy ,,        sinexpexpexp2 1 zjkxjkTt
M
denc 
         sin2exp2expexp2 1 zzjkxxjkTt
M
denc 
          sinexpexpexp1 10 zzjkxxjkTtM denc 
(Equation 2-15)
From Equation 2-15, it can been seen that the complex conjugate echo and the T1
relaxation echo, given by the 2nd and 3rd components of the equation, undergo phase
shifts of 2kenc and kenc respectively due to the frequency encoding gradient, and 2kd
and kd due to the dephasing gradient.  The displacement encoded echo is not dephased
by the dephasing gradient, but does undergo a phase shift due to z.  To account for
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this, the dephasing gradient is also applied during the reference scan (where kenc is set
to zero), and the unwanted phase shift will be removed when the reference dataset is
subtracted from the displacement encoded dataset.
2.4.4.4. DENSE Image Processing and Analysis
Each of the two DENSE pulse sequences has associated offline image analysis
software.  For Sequence 1, the analysis software is named “DENSEView” and was
developed at NIH.  For Sequence 2, the analysis software is named
“CIM_DENSE2D” and was developed at the University of Auckland in conjunction
with Siemens.
The underlying principles of the analysis are the same for both DENSEView and
CIM_DENSE2D, and consist of the following steps: reconstruction of magnitude and
phase images, segmentation, phase unwrapping, displacement extraction and strain
calculation [73, 78, 79].
The process of reconstructing the magnitude and phase images begins with the
subtraction of the complementary datasets in each encoding direction to eliminate the
contribution from the T1 relaxation echo, followed by inverse Fourier transform to
generate a complex subtraction image.  Complex reference images are also generated
by applying an inverse Fourier transform to the reference datasets for each encoding
direction, and these are used to phase correct the subtracted images.  Magnitude
images are formed using Equation 2-16, and phase images are formed using Equation
2-17, where Re and Im are the real and imaginary component of the complex signal
respectively.
22 ImRe Magnitude (Equation 2-16)


  Re
Imtan 1Phase (Equation 2-17)
All of the displacement information is contained within the phase images, while the
magnitude images are purely anatomical.  Examples of magnitude and phase images
obtained from a healthy volunteer at ED and ES are shown in Figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-16: DENSE magnitude and phase images at ED and ES
Segmentation involves manual delineation of the epicardial and endocardial borders
during diastole using the magnitude images, and identification of the insertion points
of the right ventricle to allow the myocardium to be divided into segments according
to the AHA model (see Section 2.2.3).  This is facilitated by the black-blood contrast
of DENSE images, which occurs due to intravoxel dephasing and subsequent signal
loss caused by the incoherent motion of blood during the long TM period [72].
Phase unwrapping is required because the phase of MR signals is inherently confined
to the range   radians.  Large displacements may result in net phase
changes outwith this range, and the true phase will then be wrapped to lie within the
allowed range.  This can be seen in the mid-septal and mid-lateral walls in the ES
phase image in Figure 2-16. In CIM_DENSE2D, phase unwrapping is performed by
using Poisson’s equation with Neumann boundary conditions to generate a set of
simultaneous equations, and a least-squares solution is found using the fast discrete
cosine transform [80, 81]. DENSEView uses a region growing phase unwrapping
technique, in which a region is incrementally expanded from a seed point on the phase
map, and when a phase fringe is encountered, appropriate multiples of 2are added or
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subtracted. The decision on whether to include a pixel within a region is made via
comparison with quality maps, which depend on the phase gradient, the signal level,
or both [78, 82].
Following phase unwrapping, the pixel phase is converted to 1D displacement using
Equation 2-14 (page 34).  The 2D displacement of each pixel is then computed by
vector addition of the datasets from the two encoding directions.
As shown in Equation 2-5 (page 18), myocardial strain can be represented by a 3D
tensor with principal strains ERR (radial), ECC (circumferential) and ELL (longitudinal).
If the displacement vector is u, then the strain tensor E can be calculated using
Equation 2-18, where  is the Gradient matrix operator [83].
        uuuuE TT  21 (Equation 2-18)
In DENSEView and CIM_DENSE2D, only the first two principal strains, i.e. radial
and circumferential strain, are calculated.
2.4.4.5. Validation of DENSE
Validation of cine DENSE has been carried out through comparison with myocardial
tagging.  In one study, DENSE and tagging were acquired from 12 healthy volunteers.
Good correlation was found between the results from DENSE and tagging, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.87 when comparing peak circumferential strain [73].
Another study compared DENSE and tagging in 11 healthy volunteers, and obtained a
correlation coefficient of 0.92 [84].
A further study compared circumferential and radial strains measured by DENSE and
tagging in 12 healthy subjects, and found that the mean differences in the results
obtained between the two techniques was -1 9% for circumferential strain and 1
29% for radial strain. The authors state that possible explanations for the larger
variability in measurement of radial strain include large transmural strain gradients
and widely varying systolic wall thickening [85]. Another possible explanation is the
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effects of through-plane motion on the tracking process, which has more of an effect
on radial strain than circumferential strain [86].
A recent (2013) paper investigated the performance of DENSE circumferential and
radial strain for the identification of contractile abnormalities in myocardial segments
with late gadolinium enhancement, and compared this with the performance achieved
by systolic wall thickening.  Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) analysis was
performed, and the area under the curve was found to be 0.87, 0.92 and 0.83 for radial
strain, circumferential strain and wall thickening respectively [87].
2.4.4.6. Further Developments of DENSE
The implementations of DENSE described so far, and which will be used in this
thesis, apply displacement encoding to a single 2D slice, and take no account of
through-plane motion or strain along the longitudinal axis of the heart.
A pulse sequence which allowed multi-slice imaging with 3D displacement encoding
was developed using a murine model [88].  On detection of the ECG "R" wave at end-
diastole, non-selective displacement encoding was applied.  At end-systole, a slice-
selective RF pulse followed by a gradient echo readout with a DENSE unencoding
gradient were used to sample the displacement-encoded stimulated echo of a basal
slice.  At end-systole of the next two cardiac cycles, the displacement-encoded
stimulated echoes of a mid-ventricular and an apical slice were sampled.  Three slices
can be imaged after a single displacement-encoding module due to the short R-R
interval in mice (~120ms). Slice thickness was 1mm, and the slices were separated by
0.5mm. For in-plane imaging, displacement encoding was applied in the frequency
encoding direction, and displacement encoding in two orthogonal directions was
achieved by rotating the frequency encoding direction through 90o.  For through-plane
imaging, displacement encoding was applied in the slice select direction.  Reference
data with no phase encoding were also acquired. The time taken to acquire a
complete DENSE dataset was 45 - 50 minutes.
DENSE images were processed in a similar way to that described in Section 2.4.4.4.
In addition to radial and circumferential strain, twist angles and normalised torsion
were calculated for each slice.  Twist angles were calculated for each pixel using the
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epicardial centre of mass and calculating the angle subtended by the local
displacement vector, and the overall twist angle for the slice was calculated as the
mean of the individual pixel values.  Normalised torsion was calculated by linear
regression of the twist angle as a function of longitudinal position. The 3D
displacement encoding pulse sequence was used to acquire images from the mouse
heart pre- and post-infarction, and the results were found to be in good agreement
with previous tagging studies.
A method which allowed 3D measurement of strain in a single slice of the human
heart was developed by combining DENSE and SENC [89]. Cine DENSE images
were acquired from two adjacent 8mm thick slices, and cine SENC was acquired from
a 16mm thick slice which encompassed the two cine DENSE slices. The images were
acquired during five breath-holds – four for DENSE (an X-encoded and a Y-encoded
images for each of the two planes) and one for SENC (a Z-encoded image).  In-plane
displacements were calculated from the DENSE data and through-plane
displacements were calculated from the SENC data, and from this the deformation
gradient tensor was formed, which is the 3D equivalent of the 2D displacement vector
u in Equation 2-18. This technique was validated in six healthy volunteers, and the
results were found to be in agreement with values reported in the literature obtained
using a 3D tagging technique.
An alternative method for 3D DENSE utilised a slice-following technique, which
removed the requirement to acquire in-plane DENSE images in two adjacent slices
[90].  In slice-following techniques, spatial encoding is applied to a thin slice, and the
imaged slice is then chosen to be large enough to accommodate the motion of the
encoded tissue. A CSPAMM approach is then used, and subtraction of the two
images cancels out the signal from unencoded tissue, and leaves only the signal from
the slice-selectively encoded tissue [91].
The techniques described so far in this section allow the calculation of 3D strain
relating to a single imaging slice.  3D DENSE was developed further to allow
volumetric coverage of the entire LV [92]. This involved a free-breathing, navigator-
gated acquisition method, with an interleaved stack-of-spirals trajectory to sample the
3D k-space during readout.  Post-processing was performed to obtain the
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displacement-encoded phase images in the x, y and z directions at each cardiac phase
for each of a number of 3D partitions. When evaluating the technique in healthy
volunteers, 14 3D partitions were acquired, and this was zero-filled to 28 partitions
during image reconstruction.  An entire dataset was collected during 532 navigator-
accepted heartbeats. The tissue tracking algorithms used for 2D DENSE were
extended to 3D, and from this the circumferential, radial and longitudinal strains, as
well as twist and torsion, were calculated for each partition. The results were found
to be in good agreement with values reported in the literature using a 3D tagging
technique.
2.5 Assessment of Strain in the Human Myocardium
2.5.1 Healthy Myocardium
A number of studies have been performed to assess strain in the healthy myocardium
using MRI techniques, many of which considered circumferential and longitudinal
strain rather than radial strain.   Investigations have been carried out into variations in
strain with myocardial segment, gender and age, and the results are summarised in
this section.
Variation with Myocardial Segment:
A summary of the variation in peak strain in each myocardial segment is shown in
Table 2-1, where strain is expressed as a percentage (mean  SD) using data acquired
in a mid-ventricular short axis slice, and the method (M.) used to acquire the data is
indicated by T (tagging), S (SENC), D (DENSE) or PC (phase contrast).
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Ref. M. Slice AS (S) A (A) AL (L) IL I (I) IS
Circumferential Strain
[93] S - -22 3 -24 3 -23 3 - -20 3 -
[94] S - -22 3 - -21 3 - - -
[93] T - -21 2 -21 2 -21 3 - -20 3 -
[85] T - -14 3 -13 3 -16 3 -18 3 -18 3 -14 3
[94] T - -23 3 - -23 4 - - -
[95] T -23 2 -21 3 -26 3 -20 4 -27 3 -21 4 -23 4
[96] T - -21 6 -25 6 -23 4 - -20 4 -
[97] T -30 7 -34 15 -26 12 -30 10 - -31 11 -
[98] T - -28 14 -22 13 -27 12 - -27 8 -
[99] T - -21 2 -23 2 -24 3 -22 3 -18 2 -20 3
[85] D - -18 4 -17 4 -19 4 -20 3 -14 4 -14 4
[100] D - -20 3 -18 2 -22 4 -20 4 -16 3 -18 3
Radial Strain
[85] D - 20 14 17 8 16 9 24 11 18 10 17 10
[85] T - 18 13 14 10 13 10 25 17 15 12 21 14
[101] PC 38 6 40 20 42 24 34 10 43 18 42 16 27 14
Table 2-1: Variation in strain with AHA segment in the healthy myocardium
Variation with Gender:
Differences have been observed in strain values between male and female subjects
using tagging. Global circumferential strain was found to be higher in females than in
males (-21 2% vs -19 2%, p = 0.025), and a similar result was found for global
longitudinal strain (-16  2% vs -14  3%, p = 0.007).  No statistically significant
difference was found for radial strain [102].   However, another study found no
statistically significant differences between peak circumferential strain between males
and females using tagging [103] or SENC [93].
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Variation with Age:
A comparison of peak circumferential strain obtained using SENC in a group of
younger volunteers (age 22 – 25 years) and a group of older volunteers (age 55 – 69
years) found no statistically significant differences [93]. A similar result was
obtained in a study which used tagging in a group of younger volunteers (age 19 – 26
years) and a group of older volunteers (age 60 – 74 years), however statistically
significant differences were observed for the time taken for circumferential strain to
return to 50% of the peak value and the peak rate of change of circumferential strain,
with the obtained values being slower in the older group [104].
2.5.2 Infarcted Myocardium
For the assessment of strain in the infarcted myocardium, segments can be classified
as infarcted, adjacent (infarcted segment on at least one side) or remote (no infarcted
segments on either side) based on the results of late gadolinium enhancement (LGE)
imaging.  A study of 21 post-MI patients found statistically significant differences
between the peak circumferential strain measured by tagging in remote and infarcted
segments.  Based on the mean () and standard deviation () of the peak
circumferential strain in the remote segments, a threshold for detecting dysfunction
was defined as  + .  Dysfunctional segments were identified in 12% of remote, 26%
of adjacent and 58% of infarcted segments.  For peak radial strain, statistically
significant differences were observed between strain in remote segments compared to
both adjacent and infarcted segments, and dysfunctional segments were identified in
12% of remote, 32% of adjacent and 50% of infarcted segments [105].
Alternatively, strain can be compared with wall motion abnormalities observed from
cine imaging.  A study of 38 post-MI patients classified segments as normokinetic,
hypokinetic or a/dyskinetic, and compared the circumferential strain values obtained
using SENC.  Statistically significant differences were observed between peak
circumferential strain in normokinetic segments compared to both hypokinetic and
a/dyskinetic segments, and also between hypokinetic and a/dyskinetic segments.
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis showed that a peak
circumferential strain value of -17% was related to hypokinesia with a sensitivity of
85% and a specificity of 86%, and a value of -10% was related to a/dyskinesia with a
sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 92% [106].
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A study which investigated the relationships between circumferential strain as
measured by tagging and salvage found statistically significant differences between
myocardial segments with salvage of 0 – 25% and 26 – 50% compared with segments
with salvage of 50 – 100%.  The strain within all ischaemic segments showed
improvement after 1 year, with the smallest improvement occurring in segments with
salvage of 0 – 25% [107].
2.6 Summary
MRI is a valuable tool for the assessment of myocardial function and injury, and
techniques such as tagging, SENC and phase contrast imaging have been successfully
implemented to allow quantitative assessments of myocardial strain. However, each
of these techniques had limitations which could restrict their performance in a clinical
evaluation of contractile function. DENSE has the potential to be a more robust
method for the measurement of myocardial strain, but as mentioned in Chapter 1,
much of the research performed with DENSE to date has been methods development,
and its application in a routine clinical setting has been incompletely investigated.
The studies contained within this thesis aim to build upon the existing knowledge by
further investigating the performance of DENSE in healthy subjects and patients with
myocardial infarction.
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Chapter 3
Image Acquisition and Analysis
Methods
3.1 Introduction
This chapter contains details of the basic image acquisition and analysis protocols
which were common to all of the investigations contained within this thesis.
Additional analysis was carried out for specific investigations, and details will be
provided within the relevant chapters.
3.2 MRI Scanning
All imaging was performed using a 1.5T Siemens Avanto MRI scanner (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) with a 6-channel cardiac coil (anterior) in conjunction with 2 or 3
elements of an 8-channel spine coil (posterior).  In Chapter 6, imaging was also
performed using a 3T Siemens Verio MRI scanner, again with a 6-channel cardiac
coil in conjunction with an 8-channel spine coil.
Cine, LGE and T2 images were acquired as a short axis stack extending from the base
to the apex of the heart.  DENSE images were acquired in three short axis slices –
basal (just below the level of the LVOT and aortic valve), mid-ventricular (mid-
papillary level) and apical, with each slice corresponding to the position of a slice
within the short axis stack of cine, LGE and T2 images.  Two- and four-chamber cine
and LGE images were also acquired, and four-chamber T2 and DENSE images – these
were used to assist with analysis, but were not analysed directly.
In all cases, images were acquired during a single breath-hold and with ECG gating.
Image analysis was performed by dividing the short axis images into segments
according to the AHA model, as described in Section 2.2.3.
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3.3 Cine Image Acquisition and Analysis
The pulse sequence parameters used for cine image acquisitions at both 1.5T and 3T
using a b-SSFP pulse sequence are shown in Table 3-1. Retrospective ECG gating
was used.
Parameter 1.5T 3T
TR (ms) 3.3 3.4
TE (ms) 1.2 1.5
Flip Angle (deg) 70 50
FoV Read (mm) 340 340
FoV Phase (%) 80 84.4
Slice Thickness (mm) 7 7
Resolution 180256 256256
Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 930 977
Table 3-1: Pulse sequence parameters for cine imaging
Cine images were analysed using Argus software on the Syngo MultiModality
Workplace (version VE36A, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).  A qualitative assessment
was performed by visually inspecting the images throughout the cardiac cycle and
assigning a score for wall motion to each segment using the definitions in Table 3-2.
Wall motion scoring was carried out by Cardiology research fellows (AP and DC).
Score Definition
0 Normal
1 Hypokinetic
2 Severely Hypokinetic
3 Akinetic
4 Dyskinetic
5 Aneurysmal
Table 3-2: Definition of scores for wall motion assessment
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A quantitative assessment was performed by measuring systolic thickening for each
segment, expressed as a percentage increase compared to the thickness at diastole, as
described in Section 2.3.1.
LVESV, LVEDV and LVEF were determined by a Cardiology research fellow (DC).
Endo- and epi-cardial borders were defined manually, and papillary muscles were
excluded from the calculation.
3.4 LGE Image Acquisition and Analysis
The pulse sequence parameters used for LGE image acquisitions at 1.5T using a PSIR
turboFLASH pulse sequence are shown in Table 3-3.
Parameter 1.5T
TR (ms) 26.8
TE (ms) 3.4
Flip Angle (deg) 20
FoV Read (mm) 340
FoV Phase (%) 80
Slice Thickness (mm) 8
Resolution 156256
Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 130
Table 3-3: Pulse sequence parameters for LGE imaging
LGE images were acquired 10 minutes after a bolus injection (0.15 mmol/kg) of
gadolinium contrast agent (Dotarem - Guerbet, Villepinte, France).
LGE images were analysed using Argus software.  A region of interest (ROI)
containing at least 100 pixels was drawn in remote myocardium to obtain the mean
() and standard deviation () of the image intensity, and the images were windowed
using a threshold of  , as described in Section 2.3.2. Remote myocardium was
defined as approximately the central third of the non-enhanced tissue, located on the
opposite side of the short axis slice from the region of infarction, as illustrated in
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Figure 3-1. A score relating to the transmural extent of infarction, LGE_score, was
then assigned using the definitions in Table 3-4 [108, 109].
Figure 3-1: Illustration of ROI in remote myocardium for LGE analysis for a) small
and b) large infarctions
Score Definition
0 0%
1 1% - 25%
2 26% - 50%
3 51% - 75%
4 76% - 100%
Table 3-4: Definition of scores for transmural extent of infarction
(a) (b)
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3.5 T2 Image Acquisition and Analysis
The pulse sequence parameters used for T2-map image acquisitions at 1.5T using a
T2-prepared single shot SSFP pulse sequence are shown in Table 3-5.
Parameter 1.5T
TR (ms) 3.9
TE (ms) 1.1
Flip Angle (deg) 70
FoV Read (mm) 340
FoV Phase (%) 75
Slice Thickness (mm) 8
Resolution 116192
Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 930
Table 3-5: Pulse sequence parameters for T2 imaging
T2 images were analysed using Argus software.  An ROI containing at least 100
pixels was drawn in remote myocardium to obtain the mean () and standard
deviation () of the image intensity, and the T2 images were windowed using a
threshold of  , as described in Section 2.3.3.  The regions of the T2 image which
exceeded the threshold were manually outlined, and the percentage of T2
hyperenhancement was calculated.
Area at risk was defined as the percentage of T2 hyperenhancement, and myocardial
salvage index (MSI) was calculated using Equation 2-3 in Section 2.3.3.
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3.6 DENSE Image Acquisition and Analysis
The pulse sequence parameters used for DENSE image acquisition at 1.5T (sequence
1 and sequence 2) and 3T (sequence 2 only) are shown in Table 3-6. As described in
Section 2.4.4.2, sequence 1 was provided by NIH and sequence 2 was provided by
Siemens Healthcare.
Parameter Seq. 1 (1.5T) Seq. 2 (1.5T) Seq. 2 (3T)
TR (ms) 15.0 16.3 13.7
TE (ms) 8 8 6.34
Flip Angle (deg) 6 20 20
FoV Read (mm) 448 360 380
FoV Phase (%) 37.5 75 85.7
Slice Thickness (mm) 8 8 8
Resolution 48128
3.5mm3.5mm
84112
3.2mm3.2mm
96112
3.4mm3.4mm
Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 1300 1207 1207
Displacement
Encoding Frequency
(/mm)
0.23 0.2 0.2
Table 3-6: Pulse sequence parameters for DENSE imaging
The images obtained using sequence 1 were analysed using DENSEView, and the
images obtained using sequence 2 were analysed using CIM_DENSE2D (see Section
2.4.4.4).
The output from DENSEView provides the set of time points and strain values for
circumferential (Ecc) and radial (Err) strain, along with values for peak Ecc, peak Err,
time to peak Ecc and time to peak Err.  The output from CIM_DENSE2D provides
only the set of time and strain values for the Ecc and Err curves, so Matlab code was
written to extract the peak strain and time to peak strain values (see Appendix A).
Peak Ecc is a negative number, which represents a contraction.  The analysis within
this thesis will be carried out using the magnitude of the peak Ecc results to avoid
potential confusion, for example when evaluating correlations.
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Time to peak Ecc and time to peak Err are displayed in ms, so to take into account the
varying heart rates, and hence duration of cardiac cycle, between individuals, the
times were also expressed as a percentage of the mean RR interval.
3.7 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using Minitab 16 (Minitab Inc, PA, USA) and
SPSS 19 (IBM, New York, USA).
Prior to performing any analysis, data were checked for normality using an Anderson-
Darling test, and parametric or non-parametric tests were used accordingly. Further
information relating to the statistical tests used for data analysis in the investigations
contained within this thesis can be found in Appendix B, including the corrections
used for multiple comparison tests.
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Chapter 4
Preliminary Clinical Assessment of
DENSE
4.1 Introduction
Prior to the commencement of this study, the two versions of the DENSE pulse
sequence described in Section 2.4.4 had been installed on a 1.5T MRI scanner, and
were being used in research protocols involving patients who had suffered a
myocardial infarction (MI).  This chapter describes a retrospective investigation into
the relationships between the strain parameters measured using DENSE and other
clinical MRI measures of cardiac function, and a preliminary assessment of the
potential clinical utility of DENSE in the post-MI patient group.
4.2 Aims
The aims of the research presented in this chapter are:
- To assess the repeatability of strain measurements using the two versions of
the DENSE pulse sequence and corresponding analysis software
- To investigate the relationships between DENSE strain parameters (peak
circumferential strain, peak radial strain, time to peak circumferential strain
and time to peak radial strain), as measured by two versions of the DENSE
pulse sequence, with other MRI measures used for the clinical assessment of
cardiac function i.e. transmural extent of MI as shown by late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) imaging and wall motion score
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 STEMI Patients
57 patients with STEMI were scanned within 7 days of infarction, and divided into
two groups according to the DENSE pulse sequence which was used.  Group 1
contained 31 patients (M:F = 23:8, age 59  11 years), and DENSE images were
acquired using sequence 1.  Group 2 contained 26 patients (M:F = 19:7, age 57 14
years), and DENSE images were acquired using sequence 2. Ethics approval for the
study had been obtained from the West of Scotland Research Ethics Committee, and
written consent was obtained from all patients.
4.3.2 Image Acquisition and Analysis
Cine, LGE and DENSE images were acquired in at least one slice position (basal
and/or mid-ventricular) and analysed as described in Chapter 3.
4.3.3 Repeatability of Image Analysis
Repeatability was assessed using images from 10 patients for each of the two DENSE
pulse sequences, giving a total of 60 segments for analysis in each case.
DENSEView provides values for each strain parameter on a segment-by-segment
basis.  CIM_DENSE2D also provides this information, but in addition, a value is
provided for each strain parameter on a whole slice basis.  For both sequences,
analysis was performed using segment data, and additional analysis was performed
using sequence 2 images and CIM_DENSE2D for whole slice data.
Analysis was performed independently by two operators (CM, RB), and each set of
images were analysed four times.  Intra-operator repeatability was assessed by
calculating coefficients of variation (CoV) for each strain parameter in each patient
dataset across the four analyses.  Inter-operator repeatability was assessed by
calculating RMS coefficients of variation (RMS-CoV) [110], using Levene’s test to
compare the equality of variance between the results obtained by the two operators,
and using a paired t-test or a Wilcoxon signed rank test to compare the obtained
values for each parameter.
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Further assessment of inter-operator repeatability was performed by calculating the
mean difference in the values obtained by the two operators, d , and the standard
deviation (SD) of the differences.  The limits of agreement were then calculated using
Equation 4-1.
SDdLimits 96.1 (Equation 4-1)
Limits of agreement are a component of the methods described by Bland and Altman
for the comparison of two methods, and this will be discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.
4.3.4 Comparison with Clinical Assessment
From the 31 patients scanned using sequence 1 and the 26 patients scanned using
sequence 2, a total of 228 and 210 segments respectively were available for analysis.
The assumption was made that DENSE strain parameters are not affected by the
segment of the heart in which they are being measured, or by the position of the
imaging slice within the heart.  A study of DENSE strain values in healthy volunteers
will be required to assess the validity of these assumptions.
A statistical assessment of the relationship between each of the DENSE strain
parameters and each of the clinical MRI measures of cardiac function was performed
using correlation tests and box plots.
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4.4 Results – Sequence 1
4.4.1 Repeatability of Image Analysis
The results of the Anderson-Darling test for normality showed that the data for each
strain parameter were not normally distributed (p < 0.05), and hence Wilcoxon signed
rank tests were used to assess inter-operator repeatability. The results of the intra-
and inter-operator repeatability assessment for images acquired using DENSE
sequence 1 and DENSEView analysis software are shown in Table 4-1. Statistically
significant results are highlighted using * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).
Intra-
Operator
Inter-Operator
Strain
Parameter
Average
CoV (%)
RMS
CoV
p-value
(Levene)
p-value
(Wilcoxon)
Limits of
Agreement
Peak Ecc 7.0 2.1 0.836 0.012* (-2.4, 1.7)
Time to Peak Ecc 4.5 2.1 0.829 0.679 (-151.5, 132.4)
Peak Err 5.9 2.4 0.985 <0.001** (-5.6, 10.1)
Time to Peak Err 2.7 1.5 0.983 0.376 (-64.4, 63.6)
Table 4-1: Intra- and inter-operator repeatability with DENSEView
The results show that intra-operator repeatability is high.  The inter-operator
RMS-CoV is small and Levene’s test showed no statistically significant differences in
variances between the two operators.  However, the Wilcoxon signed ranks test
showed statistically significant differences in the mean values obtained by the two
operators for peak Ecc and peak Err.
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4.4.2 Relationship between Strain and Late Gadolinium Enhancement
Table 4-2 shows the allocation of LGE scores for the 228 segments which were
analysed.
LGE Score No. of Segments
0 149
1 18
2 21
3 14
4 26
Table 4-2: Allocation of LGE scores for post-MI patient data (1)
The results of the correlation tests between strain parameters and LGE scores are
shown in Table 4-3, and are expressed as a Pearson correlation coefficient.
Statistically significant results are indicated by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).  The
relationships are illustrated using box plots in Figure 4-1.
Strain Parameter Pearson Coefficient
Peak Ecc -0.60**
Time to Peak Ecc (ms) 0.17*
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) 0.17*
Peak Err -0.35**
Time to Peak Err (ms) 0.19*
Time to Peak Err (%RR) 0.17*
Table 4-3: Analysis of strain vs LGE score in post-MI patients (1)
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Figure 4-1: Strain parameters vs LGE score in post-MI patients (1)
4.4.3 Relationship between Strain and Wall Motion
Table 4-4 shows the allocation of wall motion scores for the 228 segments which
were analysed.
Wall Motion Score No. of Segments
0 153
1 34
2 22
3 18
4 1
Table 4-4: Allocation of wall motion scores for post-MI patient data (1)
The results of the correlation tests between strain parameters and wall motion
abnormalities are shown in Table 4-5, and are expressed as a Pearson correlation
coefficient.  Statistically significant results are indicated by * (p < 0.05) and
** (p < 0.001).  The relationships are illustrated using box plots in Figure 4-2.
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Strain Parameter Pearson Coefficient
Peak Ecc -0.68**
Time to Peak Ecc (ms) 0.23**
Time to Peak Err (%RR) 0.28**
Peak Err -0.49**
Time to Peak Err (ms) 0.39**
Time to Peak Err (%RR) 0.39**
Table 4-5: Analysis of strain vs wall motion score in post-MI patients (1)
Figure 4-2: Strain parameters vs wall motion score in post-MI patients (1)
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4.5 Results – Sequence 2
4.5.1 Repeatability of Image Analysis
The results of the Anderson-Darling test for normality showed that the data for each
strain parameter were not normally distributed (p < 0.05), and hence Wilcoxon signed
rank tests were used to assess inter-operator repeatability. The results of the intra-
and inter-operator repeatability assessment for images acquired using DENSE
sequence 2 and CIM_DENSE2D analysis software are shown in Table 4-8.
Statistically significant results are highlighted using * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).
Intra-
Operator
Inter-Operator
Strain
Parameter
Average
CoV (%)
RMS
CoV
p-value
(Levene)
p-value
(Wilcoxon)
Limits of
Agreement
Peak Ecc 10.3 2.8 0.497 0.581 (-2.9, 3.1)
Time to Peak Ecc 7.7 2.4 0.648 0.123 (-157.8, -128.8)
Peak Err 16.5 3.1 0.685 0.039* (-12.5, 9.6)
Time to Peak Err 14.8 3.2 0.965 0.062 (-155.2, 195.1)
Table 4-6: Intra- and inter-operator repeatability with CIM_DENSE (segments)
Intra-
Operator
Inter-Operator
Strain
Parameter
Average
CoV (%)
RMS
CoV
p-value
(Levene)
p-value
(Wilcoxon)
Limits of
Agreement
Peak Ecc 6.1 1.8 0.752 0.415 (-1.5, 1.1)
Time to Peak Ecc 8.0 1.9 0.831 0.345 (-42.5, 55.5)
Peak Err 8.5 8.4 0.964 0.006* (-2.6, -0.1)
Time to Peak Err 6.8 1.7 0.992 0.893 (-43.5, 43.5)
Table 4-7: Intra- and inter-operator repeatability with CIM_DENSE (whole slice)
The results show that intra-operator repeatability is high.  The inter-operator
RMS-CoV is small and Levene’s test showed no statistically significant differences in
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variances between the two operators, for both segment and whole slice data.
However, the Wilcoxon signed ranks test showed statistically significant differences
in the mean values obtained by the two operators for peak Err.
4.5.2 Relationship between Strain and Late Gadolinium Enhancement
Table 4-8 shows the allocation of LGE scores for the 210 segments which were
analysed.
LGE Score No. of Segments
0 159
1 0
2 7
3 13
4 31
Table 4-8: Allocation of LGE scores for post-MI patient data (2)
The results of the correlation tests between strain parameters and LGE scores are
shown in Table 4-9, and are expressed as a Pearson correlation coefficient.
Statistically significant results are indicated by * (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001).  The
relationships are illustrated using box plots in Figure 4-3.
Strain Parameter Pearson Coefficient
Peak Ecc -0.56**
Time to Peak Ecc (ms) 0.42**
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) 0.44**
Peak Err -0.28**
Time to Peak Err (ms) 0.25**
Time to Peak Err (%RR) 0.28**
Table 4-9: Analysis of strain vs LGE score in post-MI patients (2)
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Figure 4-3: Strain parameters vs LGE score in post-MI patients (2)
4.5.3 Relationship between Strain and Wall Motion
Table 4-10 shows the allocation of wall motion scores for the 210 segments which
were analysed.
Wall Motion Score No. of Segments
0 147
1 16
2 19
3 26
4 2
Table 4-10: Allocation of wall motion scores for post-MI patient data (2)
The results of the correlation tests between strain parameters and wall motion
abnormalities are shown in Table 4-11, and are expressed as a Pearson correlation
coefficient.  Statistically significant results are indicated by * (p<0.05) and
** (p<0.001).  The relationships are illustrated using box plots in Figure 4-4.
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Strain Parameter Pearson Coefficient
Peak Ecc -0.61**
Time to Peak Ecc (ms) 0.48**
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) 0.46**
Peak Err -0.39**
Time to Peak Err (ms) 0.38**
Time to Peak Err (%RR) 0.39**
Table 4-11: Analysis of strain vs wall motion score in post-MI patients (2)
Figure 4-4: Strain parameters vs wall motion score in post-MI patients (2)
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4.6 Discussion
The results of the intra- and inter-operator repeatability assessment were favourable
for both versions of DENSE, with small coefficients of variation when analysing
datasets multiple times, and small RMS coefficients of variation and no statistically
significant differences in the variances between two operators. A comparison of the
mean values for each strain parameter showed that for sequence 1, operator 2 had a
tendency to overestimate peak Ecc and underestimate peak Err compared to operator
1, and for sequence 2, operator 2 had a tendency to overestimate peak Err in both
segments and slices compared to operator 1. There may be a systematic error due to
the way in which endo- and epi-cardial borders are defined, and this could potentially
be resolved with additional training. The limits of agreement for peak Ecc in
sequence 1 were (-2.4, 1.7), and differences of this magnitude are unlikely to be of
clinical significance. For comparison, the limits of agreement for peak Ecc in
sequence 2, which were not found to be statistically significant, were (-2.9, 3.1). The
limits of agreement for peak Err in both sequence 1 and sequence 2 showed a wider
range, which indicates that DENSE may not be ideally suited for assessing radial
strain.  The resolution of both DENSE sequences is fairly low, and there may be an
insufficient number of pixels across the myocardium to allow accurate quantification
of radial strain with the current methods.
While the average CoV values for all strain parameters were small, it was noted that
in segments which are contracting very poorly (e.g. peak Ecc < 5%), repeated analysis
of the dataset can result in very different values with CoVs as large as 45%. Further
investigation of the reliability of DENSE strain values in severely hypokinetic
segments will be required.
The results of the correlation tests indicated that there are statistically significant
relationships between all DENSE strain parameters (peak Ecc, time to peak Ecc, peak
Err and time to peak Err) and both clinical measures of cardiac function (transmural
extent of MI and wall motion), with both sequences.  However, further consideration
is required to determine the clinical significance and the scientific value of the results.
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Peak Ecc decreases with increasing transmural extent of MI and increasing wall
motion score.  The obtained Pearson correlation coefficients were 0.60 and 0.68
(sequence 1) and 0.56 and 0.61 (sequence 2) for transmural extent of MI and wall
motion respectively, which implies a moderate relationship.  The relationship between
peak Ecc and each of the clinical measures is also apparent from the relevant box
plots, which show a general decrease in peak Ecc as the score for each clinical
measure increases.
Peak Err decreases with increasing transmural extent of MI and increasing wall
motion, but in both cases and for both sequences, the correlation results are less strong
than for peak Ecc.
Statistically significant relationships were found for time to peak Ecc and time to peak
Err with both clinical measures.  However, the Pearson correlation coefficients were
very low, indicating weak relationships, and no obvious relationship is apparent from
visual inspection of the box plots.   Slightly higher correlations were observed in the
results from sequence 2, particularly for time to peak Ecc, but overall the results for
time to peak were unconvincing.
The usefulness of time to peak Ecc and time to peak Err for comparison of different
patients is uncertain.  The time taken to reach peak contraction of the myocardium
will vary depending on the heart rate of the patient, which will be affected by factors
such as fitness and whether the patient is taking certain medications e.g. beta blockers,
and hence “time to peak” was also considered as a percentage of the R-R interval to
determine if this is more informative.  Similar correlation coefficients were obtained
when considering time to peak in ms and as a percentage of the R-R interval.
In this chapter, strain parameters have been compared with scores representing the
transmural extent of MI and wall motion abnormalities.  While the overall results are
positive, the allocated scores are qualitative, and it may be useful to compare the
strain parameters with quantitative measurements.  Instead of wall motion score and
transmural extent of MI score, myocardial thickening and the percentage of a segment
which contains gadolinium respectively could be measured.
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Two versions of the DENSE pulse sequence and analysis software are available, one
of which is a research sequence from a group at NIH (sequence 1), and the other is a
“work in progress” sequence which is currently under development by Siemens
(sequence 2).  Similar correlation and regression results were obtained using both
sequences, indicating that both sequences have the potential to be used in this study.
The main consideration is the level of support which is available – there is currently
no formal support available for sequence 1, whereas sequence 2 is supported via a
research agreement with Siemens.  For this reason, the decision was taken to use
sequence 2 for the remainder of the study.
4.7 Summary and Conclusions
A preliminary assessment of DENSE at 1.5T has indicated the there is a moderate
correlation between strain parameters, particularly peak circumferential strain, with
qualitative clinical measures of cardiac function.  Analysis of DENSE images has
high intra- and inter-operator repeatability.  Further investigation with a larger patient
group is now required, but the technique has the potential to provide clinically
interesting information.
All further research will be performed using the Siemens version of the DENSE pulse
sequence and analysis software.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of DENSE
5.1 Introduction
Before any further investigations using DENSE could begin, it was necessary to
evaluate the performance of the pulse sequence. Ideally, a purpose-built phantom
would have been used which would have allowed the generation of known
circumferential and radial strains, but the construction of such a phantom was not
considered to be feasible. As discussed in Section 2.4.4.5, validation of DENSE has
previously been carried out through comparison with myocardial tagging, and this
approach will be taken in this chapter. Prior to this, the repeatability of DENSE
image acquisition and analysis will be further assessed. In addition, a comparison
will be made with strain values reported for healthy subjects in the literature.
5.2 Aims
The aims of the research presented in this chapter are:
- To assess the repeatability of DENSE image acquisition and analysis when a
subject is scanned on two separate occasions
- To compare the repeatability of DENSE image acquisition and analysis for
segments with varying degrees of hypokinesis
- To compare the strain results obtained using DENSE and tagging in healthy
subjects, and evaluate the extent of agreement
- To compare the strain results obtained using DENSE in healthy subjects with
the results reported in the literature
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Healthy Volunteers
40 volunteers (M:F = 18:22, age 41  13 years) with no history of cardiac disease
were recruited from the community, including NHS staff and family members.
Approval for the study was obtained from the West of Scotland Research Ethics
Committee, and written consent was obtained from all volunteers.
5.3.2 Image Acquisition and Analysis
DENSE images were acquired from basal, mid-ventricular and apical short axis slices
and analysed as described in Section 0.  Values were obtained for peak
circumferential strain (Ecc), time to peak Ecc (%RR), peak radial strain (Err) and time
to peak Err (%RR) for each myocardial segment, and also for each slice as a whole.
As discussed in Chapter 4, from this point onwards, only DENSE sequence 2 will be
used.
Tagging images were acquired in a mid-ventricular short axis slice at the same
location as the DENSE mid-ventricular images using the pulse sequence parameters
shown in Table 5-1.
Parameter 1.5T
TR (ms) 6.2
TE (ms) 3.9
Flip Angle (deg) 10
FoV Read (mm) 380
FoV Phase (%) 60
Tag Spacing (mm) 5
Slice Thickness (mm) 6
Resolution 1.52.2
Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 184
Table 5-1: Pulse sequence parameters for myocardial tagging
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Analysis was performed using InTag software (CREATIS, University of Lyon,
France), which utilises the SinMod technique described in Section 2.4.2.  InTag
produces data relating to peak values and time to peak for circumferential and radial
strain on a segment-by-segment basis, and peak values with no corresponding time
information for the whole slice.
5.3.3 Repeatability of Image Acquisition and Analysis
The first step in the assessment of repeatability of image acquisition and analysis was
carried out during the preliminary clinical assessment of DENSE described in Chapter
4, where intra- and inter-operator repeatability were investigated.  To complete the
assessment, the repeatability of DENSE image acquisition and analysis between
images obtained from the same subject on two occasions was investigated. 10
volunteers completed the scan protocol and were removed from the scanner, then
returned to the scanner approximately 15 minutes later.  For the second scan, localiser
images and 2-chamber, 4-chamber and short axis were obtained, then DENSE images
were acquired in basal, mid-ventricular and apical short axis locations, without
referring to the previous scan.
The results from scan 1 and scan 2 were compared using paired t-tests or Wilcoxon
signed rank tests, and the limits of agreement of the differences were calculated using
Equation 4-1 from Chapter 4. Inter-scan RMS-CoV were also calculated. Analysis
was performed on both segment and whole slice data.
5.3.4 Variation in Repeatability with Degree of Hypokinesis
As noted in Chapter 4, for segments which are contracting very poorly (e.g. peak Ecc
< 5%), there can be considerable variation in the strain values obtained when the same
dataset is analysed multiple times.  To further investigate the variability, datasets from
15 patients with MI (from Chapter 4) and 5 healthy subjects were analysed 4 times
each and for each segment, the CoV was calculated for peak Ecc, time to peak Ecc
(%RR), peak Err and time to peak Err (%RR).
Segments were grouped according to the average peak Ecc as normokinetic (peak Ecc
> 15%), slightly hypokinetic (10% < peak Ecc < 15%), moderately hypokinetic 5% <
peak Ecc < 10%) and severely hypokinetic (peak Ecc < 5%).  A one-way ANOVA
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with Tukey’s post-hoc test or Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests was
used to compare the mean CoV in the 4 groups for peak Ecc and time to peak Ecc.
A similar analysis was carried out with segments grouped according to the average
peak Err as normokinetic (peak Err > 45%), slightly hypokinetic (30% < peak Err <
45%), moderately hypokinetic (15% < peak Err < 30%) and severely hypokinetic
(peak Err < 15%), and the mean CoV was compared between the 4 groups for peak
Err and time to peak Err.
5.3.5 Comparison with Tagging
An initial assessment of the agreement between the segment strain results obtained
using DENSE and tagging was carried out by plotting each pair of results, and
superimposing the line y = x, which represents perfect agreement between the
methods.  A quantitative assessment was provided by calculating the Pearson
correlation coefficient, in keeping with the studies described in Section 2.4.4.5.
A more thorough assessment was performed using the methods described by Bland
and Altman [111, 112].  A Bland-Altman plot of the difference between the results
obtained from the two methods against the mean value of the results was produced,
which also showed the mean difference (bias) between the results from the two
methods, d , and the estimated limits of agreement, which were calculated using
Equation 4-1 from Chapter 4.
Standard errors (SE) for the bias and the limits of agreement were calculated using
Equations 5-1 and 5-2 respectively, and 95% confidence intervals were calculated
using Equations 5-3 and 5-4.
  nSDdSE
2
 (Equation 5-1)
  n
SDLimitsSE
23 (Equation 5-2)
     dSEntddCI *1%,5%95  (Equation 5-3)
     LimitsSEntLimitsLimitsCI *1%,5%95  (Equation 5-4)
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where n is the number of measurements, and t(5%, n-1) is the 5% point of a t
distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom.  Equations 5-1 to 5-4 assume that the data is
normally distributed, and this was assessed using Anderson-Darling tests.
Finally, the results obtained using DENSE and tagging were compared using paired t-
tests or Wilcoxon signed rank tests.
A comparison of the results obtained using DENSE and tagging for whole slice data
was carried out in a similar way to that used for segment data, except that analysis
was performed for peak strain only since no information on time to peak was
available for tagging.
5.3.6 Comparison with Reported Strain Values
A comparison of the strain values obtained from 40 healthy subjects was made with
values from healthy subjects reported in the literature, as shown in Table 2-1 in
Section 2.5.1.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Repeatability of Image Acquisition and Analysis
During the assessment of repeatability, it became apparent that DENSE data acquired
from basal and apical slices were problematic.  Basal slices were often positioned too
close to the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT), which caused distortion in the
strain curves, as illustrated in Figure 5-1(a).  The analysis software is restricted to 6-
segment analysis which is not appropriate for apical slices, and again sub-optimal
positioning often resulted in distorted strain curves, as illustrated in Figure 5-1(b).
Figure 5-1: Examples of strain curves from a) basal and b) apical locations
Due to the issues encountered with basal and apical slices, the assessment of image
acquisition and analysis repeatability was performed on mid-ventricular slices only,
and the results are shown in Table 5-2. Statistically significant results are highlighted
using * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).
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The results of the Anderson-Darling tests showed that peak Ecc was normally
distributed, but peak Err, time to peak Ecc and time to peak Err were not. Paired t-
tests were used for peak Ecc, and Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used for peak Err,
time to peak Ecc and time to peak Err. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used for all
parameters in the whole slice analysis due to the small sample size.
Segments Whole Slice
Strain Parameter RMS
CoV
p Limits of
Agreement
RMS
CoV
p Limits of
Agreement
Peak Ecc 2.2 0.706 (-3.0, 3.2) 2.5 0.575 (-3.7, 4.5)
Time to Peak Ecc 3.3 0.534 (-12.6, 12.1) 3.1 0.838 (-11.7, 10.6)
Peak Err 5.4 0.007* (-37.1, 53.6) 3.6 0.610 (-15.7, 18.7)
Time to Peak Err 4.8 0.868 (-56.9, 48.2) 3.5 0.154 (-11.0, 16.8)
Table 5-2: Repeatability of DENSE acquisition and analysis
The results show that there are statistically significant differences for peak Err when
data is analysed on a segment-by-segment basis, but not for any other parameter.
5.4.2 Variation in Repeatability with Degree of Hypokinesis
From the 20 subjects (15 patients with MI and 5 healthy volunteers), there were 120
segments available for analysis. The number of segments/slices allocated to each
hypokinesis group is shown in Table 5-3, and the mean CoV values for each strain
parameter in each group are shown in Table 5-4.  The results are illustrated using box
plots in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 for segment and whole slice data respectively.
Ecc Err
Hypokinesis Segments Slices Segments Slices
None 59 6 33 3
Slight 21 7 35 8
Moderate 27 3 44 7
Severe 13 4 8 1
Table 5-3: Allocation of segments to hypokinesis groups
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Degree of Hypokinesis
Region Parameter None Slight Moderate Severe
Segments Peak Ecc 6.4 10.1 16.5 58.9
Time to Peak Ecc 4.6 8.8 9.0 39.6
Peak Err 14.9 13.6 22.7 17.8
Time to Peak Err 7.0 9.1 18.4 13.7
Slices Peak Ecc 3.7 6.3 7.1 4.4
Time to Peak Ecc 0.8 8.2 2.4 6.9
Peak Err 8.5 7.8 15.7 -
Time to Peak Err 3.6 3.2 3.6 -
Table 5-4:Mean CoV in hypokinesis groups
Figure 5-2: Variation in CoV with degree of hypokinesis for segment data
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Figure 5-3: Variation in CoV with degree of hypokinesis for whole slice data
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests for Ecc showed
that there were statistically significant differences between the mean CoV obtained
for severely hypokinetic segments and the mean CoV for all other segments for peak
Ecc and time to peak Ecc.  For whole slice data, there were no statistically significant
differences in mean CoV between the groups.
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests for Err showed
that there were no statistically significant differences between the mean CoV obtained
for normokinetic, slightly hypokinetic and severely hypokinetic segments for peak
Err, but there were statistically significant differences between the mean CoV for
moderately hypokinetic segments when compared to normokinetic and slightly
hypokinetic segments. For time to peak Err, there were no statistically significant
differences between normokinetic and slighty hypokinetic segments, or between
moderately and severely hypokinetic segments, but there were statistically significant
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differences between the two groups. For whole slice data, there were no statistically
significant differences in mean CoV between the groups.
The mean CoV values for segments which were severely hypokinetic were
considerably larger for peak Ecc and time to peak Ecc than for peak Err and time to
peak Err.
5.4.3 Comparison with Tagging
From the 40 healthy subjects, both DENSE and tagging results were obtained for 35
subjects.  In 5 subjects, one or both of the DENSE and tagging images were
considered non-diagnostic due to excessive breathing artefacts.  This resulted in 210
segments available for analysis.
DENSE and tagging results were obtained for both circumferential and radial strain.
However, it soon became apparent that the tagging results for radial strain were
unreliable, as illustrated in Figure 5-4.  As discussed in Section 2.4.2, tagging has a
disadvantage due to the fact that deliberate suppression of the myocardial signal limits
the resolution, which means that it is difficult to measure transmural variations in
motion, and hence the assessment of radial strain can be problematic.  The
comparisons between DENSE and tagging were therefore performed for
circumferential strain only.
Figure 5-4: Illustration of radial strain curves obtained using tagging
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Scatter plots illustrating the agreement between the results obtained with DENSE and
tagging are shown in Figure 5-5. The correlation coefficients were found to be 0.24,
0.52 and 0.55 for peak Ecc, time to peak Ecc (%RR) and whole slice peak Ecc
respectively.
Figure 5-5: DENSE vs tagging for a) peak Ecc, b) time to peak Ecc (%RR) and c)
whole slice peak Ecc
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Prior to carrying out Bland-Altman analysis, the calculated differences between the
results obtained using DENSE and tagging were checked for normality.  The resulting
histograms are shown in Figure 5-6.
Figure 5-6: Histogram test of data normality
The results of the Anderson-Darling tests confirmed that the data for peak Ecc is
normally distributed (p = 0.130 for segment data and p = 0.176 for whole slice data),
however the data for time to peak Ecc (%RR) is not (p < 0.05).  Bland and Altman
stated that non-normality of data may not be as serious in their method of analysis as
in other statistical contexts, and that non-normal data is still likely to have 95% within
~2 standard deviations of the mean [112].  In addition, the histogram for time to peak
Ecc does not appear to be far removed from a normal distribution, and hence the
decision was taken to continue on with the analysis as though the data for all
parameters was normally distributed.
Bland-Altman plots are shown in Figure 5-7, and 95% confidence intervals for the
bias and limits of agreement are shown in Table 5-5. Values for t(5%, n-1) were
obtained from statistical tables for a two-tailed t distribution for use in the
calculations, and were found to be 1.972 and 2.032 for segment and whole slice data
respectively. Table 5-5 also shows the mean value of (DENSE + Tagging)/2 for
comparison.
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Figure 5-7: Bland-Altman plots for DENSE vs Tagging for a) peak Ecc, b) time to
peak (%RR) and c) whole slice peak Ecc
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Parameter Peak Ecc Time to Peak
(%RR)
Whole Slice
Peak Ecc
Mean 20.0 35.3 20.7
Bias (1.6, 3.0)** (-0.2, 1.8) (2.4, 4.5)**
Upper Limit (11.3, 13.7) (13.0, 16.3) (6.5, 11.2)
Lower Limit (-6.6, -9.0) (-14.7, -11.4) (-4.3, -0.7)
Table 5-5: 95% confidence intervals for DENSE vs Tagging Bland-Altman analysis
The 95% confidence intervals for the mean difference between the results obtained
using tagging and DENSE provided by paired t-tests are the same as the 95%
confidence intervals for the bias provided by Bland-Altman analysis.  The paired t-
tests provided additional information about the statistical significance of the bias, and
this is indicated in Table 5-5 by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).
5.4.4 Comparison with Reported Strain Values
A comparison of the peak Ecc results for each segment obtained in healthy subjects
using DENSE with the results reported in the literature, as detailed in Table 2-1, is
illustrated in Figure 5-8.  The values are shown as mean  SD. The results are
displayed (left  right) in the order that they appear in Table 2-1 (top  bottom),
with the final result corresponding to the values obtained in this study.
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Figure 5-8: Comparison of DENSE results with reported values
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5.5 Discussion
A summary of the key results from this chapter is shown in Table 5-6.
Investigation Results
Repeatability  No statistically significant difference in the results
obtained by two independent operators, except for
peak Err
 No statistically significant difference in the results
from the same subjects on two separate occasions,
except for peak Err
 Intra-operator CoV and inter-operator RMS-CoV are
small for all strain parameters
 Inter-scan RMS-CoVs are small for all strain
parameters
Repeatability and
Hypokinesis
 Statistically significant difference between average
CoV for segments with “severe” hypokinesis
compared to other segments for both peak Ecc and
time to peak Ecc
 Statistically significant difference between average
CoV for segments with “moderate” hypokinesis
compared to other segments for peak Err, and
between both “moderate” and “severe” hypokinesis
compared to other segments for time to peak Err
 Results for whole slice data were not statistically
significant
 Variation in CoV for segments with peak Ecc < 5%
("severe" hypokinesis) is large and may impact on
further analysis, particularly for time to peak Ecc
Tagging  Results are in reasonable agreement
Reported Values  Results are in reasonable agreement
Table 5-6: Summary of key results in the evaluation of DENSE
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The first finding in the evaluation of DENSE was that the ability to accurately
measure strain is highly dependent on slice positioning.  Basal slices must be
positioned well below the LVOT otherwise distortion of the strain curves will occur.
Similarly, careful positioning of apical slices is required to avoid distortion.
Additionally, CIM_DENSE2D is currently restricted to 6-segment analysis, and 4-
segment analysis of apical slices, as per the AHA model, is not possible.  For this
reason, only data from mid-ventricular slices was considered for subsequent analysis.
Repeatability of Image Acquisition and Analysis
An assessment of intra- and inter-operator repeatability of image analysis was
presented in Chapter 4, which showed small intra-operator CoV and small inter-
operator RMS-CoV, and no statistically significant difference in the results obtained
by two independent operators for all strain parameters other than peak Err. The final
step of this assessment was to scan individuals on two separate occasions and
compare the results. Ideally the two scans would have been on two different days
rather than 15 minutes apart on the same day, but the volunteers were participating in
the healthy volunteer study (see Chapter 6) and as such were already attending for two
MRI scans on different days and in different locations, and it was felt that it would be
unreasonable to expect them to attend on a third occasion.
Small RMS-CoV values were obtained for peak Ecc and time to peak Ecc. No
statistically significant differences were found between the two scans for peak Ecc for
both segment and whole slice data, and the limits of agreement were of a magnitude
which is unlikely to be clinically significant.  No statistically significant differences
were found for time to peak Ecc, but the limits of agreement were wider and more
likely to be of clinical significance.  Analysis of data from a larger sample size is
required to assess if the time to peak Ecc information provided by DENSE is
clinically useful.
Small RMS-CoV values were obtained for peak Err and time to peak Err. Statistically
significant differences were found between the two scans for peak Err, and the limits
of agreement were wide, particularly for segment data.  As discussed in Chapter 4, the
resolution of the pulse sequence is low, and DENSE may not be ideally suited for
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measuring radial strain.  As for time to peak Ecc, analysis of data from a larger
sample size is required to assess if peak Err and time to peak Err are clinically useful.
Variation in Repeatability with Degree of Hypokinesis
The variation in the repeatability of DENSE strain values for segments with different
degrees of hypokinesis was assessed by grouping segments as normokinetic, slightly
hypokinetic, moderately hypokinetic and severely hypokinetic depending on the value
of peak Ecc or Peak Err.
When segments were grouped according to peak Ecc, there were no statistically
significant differences between the peak Ecc and time to peak Ecc values obtained for
normokinetic, slightly hypokinetic and moderately hypokinetic segments. There were
statistically significant differences for severely hypokinetic segments, with mean
values which were substantially larger than those found for the other groups, and with
a much wider range of individual CoV values. For whole slice data, no statistically
significant differences were observed between the groups, however the number of
slices in each group was small.
When segments were grouped according to peak Err, there were no statistically
significant differences between the peak Err values obtained for normokinetic,
slightly hypokinetic and severely hypokinetic segments, but there was a statistically
significant difference between these segments and those which were moderately
hypokinetic. For time to peak Err, there were statistically significant differences
between moderately and severely hypokinetic segments compared to normokinetic
and slightly hypokinetic segments. For whole slice data, no statistically significant
differences were observed between the groups, but again the number of slices in each
group was small.
The variation in CoV for segments with peak Ecc <5% is large, and indicates that
measurements obtained from segments which fall into this category could be
unreliable. When peak Ecc is very small, repeated measurements can vary by a small
amount and yet still result in a large CoV. For example, measurements of 0.9%,
1.9%, 1.8% and 0.1% result in a CoV of 72%, but the variation in the measurements
themselves will have no impact on the clinical assessment of this segment – it is
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clearly severely hypokinetic in all cases. However, the variation in time to peak Ecc
may be more important.  For example, measurements obtained for one segment were
92ms, 22ms, 92ms and 12ms, and depending on which value was used for further
analysis, very different conclusions on the contractile function of the segment could
be drawn.  For subsequent analysis within this thesis, all values of peak Ecc will be
included, but values of time to peak Ecc corresponding to segments with peak Ecc
< 5% will be excluded.
The range in CoV values obtained for peak Err and time to peak Err for segment data
are smaller, and although there were statistically significant differences between the
groups, the mean CoV values are similar in all groups.  Variations in CoV in severely
hypokinetic segments are unlikely to have the same impact as for peak Ecc, and so all
measurements of peak Err and time to peak Err will be included in subsequent
analysis.
Comparison with Tagging
DENSE and tagging images were acquired from healthy subjects, and the results were
compared in a similar way to the DENSE validation studies previously reported in the
literature.  The radial strain results from tagging were found to be unreliable, and
hence analysis was performed for circumferential strain only.
A plot of DENSE results against tagging results for segment data showed clustering
around the line of perfect agreement (y = x), but with a reasonably large spread, for
both peak Ecc and time to peak Ecc.  This is reflected in the low correlation
coefficients of 0.24 and 0.54 respectively.  Similar results were obtained for whole
slice data (peak Ecc only), but the distribution around y = x was unequal, with larger
strain values obtained using tagging than DENSE.
Bland-Altman plots showed no obvious trends, but with a reasonably large spread of
values. The 95% CI for the mean differences between the DENSE and tagging results
were (1.6, 3.0) for peak Ecc (segments), (-0.2, 1.8) for time to peak Ecc (segments)
and (2.5, 4.5) for peak Ecc (whole slice).  The 95% CI for time to peak Ecc contains
0, which implies that the two sets of results are in good agreement, but this is not the
case for peak Ecc, and the results of paired t-tests comparing the peak Ecc values for
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both segments and whole slice data showed statistically significant differences.
However, the magnitude of the mean differences in both cases is small compared to
the mean values of peak Ecc, and so the difference is unlikely to be clinically
significant.  The differences are more apparent for the whole slice data than the
segment data, but this may be due to the smaller sample size.
Tagging has been treated as the “reference method” in this analysis, as the technique
has been well validated and documented in the literature, and previous validation of
DENSE has been performed in this way.  However, quantitative analysis of tagging is
not routinely performed at our institution, and lack of experience may have resulted in
a wider range of errors in the tagging results than would normally have been
expected.  In addition, the tagging analysis software was obtained after the tagging
data had been acquired, and the authors of the software recommend that a tag spacing
of 7mm is used, rather than the 5mm spacing which was used in this study.  Tagging
with 5mm spacing results in images which are acceptable for qualitative analysis, but
may not be optimal for quantitative analysis.  However, in spite of these issues, the
results obtained with tagging and DENSE are in reasonable agreement, and as stated
above, any differences are unlikely to be of clinical significance.
Both tagging and DENSE were analysed by the same operator, which could
potentially have resulted in operator bias.  To minimise this, all of the DENSE images
were analysed, then all of the tagging images were analysed without referring to the
DENSE results.
Comparison with Reported Strain Values
The peak Ecc results obtained using DENSE were visually compared with values
reported in the literature by plotting mean  SD for each segment.  Although the
number of studies available for comparison was small, the DENSE results were
considered to be in reasonable agreement with the published values for all segments.
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5.6 Summary and Conclusions
DENSE images can be acquired and analysed in a repeatable manner, on different
occasions and by different operators, particularly for peak Ecc.  Further work is
required to determine if peak Err and time to peak Err can provide information which
is clinically useful, as the variation between operators and scans for these parameters
is potentially clinically significant.
The variation in repeated measurements of time to peak Ecc for severely hypokinetic
segments is large, and could have an impact on further analysis.  Any measurements
of time to peak Ecc corresponding to values of peak Ecc < 5% will be excluded from
further analysis.
The values obtained using DENSE for peak Ecc and time to peak Ecc (%RR) in
healthy subjects were found to be comparable with those obtained using tagging, and
with values reported in the literature.
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Chapter 6
DENSE in Healthy Volunteers
6.1 Introduction
An understanding of how a technique performs in healthy subjects is essential before
it can be applied and correctly interpreted in subjects with pathology.  There are
several potential sources of variability in strain, including age, gender and myocardial
location, and each of these will be investigated within this chapter.  In addition, a
comparison of the strain values obtained using a 1.5T and a 3T MRI scanner will be
performed.  The majority of the research within this thesis is carried out at 1.5T, but
as 3T scanners are becoming more common in both clinical and research settings, any
differences in performance must be identified to facilitate further research and clinical
applications of DENSE.
6.2 Aims
The aims of the research presented in this chapter are:
- To investigate variations in each of the strain parameters with age
- To investigate variations in each of the strain parameters with gender
- To investigate variations in each of the strain parameters with myocardial
segment
- To investigate variations in each of the strain parameters with myocardial
slice
- To establish reference ranges for each strain parameter
- To compare the results obtained at 1.5T and 3T
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6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Healthy Volunteers
80 volunteers with no history of cardiac disease, connective tissue disease or
hypertension were recruited from the community, including NHS staff and family
members. All volunteers underwent a 12-lead ECG, and volunteers aged over 45
years underwent LGE imaging with Gd contrast (see Section 3.4) to ensure that there
were no undiagnosed cardiac problems.  Approval for the study was obtained from the
West of Scotland Research Ethics Committee, and written consent was obtained from
all volunteers. A copy of the Patient Information Sheet for the study can be found in
Appendix C.
6.3.2 Image Acquisition and Analysis
Imaging was performed using a 1.5T Siemens Avanto and a 3T Siemens Verio, with
cine and DENSE images acquired and analysed as described in Chapter 3.
For each volunteer, DENSE images were acquired in a basal, mid-ventricular and
apical axial slice at both 1.5T and 3T. Images were analysed using CIM_DENSE2D
software, and values were obtained for peak circumferential strain (Ecc), time to peak
Ecc (%RR), peak radial strain (Err) and time to peak Err (%RR) for each myocardial
segment, and also for each slice as a whole. In addition, the average strain rate during
the period of active contraction up to end-systole (ES) was calculated for both
circumferential and radial strain as the ratio of the peak strain to the time taken to
reach the peak. Analysis was only performed on basal and mid-ventricular images
due to the current inability of CIM_DENSE2D to consider 4 segments instead of 6, as
mentioned in Section 5.4, but the apical images were still acquired for potential use in
future studies.
Peak strain values provide a measure of contractile function at a single time point, but
the effects of myocardial and injury could alter the way in which contraction occurs
throughout the cardiac cycle.  In order to assess the overall contractile function, the
Matlab code was extended to calculate the area under the strain curves produced by
CIM_DENSE2D during the period of active contraction up to ES, and the average
area over time.
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6.3.3 Investigation of Strain Variation with Age
The relationships between strain parameters and age were initially assessed using
correlation tests.  The data were then divided into age groups (<30 years, 30 – 60
years, >60 years) and compared using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests
or Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests. Analysis was performed on
male and female data separately, and used whole slice data to avoid any potential
variation in strain in different myocardial segments.
6.3.4 Investigation of Strain Variation with Gender
The variations in strain parameters with gender were assessed using two-sample t-
tests or Mann-Whitney tests.
6.3.5 Investigation of Strain Variation in Myocardial Segments
The variations in strain parameters with myocardial segment were assessed using a
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test or Kruskal-Wallis with individual
Mann-Whitney tests.
6.3.6 Investigation of Strain Variation in Myocardial Slices
The variations in strain parameters between basal and mid-ventricular slices were
assessed using paired t-tests or Wilcoxon signed rank tests.  Analysis was performed
on both segment and whole slice data.
For segment data, the differences in strain between mid-ventricular and basal slices
were further investigated by using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests or
Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests to compare the differences with
data grouped according to segment.
6.3.7 Determination of Reference Ranges
For each strain parameter, reference ranges were determined for segment and whole
slice data using Equation 6-1.
SDmeanRange *96.1 (Equation 6-1)
Reference ranges were also determined for each segment (A, AL, AS, I, IL, IS)
individually.
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6.3.8 Comparison of Strain at 1.5T and 3T
Comparison of strain at 1.5T and 3T was carried out in a similar way to the
comparison of DENSE and tagging described in Section 5.3.5.
An initial assessment of agreement was carried out by plotting each pair of results,
and superimposing the line y = x which represents perfect agreement. A correlation
test was also performed.
A more thorough assessment was carried out using Bland-Altman plots, which
showed the mean difference (bias) and the limits of agreement of the two sets of
results.  The 95% confidence intervals for the bias and the limits of agreement were
calculated using Equations 5-1 to 5-4 from Section 5.3.5.
Finally, the results obtained at 1.5T and 3T were compared using paired t-tests or
Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests, and inter-scanner RMS-CoV were calculated.
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6.4 Results
The clinical characteristics of the 80 volunteers are shown in Table 6-1, where age,
body mass index (BMI), LVEF, LVEDV and LVESV are expressed as mean  SD
(range).
Characteristic Value
Age (years) 43 17 (18 – 89)
M:F 40:40
BMI 26 4 (18 – 35)
Smoker 5 (6%)
Hypercholesterolaemia 5 (6%)
Global LV function by cine MRI:
LVEF (%) 67 5 (58 – 82)
LVEDV (ml) 150 3 (94 – 222)
LVESV (ml) 51 14 (17 – 81)
Table 6-1: Clinical characteristics of healthy volunteers
Analysis was performed on 72 datasets acquired at 1.5T (M:F = 35:37). For the 8
datasets on which analysis was not performed, 4 DENSE datasets were not acquired,
3 were considered to be non-diagnostic due to excessive breathing artefacts and 1
used the wrong version of DENSE.
From the data acquired at 3T, a further 8 datasets were considered to be non-
diagnostic, and one 1 dataset was not acquired, leaving a total of 63 paired datasets
(1.5T and 3T) for comparison.
The results of Anderson-Darling tests showed that all strain parameters are normally
distributed (p > 0.05), and so all statistical analysis was performed using parametric
tests.
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, it was noted that the limits of agreement for inter-operator
and inter-scan repeatability of radial strain were wide, particularly for segment data.
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While analysing the healthy volunteer datasets, it was observed that the radial strain
curves often appeared distorted.  Further investigation revealed that only 15 radial
strain curves from 72 volunteers (21%) could be analysed.  Examples of radial strain
curves which were considered to be acceptable and unacceptable for analysis are
shown in Figure 6-1. As mentioned in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.4.4.5, many studies have
involved the use of circumferential strain and longitudinal strain rather than radial
strain, and large variations in radial strain have been observed when using different
measurement techniques. The issues with radial strain in this study are likely to be
due to the low resolution of the DENSE images and/or possible errors in post-
processing, but without access to the code underlying the analysis software, it is
difficult to investigate further at this stage. It seems likely that radial strain in this
study is too variable to provide useful clinical information, and all further analysis
will be performed on circumferential strain only.
Figure 6-1: Examples of a) acceptable and b) unacceptable radial strain curves
In Section 5.4.1, problems were encountered with strain curves from basal slices,
which were often positioned too close to the LVOT.  This remained an occasional
problem with the data collected from healthy subjects, but more often, over-
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compensation occurred and the “basal” slices ended up in a mid-ventricular location.
From the basal slices which were positioned correctly, image quality was often lower
than that obtained in mid-ventricular slices, resulting in a higher number of non-
diagnostic images.  One possible explanation for this is the long breath-hold required
for DENSE imaging – this could be up to 20 seconds depending on heart rate, and
since the basal slice was acquired first, it is likely that volunteers were unprepared for
the length of the breath-hold.  The long breath-hold is one of the main challenges for
the clinical application of DENSE, particularly in acutely ill patients.  A further
challenge is that radiography staff find it difficult to determine whether DENSE
images are of sufficiently high quality due to the low resolution of the images (see
Figure 2-16), and problems are often not identified until post-processing is performed.
From the 72 volunteers in whom DENSE was successfully acquired in a mid-
ventricular slice, 45 datasets which were considered to be diagnostic were obtained
from basal slices.  Due to the problems with acquiring data in basal slices, the
majority of the subsequent analysis within this thesis will be performed on data from
mid-ventricular slices only, however there is a sufficient amount of basal data to allow
a comparison of the results obtained in mid-ventricular and basal locations.
6.4.1 Investigation of Strain Variation with Age
The results of the correlation tests are shown in Table 6-2, and are expressed as a
Pearson correlation coefficient. Statistically significant results are indicated by
* (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001). The distribution of data with age is illustrated using
scatter plots in Figure 6-2.
Strain Parameter Male Female
Peak Ecc 0.06 0.16
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) 0.22 -0.10
Strain Rate -0.27 0.21
Area 0.32 0.18
Area/Time 0.15 0.26
Table 6-2: Results of variation in strain with age analysis
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The number of subjects allocated to each age group is shown in Table 6-3, with the
age range for each group expressed as mean  SD shown in brackets.
Age Group Male Female
<30 years 11 (24 3) 12 (24 3)
30 – 60 years 15 (43 10) 17 (45 8)
> 60 years 9 (68 9) 8 (66 5)
Table 6-3: Allocation of healthy subjects to age groups
Box plots illustrating the distribution of data with age groups for male and female
subjects are shown in Figure 6-3.  The results of the one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
post-hoc tests showed no statistically significant differences between the age groups
for any strain parameter, for both male and female subjects.
While the lack of variation in strain with age is surprising, it can perhaps be explained
by the relatively small number of subjects in each age group, and that fact that the
volunteers have no clinically-relevant health problems and are unlikely to be
representative of society as a whole.  This will be discussed further in Section 6.5
(Discussion), and all subsequent analysis within this chapter will take no account of
age.
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Figure 6-2: Relationships between strain and age for a) male and b) female healthy
subjects
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Figure 6-3: Comparison of strain in age groups for a) male and b) female healthy
subjects
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6.4.2 Investigation of Strain Variation with Gender
Box plots illustrating the distribution of strain parameters with gender are shown in
Figure 6-4.  Statistically significant results, as determined by two-sample t-tests, are
indicated by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001). The age range (mean  SD) was 44 18
years for male subjects, and 43 17 years for female subjects.
Figure 6-4: Comparison of strain in male and female healthy subjects
Since there are statistically significant differences in peak Ecc and Area, all
subsequent analysis within this chapter will consider data from male and female
subjects separately.
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6.4.3 Investigation of Strain Variation in Myocardial Segments
The strain values obtained for each segment are shown in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5 for
male and female subjects respectively, and are expressed as mean  SD to be
consistent with the results from the literature shown in Table 2-1 (Chapter 2).
Strain Parameter
Segment Peak Ecc Time to
Peak Ecc
Strain Rate Area Area/Time
A 20 4 32 5 67 12 3091 819 11 3
AL 20 3 37 7 60 11 3871 967 12 2
AS 18 4 31 5 63 13 2457 834 9 3
I 18 3 35 7 57 13 3192 932 10 2
IL 21 3 38 7 59 9 3902 905 11 2
IS 16 4 31 5 55 14 2221 842 8 3
Table 6-4: Segment strain values for healthy subjects (male)
Strain Parameter
Segment Peak Ecc Time to
Peak Ecc
Strain Rate Area Area/Time
A 21 4 35 6 68 15 3343 897 11 3
AL 22 3 37 7 65 11 3973 1041 12 2
AS 18 3 33 7 61 11 2589 833 9 2
I 21 4 37 7 63 12 3643 1071 11 3
IL 22 4 37 7 66 12 3854 880 12 2
IS 18 3 34 5 58 13 2675 701 9 2
Table 6-5: Segment strain values for healthy subjects (female)
Box plots illustrating the distribution of data with myocardial segment are shown in
Figure 6-5.  The results of the one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests for both
male and female subjects showed statistically significant differences between
segments for all strain parameters.  For all strain parameters other than strain rate,
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higher values were obtained in lateral segments (IL and AL), and lower values were
obtained in septal segments (IS and AS).
Figure 6-5: Comparison of strain in myocardial segments for a) male and b) female
healthy subjects
The variation in strain between myocardial segments has been observed in other
studies, as can be seen from Table 2-1.  However, these studies made no comment on
whether or not the differences were statistically significant, and performed further
analysis which took no account of myocardial segment.
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6.4.4 Investigation of Strain Variation in Myocardial Slices
The results of the paired t-tests comparing strain in mid-ventricular and basal slices
(mid – basal) are shown in Table 6-6, and are expressed as 95% confidence intervals
for the mean difference. The mean difference is also shown, and statistically
significant results are indicated by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001). The differences
between measurements in mid-ventricular and basal slices, along with the mean
difference, are illustrated in Figure 6-6.
Segments Slices
Strain Parameter Mean 95% CI Mean 95% CI
Peak Ecc 2.8 (2.2, 3.3)** 3.0 (2.0, 3.9)**
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) -0.8 (-1.5, -0.2)* -0.4 (-1.5, 0.8)
Strain Rate 8.9 (7.0, 10.8)** 9.3 (6.4, 12.2)**
Area 381 (253, 508)** 414 (184, 644)*
Area/Time 1.4 (1.1, 1.8)** 1.5 (0.9, 2.1)**
Table 6-6: Results of comparison of strain in basal and mid-ventricular slices
The results show that there are statistically significant differences between strain in
basal and mid-ventricular slices for all strain parameters, with the exception of time to
peak Ecc for whole slice data.
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Figure 6-6: Illustration of differences between strain in mid-ventricular and basal
slices
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The differences in strain with data grouped according to segment are illustrated in
Figure 6-7. The results of the one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests showed
that there are statistically significant differences between the changes in strain in the
segment groups, with a tendency towards larger differences in anterior and lateral
segments (A, AL, IL) and smaller differences in inferior and septal segments (I, IS,
AS).
Figure 6-7: Illustration of differences in strain between segment groups
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6.4.5 Determination of Reference Ranges
The lower and upper limits of the reference ranges determined for each strain
parameter are shown in Table 6-7 and Table 6-8 for male and female subjects
respectively. Reference ranges for individual segments are shown in Table 6-9 and
Table 6-10.
Strain Parameter Segments Slices
Peak Ecc (11.5, 26.6) (13.9, 23.3)
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) (21.0, 47.0) (23.1, 44.1)
Strain Rate (35.7, 84.7) (41.2, 77.8)
Area (1011, 5243) (1820, 4160)
Area/Time (4.5, 15.5) (6.5, 13.3)
Table 6-7: Reference ranges for strain parameters (male) in mid-ventricular slices
Strain Parameter Segments Slices
Peak Ecc (12.7, 28.3) (15.0, 25.2)
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) (22.5, 48.8) (24.4, 47.4)
Strain Rate (38.2, 89.1) (45.1, 78.5)
Area (1282, 5410) (1819, 4923)
Area/Time (5.5, 15.7) (6.9, 14.3)
Table 6-8: Reference ranges for strain parameters (female) in mid-ventricular slices
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Segment Peak Ecc Time to
peak Ecc
Strain Rate Area Area/Time
A (13.2, 27.5) (22.1, 42.6) (44.2, 90.6) (1486, 4696) (5.7, 15.4)
AL (13.8, 27.1) (23.8, 49.6) (38.5, 81.6) (1976, 5766) (6.8, 16.4)
AS (10.6, 25.7) (20.5, 41.6) (36.9, 88.5) (822, 4092) (3.4, 14.3)
I (12.1, 25.0) (20.6, 49.4) (32.5, 82.5) (1365, 5019) (5.2, 14.9)
IL (15.3, 26.2) (24.3, 51.4) (42.3, 75.6) (2128, 5676) (7.1, 15.6)
IS (8.4, 23.5) (21.5, 41.2) (27.4, 82.0) (571, 3871) (2.6, 12.9)
Table 6-9: Reference ranges for strain parameters by segment (male) in mid-
ventricular slices
Segment Peak Ecc Time to
peak Ecc
Strain Rate Area Area/Time
A (13.1, 29.9) (22.1, 47.7) (38.7, 98.2) (1585, 5101) (6.0, 15.9)
AL (15.9, 28.6) (24.7, 50.6) (43.0, 87.8) (1933, 6013) (7.4, 16.3)
AS (11.7, 24.7) (19.0, 47.5) (38.3, 83.4) (956, 4222) (4.2, 13.6)
I (13.7, 27.9) (23.3, 50.0) (38.9, 87.5) (1584, 5742) (6.2, 16.3)
IL (15.0, 29.9) (23.8, 50.9) (43.3, 89.7) (2129, 5579) (7.6, 15.8)
IS (12.3, 23.1) (23.9, 44.1) (32.4, 82.9) (1301, 4049) (5.0, 12.8)
Table 6-10: Reference ranges for strain parameters by segment (female) in mid-
ventricular slices
6.4.6 Comparison of Strain at 1.5T and 3T
Scatter plots illustrating the agreement between the DENSE strain parameters
obtained at 1.5T and 3T are shown in Figure 6-8, and the corresponding correlation
coefficients are shown in Table 6-11.  Statistically significant results are indicated by
* (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001). Since a direct comparison of two sets of
measurements (1.5T and 3T) is being made, it is not necessary to perform separate
analyses for male and female subjects.
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Figure 6-8: Comparison of strain parameters at 1.5T and 3T for a) peak Ecc, b) time
to peak Ecc, c) strain rate, d) area, e) area/time
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Strain Parameter Segments Slices
Peak Ecc 0.49** 0.42**
Time to Peak Ecc (%RR) 0.62** 0.71**
Strain Rate 0.32** 0.26*
Area 0.55** 0.61**
Area/Time 0.46** 0.48**
Table 6-11: Relationships between strain parameters at 1.5T and 3T
Prior to carrying out Bland-Altman analysis, the calculated differences between the
results obtained at 1.5T and 3T were checked for normality using Anderson-Darling
tests.  All parameters were found to be normally distributed (p > 0.05).
Bland-Altman plots are shown in Figure 6-9 for segment and whole slice data, and
95% confidence intervals for the bias and limits of agreement are shown in Table
6-12.  Values for t(5%, n-1) were obtained from statistical tables for a two-tailed t
distribution for use in the calculations, and were found to be 1.967 and 1.999 for
segment and whole slice data respectively. Table 6-12 also shows the mean value of
(1.5T + 3T)/2 for comparison. The statistical significance of the bias, as determined
by paired t-tests, is indicated by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001). The inter-scanner
RMS-CoV values are shown in Table 6-13.
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Figure 6-9: Bland-Altman plots of 1.5T vs 3T for a) peak Ecc, b) time to peak Ecc, c)
strain rate, d) area, e) area/time
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Strain
Parameter
Region Mean Bias Upper Limit Lower Limit
Peak Ecc Segments
Slices
19.6
19.2
(-1.2, -0.4)**
(-1.6, -0.2)*
(6.3, 7.7)
(3.2, 5.6)
(-9.4, -8.0)
(-7.4, -5.0)
Time to peak
Ecc
Segments
Slices
34.6
34.5
(-0.4, 0.8)
(-1.3, 0.8)
(10.6, 12.7)
(6.1, 9.7)
(-12.3, -10.3)
(-10.2, -6.6)
Strain Rate Segments
Slices
60.7
59.5
(-4.7, -1.6)**
(-5.7, -0.1)*
(23.8, 29.1)
(14.1, 23.8)
(-35.4, -30.1)
(-29.6, -19.9)
Area Segments
Slices
3213
3143
(-232, -20)**
(-358, -45)*
(1745, 2112)
(746, 1228)
(-2365, -1997)
(-1691, -1449)
Area/Time Segments
Slices
10.1
10.0
(-1.0, -0.4)**
(-1.3, -0.4)*
(4.4, 5.4)
(1.9, 3.4)
(-6.7, -5.7)
(-5.0, -3.5)
Table 6-12: 95% confidence intervals for 1.5T vs 3T Bland-Altman analysis
Strain Parameter Segments Slices
Peak Ecc 1.8 2.9
Time to Peak Ecc 0.3 2.6
Strain Rate 2.0 3.3
Area 1.8 3.5
Area/Time 2.2 3.2
Table 6-13: RMS-CoV for inter-scanner (1.5T vs 3T) comparison
The results show that there are statistically significant differences between strain
measurements obtained at 1.5T and 3T for all strain parameters other than time to
peak Ecc. However, the RMS-CoV values for all strain parameters are small.
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6.5 Discussion
A summary of the key results from this chapter is shown in Table 6-14.
Investigation Results
Variation with Age  No statistically significant differences were observed
with age for male or female subjects
Variation with Gender  Statistically significant differences between male and
female subjects for peak Ecc and area
Variation with
Myocardial Segment
 Statistically significant differences between strain in
myocardial segments, with higher strain in lateral
segments (AL, IL) and lower strain in septal segments
(AS, IS)
Variation with
Myocardial Slice
 Statistically significant differences between strain in
basal and mid-ventricular slices, with higher strain in
mid-ventricular slices
 Larger differences in strain for anterior and lateral
segments (A, AL, IL)
Determination of
Reference Ranges
 Two sets of reference ranges were established for
segment data – one which used all data, and one
which considered each segment group individually
 References ranges were established for each strain
parameter for whole slice data
Comparison of 1.5T
and 3T
 Moderate correlation between strain parameters
measured at 1.5T and 3T
 Paired t-tests showed statistically significant
differences in bias for all strain parameters other than
time to peak Ecc
 Small RMS-CoV for all strain parameters
 Differences are small and are unlikely to be clinically
significant
Table 6-14: Summary of key results in healthy volunteers
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The first finding in the assessment of DENSE in healthy subjects was that radial strain
is unreliable, with strain curves which were considered to be non-diagnostic in 79% of
datasets from 72 subjects.  The reasons for this are unclear - the pulse sequence
parameters may not be optimal, or there may be issues with the post-processing
software.  This will require further investigation, but without access to the code
underlying the analysis software, this will be difficult and is considered beyond the
scope of this thesis.  Circumferential strain only will be used in all subsequent
investigations.
A further observation was that data acquired in basal locations were more likely to be
positioned incorrectly, either too close to the LVOT or in a more mid-ventricular
location, and were also more likely to be non-diagnostic.  The long breath-hold of up
to 20 seconds required for DENSE is challenging, even when subjects are asked to
breathe in and out twice before breath-holding.  This problem did occur in mid-
ventricular slices but less frequently, and it is possible that the subjects were
unprepared for the length of the breath-hold during the first acquisition, and hence
were more likely to breathe through it.  Unlike most MR images, it is difficult to
perform a qualitative assessment of image quality with DENSE due to the low
resolution of the images, and problems are often not identified until post-processing is
performed. This issue could potentially be solved if future implementations of the
DENSE pulse sequence provided an in-line processing capability, which would allow
the strain curves to be reviewed and assessed while the patient was still in the scanner,
and the scans could then be repeated if necessary.
Variation with Age
No statistically significant relationships were observed between strain and age for any
strain parameter, for both male and female subjects.  When subjects were grouped
according to age (<30, 30 - 60, >60 years), the results of the one-way ANOVA with
Tukey's post-hoc tests showed no statistically significant differences between the
groups, which is consistent with the results of previous studies mentioned in Section
2.5.1.
The relationships between age and LV function have been investigated using other
imaging modalities e.g. echocardiography. There is convincing evidence of a decline
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in diastolic function with increasing age [113 - 115], however the effect of age on
measures of systolic function is less clear.  Some studies reported statistically
significant but weak relationships with age [113, 116], while others observed no
statistically significant relationships [117].
The volunteers recruited for this study were mostly members of NHS and their friends
and family, medical students and volunteer "patients" at the medical school.  They
were all fit and healthy and from a similar socioeconomic group, and are therefore
unlikely to be representative of society as a whole.  It may have been more
informative to recruit from the wider community, and this should be considered for
future studies.
Variation with Gender
Statistically significant differences were observed between male and female subjects
for peak Ecc and area, with higher values occurring in females.  This is consistent
with the results of a study mentioned in Section 2.5.1.
Variation with Myocardial Segment
When comparing strain in different myocardial segments, the results of one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests showed statistically significant differences in
both male and female subjects.  For all strain parameters other than strain rate, strain
was generally higher in lateral segments (AL and IL) and lower in septal segments
(AS and IS). Lateral segments are located in the free wall of the left ventricle, while
the septal segments will be affected by the presence and motion of the right ventricle.
For strain rate, the difference between segments was less obvious.
The results of strain comparisons between segments from previous studies are shown
in Table 2-1 in Section 2.5.1, and differences between segments can be seen.
However, no comment was made on whether or not the differences were statistically
significant, and further investigations within the cited papers did not consider segment
groups individually.  Analysis of data by segment group would be time consuming,
and would potentially limit the clinical application of this technique. The decision
was therefore taken to perform analysis in subsequent chapters with segments
considered as a single group.
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Variation with Myocardial Slice
A comparison of strain in basal and mid-ventricular slices found statistically
significant differences for all strain parameters, with higher values in mid-ventricular
slices for all parameters other than time to peak Ecc, which was found to be lower.
This is consistent with the results from other studies [85, 93, 98, 99], which showed
higher mean strain values in mid-ventricular slices than basal slices, although it was
not stated if the differences were statistically significant.
When comparing strain in basal and mid-ventricular slices with data grouped
according to segment, statistically significant differences were observed, with a
tendency towards larger increases in strain in anterior and lateral segments (A, AL,
IL) compared to inferior and septal segments (I, IS, AS).  This is similar to the result
obtained when investigating the variation in strain with myocardial segment, and
again the strain in the septal segments will be affected by the presence and motion of
the right ventricle.
Due to the issues with image acquisition in basal slices, all subsequent analysis was
performed on mid-ventricular slices only.  However, for future investigations, it
would be appropriate to consider data from basal and mid-ventricular slices
separately, and to establish references ranges which are specific to slice location.
Determination of Reference Ranges
For segment data, reference ranges were determined for male and female subjects
separately.  As stated in the discussion on Variation with Myocardial Segment, all
subsequent analysis will be performed with segments considered as a single group,
and hence the reference ranges for each strain parameter were formed using all of the
segment data.  However, a second set of reference ranges were determined using data
which was separated into segment groups, and an investigation into the differences in
the detection of pathology which occur when using the two sets of reference ranges
will be carried out in subsequent chapters.
Comparison of 1.5T and 3T
A plot of DENSE results obtained at 1.5T against results obtained at 3T showed
clustering around the line of perfect agreement (y = x) for all strain parameters and for
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both segment and whole slice data, but with a reasonably large spread, which is
reflected in the moderate correlation coefficients.
Bland-Altman plots showed no obvious trends, but with a reasonably large spread of
values. Statistically significant differences were observed between the results
obtained at 1.5T and 3T for all strain parameters other than time to peak Ecc, with
higher values being obtained at 1.5T than 3T.  However, the magnitudes of the
differences are small, and are unlikely to be clinically significant. The inter-scanner
RMS-CoV values were found to be small for all strain parameters.
The main source of error in this analysis is that the imaging slices at 1.5T and 3T are
unlikely to be perfectly co-located.  In addition, image quality was generally higher at
1.5T, with only 3 datasets considered to be non-diagnostic in this study, compared to
8 at 3T.  The 3T scanner used in this study is a wide-bore scanner (70cm compared to
60cm at 1.5T) and it is more challenging to achieve good homogeneity, which means
that there is an increased likelihood of image artefacts, and these are more difficult to
detect in DENSE images compared to other cardiac MR imaging due to the lower
resolution.
DENSE has been shown to produce similar results using 1.5T and 3T scanners,
however further optimisation of the image acquisition protocol may be required
before any future studies are carried out at 3T.
Further Discussion
In this chapter, analysis has been performed on five strain parameters calculated from
DENSE data – peak Ecc, time to peak Ecc (%RR), strain rate, area and area/time.
Peak Ecc, time to peak Ecc and strain rate are inter-related, and performing analysis
on all three of these parameters may be excessive.  The rate at which strain increases
to the peak value is considered to be more informative than the time taken to reach the
peak, and so all subsequent analysis will be performed for peak Ecc, strain rate, area
and area/time.
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6.6 Summary and Conclusions
DENSE has been successfully acquired in a group of 72 healthy subjects aged
between 18 and 89 years.
No statistically significant variations in strain parameters were observed with age,
which is consistent with the results of previous studies from the literature.
Peak Ecc and the area under the Ecc curve were found to be higher in female subjects
than in males, which indicates that strain analysis should be performed on a gender-
specific basis.
Strain varies with myocardial segment, with higher strain in lateral segments and
lower strain in septal segments.  However, the differences are small, and the
additional burden of segment-by-segment analysis is likely to impact on the potential
for clinical applications of DENSE.
Strain varies with slice position, with higher strain in mid-ventricular slices compared
to basal slices.  The differences in strain between the two positions are larger for
lateral segments compared to septal segments.
Strain results obtained at 1.5T and 3T are in reasonable agreement, although there is a
tendency towards lower values at 3T, with statistically significant differences for all
strain parameters other than time to peak Ecc. The magnitudes of the differences are
small and are unlikely to be clinically significant, however further optimisation of the
imaging protocol at 3T is recommended.
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Chapter 7
DENSE in Acute Infarction
7.1 Introduction
In patients with myocardial infarction (MI), late gadolinium enhancement imaging is
used for the visualisation of infarction.  In addition to the extent of infarction, the
region of the myocardium which is injured is an important prognostic indicator, and
this can be evaluated using T2-weighted imaging.  This chapter describes the
application of DENSE in a group of subjects with acute MI, and investigations into
the ability of DENSE strain parameters to detect contractile abnormalities associated
with both the presence of infarction and the area at risk.
7.2 Aims
The aims of the research presented in this chapter are:
- To investigate the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and the
extent of infarction in acute MI
- To investigate whether DENSE can be used to distinguish between differing
extents of infarction in acute MI
- To investigate whether DENSE can be used to distinguish between regions
with and without infarction in acute MI
- To investigate the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and the
area at risk
- To determine the sensitivity and specificity of DENSE for the detection of
acute myocardial infarction and injury
- To investigate the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and
cardiac function in acute MI
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7.3 Methods
7.3.1 STEMI Volunteers
60 male patients underwent CMR within 7 days of STEMI (which is considered to be
“acute MI” within this thesis). The study was approved by the West of Scotland
Research Ethics Committee, and written consent was obtained from each patient. A
copy of the Patient Information Sheet for the study can be found in Appendix D.
7.3.2 Image Acquisition and Analysis
Cine, LGE, T2-weighted and DENSE images were acquired as described in Chapter 3.
The problems with DENSE in basal and apical slices described in Sections 5.4.1 and
6.4 were also encountered in data acquired from STEMI patients.  Since a large
amount of data was analysed retrospectively, it was not possible to correct the
positioning of the basal and apical slices, and hence the decision was taken not to
include this data in the study.
Systolic thickening, LVESV, LVEDV and LVEF were measured from cine images as
described in Section 3.3.
LGE images were analysed as described in Section 3.4.  In addition to assigning a
score for transmural extent of MI (LGE_score), the regions of LGE which exceeded
the threshold were manually outlined, and the percentage of LGE (LGE%) present in
each segment, and also in each slice, was calculated. A second score, LGE%_score,
was assigned using the same definitions as in Table 3-4, but using percentage LGE
within the segment instead of transmural extent of MI. Finally, the total percentage
LGE in the LV was calculated by outlining the LGE in each acquired slice in the
short-axis LV stack. Examples of LGE%, LGE%_score and LGE_score are
illustrated in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1: Examples of LGE%, LGE%_score and LGE_score
A further set of scores, LGE_category and LGE%_category, were assigned to
categorise segments as remote, adjacent or infarcted (see Section 2.5.2), as defined in
Table 7-1.
Score Category Description
0 Remote No LGE in segment
No LGE in adjacent segments
1 Adjacent (<50%) No LGE in segment
LGE in one or more adjacent segments (<50%)
2 Adjacent (>50%) No LGE in segment
LGE in one or more adjacent segments (>50%)
3 Infarcted (<50%) LGE in segment (<50%)
4 Infarcted (>50%) LGE in segment (>50%)
Table 7-1: Definitions of LGE categories
T2-maps were analysed as described in Section 0, and values were obtained for area at
risk.
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From the 60 patients included in this study, the imaging slice was through the region
of infarction for 50 patients, and above or below the region of infarction for 10
patients.  In order to compare the DENSE strain parameters with extent of infarction
and area at risk, only the 50 patients in whom the imaging slice was through the
region of infarction were considered.  A separate analysis was performed on the
remaining 10 patients to assess whether performing DENSE through a mid-ventricular
slice can provide information about infarction elsewhere in the myocardium.
7.3.3 Repeatability of Area under Curve with Degree of Hypokinesis
The results of the investigation into the repeatability of DENSE strain parameters in
Chapter 5 showed that high CoV values were obtained for peak Ecc and time to peak
Ecc for segments with peak Ecc < 5%, and that the variation in time to peak Ecc for
such segments could potentially impact on analysis.  The concept of measuring the
area under the Ecc curve and the average area over time, and also strain rate, was
introduced in Chapter 6, and before any further analysis involving data from MI
patients could be carried out, it was necessary to assess the variability of these strain
parameters in segments with varying degrees of hypokinesis. Analysis was performed
as described in Section 5.3.4, using data from the same 15 patients and 5 healthy
subjects.
The mean CoV values for each group were compared for peak Ecc, strain rate, area
and area/time.
7.3.4 DENSE and Infarction
7.3.4.1. Relationships with LGE
For segment data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
with each of the LGE parameters (LGE%, LGE_score, LGE%_score) were assessed
using correlation tests. The relationship between each of the LGE parameters and
systolic thickening was also assessed.
For whole slice data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
and LGE% in both the imaging slice (LGE%) and the LV volume (LV LGE%) were
assessed using correlation tests.
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7.3.4.2. Extent of Infarction
For segment data, the ability of each of the strain parameters to identify the extent of
infarction, as defined by each of LGE_score and LGE%_score, was assessed using a
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test or Kruskal-Wallis with individual
Mann-Whitney tests.
A similar comparison was carried out between non-infarcted (score = 0), <50%
infarction (score = 1 or 2) and >50% infarction (score = 3 or 4), where scores are
defined as shown in Table 3-4.
7.3.4.3. Proximity to Infarction
For segment data, the ability of each of the strain parameters to identify the proximity
of the segment to infarction, as defined by each of LGE_category and
LGE%_category, was assessed using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test
or Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests.
A similar comparison was carried out between remote (score = 0), adjacent (score = 1
or 2) and infarcted (score = 3 or 4) segments, where scores are defined as shown in
Table 7-1.
7.3.4.4. Detection of Infarction
ROC analysis was carried out to evaluate the ability of DENSE to detect the presence
of infarction using both segment and whole slice data. For the whole slice analysis,
data from all 60 patients was used, with 50 slices through a region of infarction and
10 slices in remote tissue. Strain values were compared with a binary test for the
presence/absence of LGE, and ROC curves were produced for each strain parameter.
The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated for each strain parameter.
The lower limits of the reference ranges established in Chapter 6 (Table 6-7) were
used to define a threshold for each strain parameter, and following comparison with
the threshold, a label of “no infarction” or “infarction” was assigned.  A comparison
with the LGE results was performed, and the number of true positive (TP), false
negative (FN), true negative (TN) and false positive (FP) results was recorded.  The
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sensitivity and specificity of the technique were calculated using Equations 7-1 and
7-2 respectively.
FNTP
TPySensitivit  (Equation 7-1)
FPTN
TNySpecificit  (Equation 7-2)
Segments were grouped according to LGE_score, and the percentage of segments in
each group with LGE_score > 0 which were correctly identified as containing LGE,
or wrongly identified as containing LGE for segments with LGE_score = 0, was
calculated.  This analysis was then repeated with segments grouped according to
LGE%_score.
In order to evaluate whether the small differences in strain between segments
identified in Section 6.4.3 would have any impact on the ability to detect infarction,
the analysis described above was repeated using the reference ranges established for
individual segments (Table 6-9).
Each slice was allocated a score based on the percentage of LGE within the slice, in
the same manner as for segment data, and the percentage of slices correctly identified
as containing LGE for each score was calculated.
7.3.4.5. Assessment of Infarction Using DENSE in a Non-Infarcted Slice
From the 10 patients in whom DENSE had been acquired in a slice which did not
contain infarction, there were 60 segments available for analysis.  For each segment,
the corresponding segments in the four adjacent slices above and four slices below
were examined, and if LGE was present then the original segment was allocated a
score of 1, otherwise the segment was allocated a score of 0.  A two-sample t-test or
Mann-Whitney test was performed for each strain parameter to determine whether
strain results in a non-infarcted slice gives any information about infarction elsewhere
in the myocardium.
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7.3.4.6. Comparison of Strain in Remote and Healthy Myocardium
The values obtained for DENSE strain parameters and in remote myocardium were
compared to the values obtained from healthy volunteers (see Chapter 6) using 2-
sample t-tests or Mann-Whitney tests.
7.3.5 DENSE and Area at Risk
7.3.5.1. Relationships with Area at Risk
For segment data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
with area at risk were assessed using correlation tests.
For whole slice data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
and area at risk in both the imaging slice and the LV volume (LV area at risk) were
assessed using correlation tests.
7.3.5.2. Detection of Injury
ROC analysis and the calculation of sensitivity and specificity were performed as
described in Section 7.3.4.4, with strain values being compared with a binary test for
the presence/absence of T2 hyperenhancement.
7.3.6 DENSE and Cardiac Function
7.3.6.1. Relationships with LVEF and LVESV
For whole slice data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
and each of LVEF and LVESV were assessed using correlation tests.
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7.4 Results
The clinical characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 7-2, where age, BMI,
LVEF, LVEDV and LVESV are expressed as mean SD (range).
Characteristic Imaging in
Infarct Slice
Imaging in
Non-infarct Slice
n 50 10
Age (years) 56 10 (33 – 80) 55 11 (38 – 70)
BMI 28 4 (20 – 38) 27 6 (19 – 39)
Smoker 32 (64%) 6 (60%)
Hypertension 10 (20%) 1 (10%)
Hypercholesterolaemia 8 (16%) 2 (20%)
Prior MI 0 0
Culprit Artery LAD: 19 (38%)
LCX: 9 (18%)
RCA: 22 (44%)
LAD: 2 (20%)
LCX: 4 (40%)
RCA: 4 (40%)
Global LV function by cine MRI:
LVEF (%) 54 9 (35 – 70) 62 8 (44 – 72)
LVEDV (ml) 153 33 (85 – 230) 139 30 (101 – 195)
LVESV (ml) 72 23 (34 – 119) 53 15 (33 – 77)
Table 7-2: Clinical characteristics of STEMI patients
From the 50 patients in whom the imaging slice was through the region of infarction,
there were 300 segments available for analysis.
The results of the Anderson-Darling tests showed that none of the strain parameters
were normally distributed, and so non-parametric statistical tests were used.
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7.4.1 Repeatability of Area under Curve with Degree of Hypokinesis
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests for strain rate,
area and area/time were similar to those obtained for peak Ecc in Section 5.4.2.
Statistically significant differences were observed between the mean CoV in segments
with severe hypokinesis and the mean CoV in all other segments. As for peak Ecc,
the mean values for severely hypokinetic segments were substantially larger than
those found for the other groups, and with a much wider range of individual CoV
values.
For whole slice data, there were no statistically significant differences between the
groups for any strain parameter.
The mean CoV (%) values for each group for both segments and slices are shown in
Table 7-3.
Degree of Hypokinesis
Region Parameter None Slight Moderate Severe
Segments Peak Ecc 6.3 9.8 16.1 58.9
Strain Rate 8.1 14.0 19.3 62.6
Area 11.6 22.1 31.7 62.9
Area/Time 8.4 15.5 28.7 65.4
Slices Peak Ecc 3.4 6.2 7.1 4.4
Strain Rate 3.9 10.3 16.6 11.3
Area 4.6 16.6 19.1 26.9
Area/Time 3.9 8.7 8.9 26.2
Table 7-3:Mean CoV values for area under curve in hypokinesis groups
The variations which occur with repeated measurements for area are unlikely to
change the clinical assessment for a particular segment, but since strain rate and
area/time are dependent on measurements of time to peak, all values of strain rate and
area/time corresponding to peak Ecc values of <5% will be excluded from subsequent
analysis.
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7.4.2 DENSE and Infarction
7.4.2.1. Relationships with LGE
For each of LGE_score, LGE%_score, LGE_category and LGE%_category, the
number of segments allocated a particular value is shown in Table 7-4.
Score 0 1 2 3 4
LGE_score 170 7 23 16 84
LGE%_score 170 40 38 24 28
LGE_category 71 22 77 30 100
LGE%_category 71 74 25 78 52
Table 7-4: Allocation of LGE scores to segments in acute MI patients
The results of the correlation tests between strain parameters and LGE parameters are
shown in Table 7-5, and are expressed as a Pearson correlation coefficient.
Statistically significant results are indicated by * (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001).  The
results (magnitude) are illustrated using scatter plots in Figure 7-2.  Finally, scatter
plots illustrating the distribution of data with LGE% are shown in Figure 7-3.
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Segment Data Whole Slice Data
Strain Parameter LGE% LGE%
score
LGE
score
LGE% LV
LGE%
Peak Ecc -0.62** -0.64** -0.63** -0.54** -0.51*
Strain Rate -0.63** -0.65** -0.64** -0.54** -0.49*
Area -0.51** -0.53** -0.52** -0.42* -0.40*
Area/Time -0.60** -0.63** -0.63** -0.51** -0.47*
Thickening (%) -0.42** -0.44** -0.44** - -
Table 7-5: Results of relationships with LGE analysis in acute MI
Figure 7-2: Illustration of relationships with LGE results in acute MI
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Figure 7-3: Strain parameters vs LGE% in acute MI for a) segment and b) whole
slice/LV data
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7.4.2.2. Extent of Infarction
Box plots illustrating the distribution of strain values with LGE_score and
LGE%_score are shown in Figure 7-4.
Figure 7-4: a) LGE and b) LGE% scores in acute MI
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests found no
statistically significant difference for any strain parameter between scores 1 and 2 or
between scores 3 and 4, for both LGE_score and LGE%_score.
Statistically significant differences were observed for all strain parameters between
non-infarcted and <50% infarcted segments, and between non-infarcted and >50%
infarcted segments, for both LGE_score and LGE%_score. Statistically significant
differences were observed between <50% and >50% infarcted segments for all
parameters for LGE%_score, but not for LGE_score.
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7.4.2.3. Proximity to Infarction
Box plots illustrating the distribution of strain values with LGE_category and
LGE%_category are shown in Figure 7-5.
Figure 7-5: a) LGE and b) LGE% categories in acute MI
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests found no
statistically significant difference for any strain parameter between scores 1 and 2
(adjacent <50% and adjacent >50% respectively) for LGE_category and
LGE%_category, or between scores 3 and 4 (infarcted <50% and infarcted >50%
respectively) for LGE_category.  For LGE%_category, a statistically significant
difference was found between scores 3 and 4, which is consistent with the results of
the Extent of Infarction analysis.
For all strain parameters, statistically significant differences were observed between
remote and infarcted segments, and between adjacent and infarcted segments for both
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LGE_category and LGE%_category. Statistically significant differences were found
between remote and adjacent segments for peak Ecc only, for both LGE_category and
LGE%_category.
7.4.2.4. Detection of Infarction
The ROC curves for each strain parameter are shown in Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7 for
segment and whole slice data respectively. The AUC results for segment data are
shown in Table 7-6, along with the sensitivity and specificity calculated using the
thresholds from both the single reference ranges (Table 6-7) and the segment
reference ranges (Table 6-9). The AUC, sensitivity and specificity for whole slice
data are shown in Table 7-7.
Figure 7-6: ROC curves for detection of infarction in acute MI for segment data
Single Threshold Segment Threshold
Parameter AUC Threshold Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Peak Ecc 0.88 11.5 0.72 0.88 0.74 0.88
Strain Rate 0.88 35.7 0.64 0.91 0.60 0.92
Area 0.81 1011 0.46 0.95 0.52 0.91
Area/Time 0.87 4.5 0.54 0.94 0.60 0.94
Table 7-6: Results of detection of infarction analysis in acute MI for segment data
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Figure 7-7: ROC curves for detection of infarction in acute MI for slice data
Parameter AUC Threshold Sensitivity Specificity
Peak Ecc 0.71 13.9 0.66 0.70
Strain Rate 0.74 41.2 0.52 0.80
Area 0.59 1820 0.40 0.80
Area/Time 0.67 6.5 0.42 0.80
Table 7-7: Results of detection of infarction analysis in acute MI for slice data
For non-infarcted segments, the percentage of segments wrongly identified as
containing LGE which were adjacent to infarcted segments was calculated, and the
results are shown in Table 7-8.
Single Threshold Segment Threshold
Strain
Parameter
% Incorrectly
Identified
% Adjacent
to Infarction
% Incorrectly
Identified
% Adjacent
to Infarction
Peak Ecc 12 67 12 70
Strain Rate 9 75 8 77
Area 5 78 9 80
Area/Time 6 70 6 82
Table 7-8: Further detection of infarction analysis for non-infarcted segments
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For infarcted segments, the percentage of segments which were correctly identified as
containing LGE when the segments were grouped according to LGE_score was
calculated.  The analysis was then repeated with the segments grouped according to
LGE%_score.  The results obtained using a single threshold and the segment
thresholds are shown in Table 7-9 and Table 7-10 respectively.
Strain % Identified (LGE Score) % Identified (LGE% Score)
Parameter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Peak Ecc 29 74 56 79 58 71 78 92
Strain Rate 14 63 67 69 46 56 84 94
Area 14 39 44 51 35 37 57 65
Area/Time 29 63 47 56 41 44 68 88
Table 7-9: Further detection of infarction analysis for infarcted segments (single
threshold)
Strain % Identified (LGE Score) % Identified (LGE% Score)
Parameter 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Peak Ecc 29 83 81 74 65 74 74 88
Strain Rate 14 63 60 64 41 56 74 94
Area 0 52 56 56 43 39 65 73
Area/Time 14 74 53 63 49 56 63 88
Table 7-10: Further detection of infarction analysis for infarcted segments (segment
threshold)
For whole slice data, the percentage of segments which were correctly identified as
containing LGE when grouped according to the percentage of LGE within the slice
was calculated, and the results are shown in Table 7-11.
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Strain LGE%_Score % Identified
Parameter 1 2 3 4
n 35 12 3 0
Peak Ecc 51 100 100 -
Strain Rate 37 91 100 -
Area 26 67 100 -
Area/Time 31 64 100 -
Table 7-11: Further detection of infarction analysis for whole slice data
7.4.2.5. Assessment of Infarction Using DENSE in a Non-Infarcted Slice
From the 60 segments in the 10 non-infarcted slices, 15 segments had LGE in the
corresponding segments in slices above or below the measurement slice and were
allocated a score of 1, and the remaining 45 segments were allocated a score of 0.
Box plots which illustrate the difference between segments allocated to groups 0 and
1 are shown in Figure 7-8, and statistically significant results are indicated by
* (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001).
Figure 7-8: Results in non-infarcted slices
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7.4.2.6. Comparison of Strain in Remote and Healthy Myocardium
The results of Anderson-Darling tests showed that strain parameters in both healthy
and remote myocardium are normally distributed.  The results of the two-sample t-
tests showed no statistically significant differences between healthy and remote
myocardium for any strain parameter, as illustrated in Figure 7-9.
Figure 7-9: Comparison of strain in healthy and remote myocardium in acute MI
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7.4.3 DENSE and Area at Risk
7.4.3.1. Relationships with Area at Risk
The results of the correlation tests between each of the strain parameters and area at
risk are shown in Table 7-12, for both segment and whole slice data.  Results are
expressed as Pearson correlation coefficients, and statistically significant results are
indicated by * (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001). The results are illustrated using scatter
plots in Figure 7-10.  A scatter plot illustrating the distribution of data with area at
risk is shown in Figure 7-11.
Segments Whole Slice
Strain Parameter Area at Risk Area at Risk LV Area at Risk
Peak Ecc -0.69** -0.43* -0.47*
Strain Rate -0.68** -0.44* -0.27
Area -0.56** -0.28 -0.39*
Area/Time -0.65** -0.36* -0.29
Table 7-12: Results of area at risk analysis in acute MI
Figure 7-10: Illustration of area at risk analysis in acute MI
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Figure 7-11: Strain parameters vs area at risk for a) segments and b) whole slice/LV
data
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7.4.3.2. Detection of Injury
The ROC curves for each strain parameter are shown in Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13
for segment and whole slice data respectively.  The AUC results for segment data are
shown in Table 7-13, along with the thresholds established using the reference ranges,
and the calculated sensitivity and specificity. The corresponding results for whole
slice data are shown in Table 7-14.
Figure 7-12: ROC curves for detection of injury in acute MI for segment data
Single Threshold Segment Threshold
Parameter AUC Threshold Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity
Peak Ecc 0.84 11.5 0.64 0.91 0.64 0.90
Strain Rate 0.85 35.7 0.55 0.94 0.50 0.95
Area 0.76 1011 0.41 0.97 0.46 0.94
Area/Time 0.83 4.5 0.45 0.97 0.49 0.96
Table 7-13: Results of detection of injury analysis in acute MI for segment data
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Figure 7-13: ROC curves for detection of injury in acute MI for slice data
Parameter AUC Threshold Sensitivity Specificity
Peak Ecc 0.59 13.9 0.62 0.57
Strain Rate 0.61 41.2 0.49 0.71
Area 0.52 1820 0.38 0.71
Area/Time 0.57 6.5 0.40 0.71
Table 7-14: Results of detection of injury analysis in acute MI for slice data
Further analysis of segment data was performed by separating the data into two
groups: one containing segments with both T2 hyperenhancement and LGE, and one
containing segments with T2 hyperenhancement only.  For each strain parameter, the
sensitivity for the detection of injury using the single threshold was calculated for
each group, as shown in Table 7-15.
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Parameter All Data T2 + LGE T2 Only
n 160 130 30
Peak Ecc 0.64 0.72 0.27
Strain Rate 0.55 0.64 0.15
Area 0.41 0.46 0.17
Area/Time 0.45 0.54 0.07
Table 7-15: Sensitivity for detection of injury in segments with and without infarction
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7.4.4 DENSE and Cardiac Function
7.4.4.1. Relationships with LVEF and LVESV
The results of the correlation tests between each of the strain parameters and each of
the measures of cardiac function are shown in Table 7-16, and are expressed as
Pearson correlation coefficients.  Statistically significant results are indicated by
* (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001). The results are illustrated using scatter plots in Figure
7-14. Scatter plots illustrating the distribution of data with LVEF and LVESV are
shown in Figure 7-15.
Parameter LVEF LVESV
Peak Ecc 0.72** -0.51**
Strain Rate 0.52** -0.42*
Area 0.65** -0.42*
Area/Time 0.65** -0.43*
Table 7-16: Results of comparison with cardiac function in acute MI
Figure 7-14: Illustration of comparison with cardiac function results in acute MI
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Figure 7-15: Relationships with a) LVEF and b) LVESV in acute MI
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7.5 Discussion
A summary of the key results from this chapter is shown in Table 7-17.
Investigation Results
Repeatability and
Hypokinesis
 Statistically significant differences between mean
CoV for segments with "severe" hypokinesis
compared to other segments for all strain parameters
 Measurements of strain rate and area/time
corresponding to values of peak Ecc < 5% should be
excluded from further analysis
DENSE and Infarction
Relationships with
LGE
Segment analysis:
 Moderate correlation coefficients (~0.6)
 Similar results for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time,
with lower correlation coefficients for area
 Similar results for LGE%, LGE%_score and
LGE_score
 Strain parameters have higher correlations with LGE
than thickening
Whole slice analysis (single slice & LV)
 Moderate correlation coefficients (~0.5)
 Similar results for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time,
with lower correlation coefficients for area
 Similar results for single slice and whole LV analysis
Extent of Infarction LGE%_score and LGE_score:
 Can distinguish between non-infarcted and <50%
infarction
 Can distinguish between non-infarcted and >50%
infarction
LGE%_score only:
 Can distinguish between <50% and >50% infarction
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Investigation Results
Proximity to
Infarction
LGE%_score and LGE_score:
 Can distinguish between remote and infarcted
segments
 Can distinguish between adjacent and infarcted
segments
 Can distinguish between remote and adjacent
segments using peak Ecc
Detection of
Infarction
Segment analysis:
 ROC analysis revealed high AUC for peak Ecc, strain
rate and area/time (~0.88) with a slightly lower value
for area
 High specificity for all parameters
 Good sensitivity, with highest value for peak Ecc
(~0.7)
 ~70% or more of non-infarcted segments which are
incorrectly identified as containing LGE are adjacent
to segments with LGE
 Percentage of infarcted segments correctly identified
increases as the extent of infarction increases
 Percentage of infarcted segments correctly identified
is higher when segments are grouped according to
%LGE rather than transmural extent of MI
 Similar sensitivity, specificity and identification rates
when using single threshold and segment-specific
threshold
Whole slice analysis:
 ROC analysis revealed moderate to high AUC for
peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time (~0.7) with a
slightly lower value for area
 Highest sensitivity for peak Ecc (0.66)
 Sensitivity is lower than for segment analysis
 Moderate specificity for all parameters
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Investigation Results
 Percentage of slices correctly identified as infarcted
increases as %LGE increases
DENSE in Non-
Infarcted Slices
 Lower strain in segments with infarction in adjacent
slices
 Statistically significant differences for all strain
parameters
Strain in Remote and
Healthy Myocardium
 No statistically significant differences for any strain
parameter
DENSE and Area at Risk
Relationships with
Area at Risk
Segment analysis:
 Moderate to high correlation coefficients (~0.6 - 0.7)
 Similar results for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time,
with lower correlation coefficients for area
Whole slice analysis:
 Low correlation coefficients (~0.3 – 0.4)
 Similar results for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time,
with lower correlation coefficient for area
 Similar results for single slice and whole LV analysis
Detection of Injury Segment analysis:
 ROC analysis revealed high AUC for peak Ecc, strain
rate and area/time with a slightly lower value for area,
and with slightly lower values for all parameters than
for detection of infarction
 High specificity for all parameters, with similar
values to detection of infarction
 Moderate sensitivity with highest value for peak Ecc,
and lower values for all parameters than for detection
of infarction
 Similar sensitivity, specificity and identification of
injury rates when using single threshold and segment-
specific threshold
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Investigation Results
 With data grouped according to the presence or
absence of LGE, sensitivity for segments with LGE
was the same as that obtained in the Detection of
Infarction analysis, but sensitivity for segments
without LGE was considerably lower
Whole slice analysis:
 ROC analysis revealed moderate AUC for all
parameters, with lower values than for detection of
infarction
 Moderate specificity for all parameters, with lower
values than for detection of infarction
 Low to moderate sensitivity with highest value for
peak Ecc, and similar values for all parameters to
detection of infarction
 Percentage of slices correctly identified as injured is
higher for slices with >50% injury than <50% injury
DENSE and Cardiac Function
Relationships with
LVEF and LVESV
LVEF:
 Moderate to high correlation coefficients (~0.5 – 0.7)
 Highest correlations with peak Ecc
LVESV:
 Low to moderate correlation coefficients (~0.4 – 0.5)
 Highest correlations with peak Ecc
Table 7-17: Summary of key results in acute MI
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Repeatability of Area Under Curve with Degree of Hypokinesis
The results of the assessment of repeatability with degree of hypokinesis were similar
to those described in Chapter 5.  When segments were grouped according to peak Ecc,
there were no statistically significant differences between the strain rate, area and
area/time values obtained for normokinetic, slightly hypokinetic and moderately
hypokinetic segments. There were statistically significant differences between the
results for severely hypokinetic segments and all other segments, with mean values
which were substantially larger than those found for the other groups, and with a
much wider range of individual CoV values.  For whole slice data, no statistically
significant differences were observed between the groups, however the number of
slices in each group was small.
Measurements of strain rate and area/time corresponding to values of peak Ecc < 5%
should be excluded from further analysis.
DENSE and Infarction
Relationships with LGE
For segment data, an investigation into the relationships between strain parameters as
measured by DENSE and LGE parameters (LGE%, LGE%_score, LGE_score)
revealed moderate correlations in all cases, with similar correlation coefficients for
peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time and a lower correlation coefficient for area.
For each strain parameter, similar correlations were observed with LGE%,
LGE%_score and LGE_score.
While the correlations between strain parameters and LGE parameters are moderate,
they are stronger than the correlations between thickening and LGE parameters. This
is consistent with the results from other studies [1, 5, 85], and no further comparisons
with thickening will be made.
Visual inspection of the scatter plots of strain parameters and LGE% show a wide
range of strain values corresponding to LGE% = 0 for all strain parameters.  In this
analysis, the segments are considered to be independent, but this assumption is
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flawed.  If a segment which is not infarcted itself is adjacent to an infarcted segment,
or is above or below a slice with infarction in the corresponding segment, then the
ability of that segment to contract will be impaired. The impact of this is most clearly
seen for LGE% = 0, however the contractile function of all segments will be affected
by the status of adjacent segments, and this may account for the spread of results.
When the data were considered on a whole slice basis instead of by segment,
moderate correlations were observed between all of the strain parameters and LGE%,
with similar correlation coefficients for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time and a
lower correlation coefficient for area.  The magnitude of the correlation coefficients
were slightly lower than in the segment case, but still highly statistically significant.
The correlation between strain parameters and the total LV LGE% was again
moderate, and was similar to the correlation with LGE% in the imaging slice.
Extent of Infarction
The ability of DENSE strain parameters to distinguish between non-infarcted (0),
<50% infarction (1 – 25% (1) and 26 – 50% (2)) and >50% infarction (51 – 75% (3)
and 76 – 100% (4)) segments was assessed, using both the transmural extent of MI
(LGE_score) and the percentage of LGE within the segment (LGE%_score) to score
each segment.  For both LGE_score and LGE%_score, no statistically significant
differences were observed between scores 1 and 2 or scores 3 and 4.
The results indicate that all strain parameters can be used to distinguish between non-
infarcted and <50% infarcted segments, and between non-infarcted and >50%
infarcted segments, when the segments are scored using either LGE_score or
LGE%_score.  Statistically significant differences were observed between <50%
infarcted and >50% infarcted segments for LGE%_score but not for LGE_score,
which indicates that strain may be more closely related to the percentage of LGE
within the segment, although a larger sample with an increased number of infarcted
segments would be required to confirm this.
This analysis was performed using LGE_score, which is based on the transmural
extent of MI, and LGE%_score, which is based on the percentage of the segment
which is infarcted.  It is possible that neither score individually is fully representative
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of the injury caused by myocardial infarction, and it may be more informative to
consider an additional score which takes into account both the size of the infarction
and the transmural extent.  Preliminary investigations were carried out into how such
a score could be constructed, but validation against DENSE was not considered
appropriate, and no tagging data was available for the STEMI group.
Proximity to Infarction
The ability of DENSE strain parameters to distinguish between remote (0), adjacent
(<50% (1) and >50% (2)) and infarcted (<50% (3) and >50% (4)) segments was
assessed, using both the transmural extent of MI (LGE_category) and the percentage
of LGE within the segment (LGE%_category) to categorise each segment.
Statistically significant differences were observed for all strain parameters when
comparing remote and infarcted segments, and when comparing adjacent and
infarcted segments, when the segments are categorised using either LGE_category or
LGE%_category. For peak Ecc alone, it was possible to distinguish between remote
and adjacent segments, which indicates that this may be the most informative strain
parameter.
Detection of Infarction
The ability of DENSE strain parameters for segment data to detect infarction, as
indicated by the presence of LGE, was assessed using ROC analysis. For segment
data, high AUC values were obtained for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time with a
slightly lower, although still high, value for area. This indicates that DENSE can be
used reliably to discriminate between infarcted and non-infarcted tissue.
The lower limits of the reference ranges established in Chapter 6 were set as
thresholds, and the corresponding sensitivity and specificity of DENSE for the
detection of infarction were calculated for each strain parameter.  Two sets of
thresholds were used – one set calculated using all data (single threshold) and one set
calculated using data for each segment individually (segment-specific threshold). All
strain parameters had high specificity (0.88 – 0.95), and moderate to good sensitivity
(0.46 – 0.74).  Peak Ecc had the highest sensitivity, but the lowest specificity.  The
results obtained using the single thresholds and the segment-specific thresholds were
similar.
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Further investigation of the non-infarcted segments which were incorrectly identified
as being infarcted showed that 70 – 80% were adjacent to segments which contained
LGE.  Since segments are not independent, the contractile ability of the non-infarcted
segments is likely to have been affected by contractile abnormalities in the adjacent
infarcted segments.
With infarcted segments grouped according to the transmural extent of infarction
(LGE_score) or the percentage of infarction within the segment (LGE%_score), the
percentage of segments which were correctly identified as containing LGE increased
as the score increased for all strain parameters. The detection rate for each group was
higher when segments were grouped according to LGE%_score than with LGE_score,
which is consistent with the results found in the Extent of Infarction investigation.
For segments with <50% LGE (scores 1 and 2), peak Ecc had the highest detection
rate, and for segments with >50% LGE (scores 3 and 4), peak Ecc and strain rate
performed equally well, with a slightly lower detection rate for area/time, and a lower
detection rate for area.  Again, similar results were obtained using the single
thresholds and the segment-specific thresholds.  Although there are statistically
significant differences between strain values in different myocardial segments, as
shown in Section 6.4.3, there does not appear to be any benefit in constructing
segment-specific reference ranges.
For whole slice data, ROC analysis revealed moderate to high AUC values for peak
Ecc, strain rate and area/time (0.67 - 0.74), with a slightly lower value for area.  The
sensitivity was found to be low to moderate, with the highest value for peak Ecc
(0.66), and specificity for all parameters was moderate. The sensitivity and
specificity for the detection of infarction were lower than for segment data, however
the number of measurements was smaller, in particular the number of non-infarcted
slices, and the results may improve with a larger sample size. When slices were
grouped according to the percentage of LGE within the slice, the detection rate
increased as the percentage of LGE increased. The highest detection rate was
achieved for peak Ecc, which correctly identified 100% of segments with LGE >
25%.
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Assessment of Infarction Using DENSE in a Non-Infarcted Slice
In order to determine whether DENSE strain parameters in a non-infarcted imaging
slice could provide information about infarction elsewhere in the LV, an investigation
was carried out into the differences in strain in segments where infarction was present
in the corresponding segments above or below the imaging slice, and in segments
where no infarction was present above or below.
Visual inspection of the box plots which compare the two groups of segments show a
tendency towards higher values in the segments with no infarction above or below.
The results of the Mann-Whitney tests were statistically significant for all strain
parameters, which indicates that DENSE strain parameters in a non-infarcted slice
may provide information about infarction elsewhere in the LV. However, only 10
slices with 60 segments were used in this analysis, and a larger sample size may be
required to confirm the result.
The results of this assessment also emphasise the need to take infarction in adjacent
slices into account when analysing DENSE strain data.
Strain in Remote and Healthy Myocardium
No statistically significant differences were observed for any strain parameter
between healthy volunteers and remote myocardium in acute MI.
DENSE and Area at Risk
Relationships with Area at Risk
An investigation into the relationships between strain parameters as measured by
DENSE and area at risk revealed moderate to high correlations for all strain
parameters when analysing data on a segment basis, with similar correlation
coefficients for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time and a lower correlation coefficient
for area.  The correlations with area at risk were slightly higher than those obtained
with extent of infarction for all strain parameters.  Visual inspection of the
corresponding scatter plots showed a wide range of values for each strain parameter
for area at risk = 0 – this is unsurprising, as the previously mentioned issues with non-
independent segments will also apply to the area at risk analysis.
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The correlations obtained when analysing the data on a whole slice basis were lower
than for the segment analysis, and lower than the correlations obtained with whole
slice LGE.
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the use of T2 hyperenhancement for the definition of
the area at risk is not fully validated. However, this does not change the fact that
moderate to high correlations were observed with the percentage of T2
hyperenhancement for segment data, only that the mechanism behind this
hyperenhancement is not fully understood.
Detection of Injury
The ability of DENSE strain parameters to detect injury, as indicated by the presence
of T2 hyperenhancement, was assessed using ROC analysis. For segment data, high
AUC values were obtained for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time with a slightly
lower value for area.  The AUC values for all parameters were slightly lower than the
corresponding values obtained for detection of infarction.
All strain parameters had high specificity for the detection of injury, and moderate
sensitivity (0.45 – 0.65).  The specificity values were similar to those obtained for
detection of infarction, but the sensitivity values were lower.  Peak Ecc had the
highest sensitivity, but the lowest specificity. Similar results were obtained when
using the single thresholds and the segment-specific thresholds.
Further analysis was performed with injured segments grouped according to the
presence or absence of LGE i.e. one group contained segments with both T2
hyperenhancement and LGE, and the other group contained segments with T2
hyperenhancement only.  For the group with both T2 hyperenhancement and LGE, the
sensitivity for the detection of injury for each strain parameter was the same as the
results obtained in the Detection of Infarction analysis.  For segments with T2
hyperenhancement only, sensitivity for the detection of injury was considerably lower
for all strain parameters. The use of reference ranges for the detection of segments
which are injured but non-infarcted does not appear to be effective.
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For whole slice data, moderate AUC values were obtained for all strain parameters,
which were lower than the corresponding values for detection of infarction.
Sensitivity was low to moderate with similar values to those obtained in the detection
of infarction analysis, while specificity was moderate but with lower values than in
detection of infarction.  Only 7 slices did not contain T2 hyperenhancement, so again
it is likely that the results have been affected by the small sample size.
Overall, it appears that DENSE is more suited to detecting infarction as revealed by
LGE than injury as revealed by T2 hyperenhancement.
DENSE and Cardiac Function
Relationships with LVEF and LVESV
An investigation into the relationships between strain parameters as measured by
DENSE and LVEF revealed moderate to high correlations for all strain parameters.
The highest correlation occurred with peak Ecc, and the lowest correlation occurred
with strain rate.
For LVESV, the correlations with strain were lower than those obtained for LVEF,
but still moderate. Again, the highest correlation occurred with peak Ecc.
Further Discussion
There are a number of limitations in the design of this study which need to be
acknowledged.
As mentioned previously in this Discussion, the assumption that the segments are
independent is flawed.  The status of adjacent segments in the imaging slice, and also
segments in adjacent slices, needs to be taken into consideration in order to provide an
accurate evaluation of the relationships between strain parameters and myocardial
injury.  In addition, the fact that repeated measures are made on the same subject, i.e.
data for 6 segments are obtained from each person, is not accounted for in the
statistical analysis.  Complex modelling would be required to take account of these
issues, and this was considered to be beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Performing analysis on a whole slice basis removes the problems of interactions
between adjacent segments and repeated measures on the same subject, although it
still does not take adjacent slices into account.  In all of the investigations contained
within this chapter, lower correlations were obtained for the whole slice data than for
the segment data. While analysing data on a whole slice basis may still be
informative, it is likely that the effects of smaller infarctions will be harder to detect.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the current implementation of DENSE does not provide
informative results for radial strain, and so only circumferential strain has been
considered in this chapter, which does not allow a complete assessment of contractile
function. At present it is not possible to analyse DENSE images acquired in the
longitudinal plane, although this capability may become available in the near future.
A further limitation of the current implementation of DENSE is that it takes no
account of through-plane motion, which will introduce errors into measurements of
strain. The ideal situation would be a 3D version of DENSE which covers the entire
LV, but while this is available as a research sequence in other institutions, it is not
currently available at our institution.
7.6 Summary and Conclusions
The results of the investigations contained within this chapter showed that DENSE
strain measurements are informative in acute MI.
Moderate relationships were observed between strain and the extent of infarction,
with similar correlation coefficients for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time. The
relationships with the area under the strain curve were found to be less strong.
All strain parameters can distinguish between non-infarcted and infarcted segments,
and depending on the scoring system used, it is possible to distinguish between
segments with <50% infarction and >50% infarction.  Additionally, all strain
parameters can distinguish between remote and infarcted segments, and between
adjacent and infarcted segments. Peak Ecc alone can be used to distinguish between
remote and adjacent segments.
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Slightly stronger relationships were observed between strain parameters and area at
risk than with extent of infarction for segment data, but not for whole slice data.
DENSE has high specificity and good sensitivity for the detection of infarction. Peak
Ecc has the highest detection rates, particularly in segments with %LGE < 50% or
%T2 < 50%.  Although there are statistically significant differences in strain values
between different myocardial segments in the healthy heart, there appears to be no
benefit in using segment-specific thresholds for the detection of infarction and injury,
as similar results can be obtained using a single threshold for all segments.
Strain appears to be more closely correlated with LVEF than LVESV, with the
highest correlations in both cases occurring with peak Ecc.
DENSE images can be analysed on a whole slice or segment-by-segment basis, and
both approaches provide information on the relationships with LGE and area at risk,
and allow detection of infarction with moderate to good sensitivity.  Segment analysis
produced slightly higher correlations and better sensitivity, and also provided
additional information on the extent of infarction within segments and their proximity
to infarction.  Whole slice analysis additionally provided information on the
relationships between strain and cardiac function.
Of the four strain parameters which were measured in this chapter, it appears that
peak Ecc may be the most informative.
Only circumferential strain has been considered in this chapter, but a more accurate
investigation would require at least longitudinal and radial strain, and ideally a 3D
measurement of strain.  These techniques are currently under development in other
institutions, and there is potential for future work in this area.
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Chapter 8
DENSE in Chronic Infarction
8.1 Introduction
In acute MI, the region of tissue which exhibits late gadolinium enhancement consists
not only of infarct scar, but also oedema, inflammation and necrotic tissue.  In chronic
MI, oedema and inflammation has largely resolved, and the infarct region consists
mainly of collagen.  In addition, remodelling will have taken place within the infarct
scar itself, and potentially within remote tissue. Depending on whether reperfusion of
injured tissue was achieved, and the timescale over which this occurred, injured tissue
may have been salvaged and regained a degree of contractile function, or it may have
eventually succumbed to infarction. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the
ability of DENSE strain parameters to detect contractile abnormalities associated with
the presence of infarction in the chronic setting, and to determine whether these
relationships are different to those obtained in the acute setting.
8.2 Aims
The aims of the research presented in this chapter are:
- To investigate the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and the
extent of infarction in chronic MI
- To investigate whether DENSE can be used to distinguish between differing
extents of infarction in chronic MI
- To investigate whether DENSE can be used to distinguish between regions
with and without infarction in chronic MI
- To investigate the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and
myocardial salvage
- To determine the sensitivity and specificity of DENSE for the detection of
chronic myocardial infarction
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- To investigate the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and
cardiac function in acute MI
- To determine if DENSE can provide clinically useful information relating to
longitudinal changes in strain
8.3 Methods
8.3.1 STEMI Volunteers
The patients who participated in the study described in Chapter 7 were invited to
return for a second scan at 6 months post-MI.  From the 50 patients who had imaging
at the level of the infarct in the acute scan, 47 returned for a follow-up scan.
8.3.2 Image Acquisition and Analysis
Image acquisition and analysis of cine, DENSE and LGE images were performed as
described in Chapter 7.
MSI was calculated using Equation 2-3 from Section 2.3.3, using the extent of
infarction measured in chronic MI and the area at risk measured in acute MI.  Care
must be taken when calculating MSI, since a value of 0 would be allocated to both
infarcted segments in which T2% = LGE%, and in non-infarcted segments where
T2%= LGE% = 0.  MSI is only meaningful in injured segments, and so the data
relating to non-injured segments was not included in the analysis.  To allow all data to
be taken into consideration, including non-injured segments, a score, MSI score, was
allocated as defined in Table 8-1.
Score Definition Category
0 0.0 No Salvage
1 0.01 – 0.25 Limited Salvage2 0.26 – 0.50
3 0.51 – 0.75 Extensive Salvage4 0.76 – 1.00
5 T2 = LGE = 0 Uninjured
Table 8-1: Definition of MSI scores
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8.3.3 DENSE and Infarction
8.3.3.1. Relationships with LGE
For segment data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
with each of the LGE parameters (LGE%, LGE_score, LGE%_score) were assessed
using correlation tests, and compared to the results from acute MI.
For whole slice data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
and LGE% in both the imaging slice (LGE%) and the LV volume (LV LGE%) were
assessed using correlation tests, and compared to the results from acute MI.
8.3.3.2. Extent of Infarction
For segment data, the ability of each of the strain parameters to distinguish between
non-infarcted (score = 0), <50% infarction (transmurally or within segment, score = 1
or 2) and >50% infarction (transmurally or within segment, score = 3 or 4) was
assessed using Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests.
8.3.3.3. Proximity to Infarction
For segment data, the ability of each of the strain parameters to distinguish between
remote, adjacent and infarcted segments was assessed using Kruskal-Wallis with
individual Mann-Whitney tests.
8.3.3.4. Detection of Infarction
Analysis was performed as described in Section 7.3.4.4, and the AUC, sensitivity and
specificity of the DENSE for the detection of LGE in chronic MI were calculated.
For segment data, the results obtained in acute MI showed no benefit to using
segment-specific thresholds, so only the single thresholds were used. A comparison
of the detection rates in acute and chronic MI with segments grouped according to
LGE%_score was performed.
For whole slice data, no images had been obtained in non-infarcted slices, so
calculations were performed for sensitivity only.
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8.3.3.5. Assessment of Longitudinal Changes
For the 43 patients who underwent both scans, the acute and chronic results were
compared directly in the following ways:
Comparison of Remote, Adjacent and Infarcted Segments: For segments
classified as remote, adjacent and infarcted in acute MI, Wilcoxon signed rank tests
were used to compare the acute and chronic results for each category separately.  A
Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests was then used to compare the
differences in strain between acute and chronic MI between the three categories.
The data were then further categorised according to the change in proximity category
between acute and chronic MI e.g. remote (acute)  remote (chronic), remote (acute)
 adjacent (chronic), adjacent (acute)  infarcted (chronic) etc.  Wilcoxon signed
rank tests were used to compare the acute and chronic results for each category.
Segments which were categorised as remote, adjacent and infarcted in the acute
setting were then considered separately, and the changes in strain between sub-
categories (e.g. remote (acute)  remote (chronic) vs remote (acute)  adjacent
(chronic)) were compared using Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests.
A similar comparison between sub-categories was performed to assess if strain
differences in the acute setting could be detected.
Comparison of Segments with Increased, Unchanged and Decreased LGE Score:
For segments with LGE in acute and/or chronic MI, the acute and chronic results for
LGE_score were compared to determine whether the score was lower (i.e. decreased
extent of LGE), unchanged or higher (i.e. increased extent of LGE) in chronic MI
compared to acute. A Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests was then
used to determine if DENSE strain parameters could distinguish between the three
groups. The same analysis was also performed for LGE%_score
Relationship Between Change in Strain and Change in LGE%: The change in
each strain parameter between acute and chronic MI was compared with the change in
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LGE% using a correlation test. For whole slice data, the change in LGE% in both the
imaging slice and the LV volume were used.
8.3.3.6. Comparison of Strain in Remote and Healthy Myocardium
The values obtained for DENSE strain parameters in remote myocardium were
compared to the values obtained from healthy volunteers, and also to the values
obtained in remote myocardium in acute MI, using a one-way ANOVA with Tukey's
post-hoc test.
8.3.4 DENSE and Salvage
8.3.4.1. Relationships with MSI
An assessment of the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters and
both MSI and MSI score were performed using correlation tests.  Analysis was carried
out on segment and whole slice data.
8.3.5 DENSE and Cardiac Function
8.3.5.1. Relationships with LVEF and LVESV
For whole slice data, the relationships between each of the DENSE strain parameters
and each of LVEF and LVESV were assessed using correlation tests.
8.3.5.2. Assessment of Longitudinal Changes
For whole slice data, the change in each strain parameter between acute and chronic
MI and the change in each of LVEF and LVESV were assessed using correlation
tests.
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8.4 Results
From the 47 patients who attended for a second scan, DENSE images were not
acquired for 2 patients, and the DENSE images were considered to be non-diagnostic
in a further 2 patients due to excessive breathing artefacts.
From the 43 patients from whom DENSE images were acquired, there were 258
segments available for analysis.
8.4.1 DENSE and Infarction
For each of LGE_score, LGE%_score and LGE_category, the number of segments
allocated a particular value is shown in Table 8-2.
Score 0
(Remote)
1
(Adj.)
2 3
(Inf.)
4
LGE_score 161 6 20 27 44
LGE%_score 161 35 36 12 14
LGE_category 75 86 - 97 -
Table 8-2: Allocation of LGE scores to segments in chronic MI
8.4.1.1. Relationships with LGE
The results of the correlation tests between strain parameters and LGE parameters are
shown in Table 8-3, and are expressed as a Pearson correlation coefficient.
Statistically significant results are indicated by * (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001).  The
results (C) are illustrated using scatter plots in Figure 8-1, along with the results from
acute MI (A) for comparison.
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Segment Data Whole Slice Data
Strain Parameter LGE% LGE%
score
LGE
score
LGE% LV
LGE%
Peak Ecc -0.54** -0.53** -0.47** -0.39* -0.22
Strain Rate -0.52** -0.51** -0.44** -0.34* -0.24
Area -0.36** -0.36** -0.32** -0.31* -0.18
Area/Time -0.53** -0.52** -0.47** -0.41* -0.26
Table 8-3: Results of relationships with LGE analysis in chronic MI
Figure 8-1: Illustration of relationships with LGE results in acute and chronic MI
8.4.1.2. Extent of Infarction
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests comparing
segments with no infarction, <50% infarction and >50% infarction were similar to
those obtained in acute MI (see Section 7.4.2.2, Figure 7-4).  Statistically significant
differences were observed for all strain parameters between non-infarcted and <50%
infarcted segments, and between non-infarcted and >50% infarcted segments for
LGE_score and LGE%_score.  Statistically significant differences were observed
between <50% infarcted and >50% infarcted segments for all parameters for
LGE%_score, but not for LGE_score.
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8.4.1.3. Proximity to Infarction
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests comparing
remote, adjacent and infarcted segments were similar to those obtained in acute MI
(see Section 7.4.2.3, Figure 7-5). Statistically significant differences were observed
for all strain parameters between remote and infarcted segments, and between
adjacent and infarcted segments for both LGE_category and LGE%_category.  No
statistically significant differences were found between remote and adjacent segments.
8.4.1.4. Detection of Infarction
For segment data, the ROC curves for each strain parameter are shown in Figure 8-2.
The AUC results for segment data are shown in Table 8-4, along with the sensitivity
and specificity calculated using the thresholds established from the reference ranges.
The thresholds established using the reference ranges for whole slice data and the
corresponding sensitivity are shown in Table 8-5.
Figure 8-2: ROC curves for detection of chronic MI for segment data
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Parameter AUC Threshold Sensitivity Specificity
Peak Ecc 0.76 11.5 0.28 0.94
Strain Rate 0.74 35.7 0.37 0.91
Area 0.69 1011 0.05 0.98
Area/Time 0.76 4.5 0.16 0.96
Table 8-4: Results of detection of infarction analysis in chronic MI for segment data
Strain Parameter Threshold Sensitivity
Peak Ecc 13.9 0.19
Strain Rate 41.2 0.28
Area 1820 0.07
Area/Time 6.5 0.09
Table 8-5: Results of detection of infarction analysis in chronic MI for slice data
For infarcted segments, the differences in detection rates between acute and chronic
MI with segments grouped according to LGE%_score are illustrated in Figure 8-3.
Figure 8-3: Illustration of differences in detection rates with LGE% score between
acute and chronic MI
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8.4.1.5. Assessment of Longitudinal Changes
For the 43 patients who underwent both scans, 59 segments were classified as remote,
87 as adjacent and 112 as infarcted in acute MI. In chronic MI, 75 segments were
classified as remote, 86 as adjacent and 97 as infarcted.
Comparison of Remote, Adjacent and Infarcted Segments:
The results of the Wilcoxon signed rank tests comparing acute and chronic results for
remote segments found no statistically significant differences for any strain
parameter.
For adjacent segments, statistically significant differences were observed for peak Ecc
(p = 0.005), area (p < 0.001) and area/time (p = 0.018), with median differences
(chronic – acute) of 1.5, 616 and 0.8 respectively, which indicates a tendency towards
an increase in strain.  No statistically significant differences were observed for strain
rate (p = 0.576).
For infarcted segments, statistically significant differences were observed for peak
Ecc, strain rate, area and area/time (p < 0.001 for all parameters), with median
differences of 5.6, 14.1, 1346 and 3.7 respectively, which again indicates a tendency
towards an increase in strain.
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests comparing the
changes in strain for the three categories (remote, adjacent, infarcted) found
statistically significant differences between remote and infarcted segments (p < 0.001
for all strain parameters), and between adjacent and infarcted segments (p < 0.001 for
all strain parameters). Box plots illustrating the results are shown in Figure 8-4.
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Figure 8-4: Comparison of changes in strain in remote, adjacent and infarcted
segments
The results of the Wilcoxon signed rank tests comparing strain in acute and chronic
MI with the data sub-categorised according to the change in proximity to infarction
are shown in Table 8-6.  The results are expressed as p-values, and statistically
significant results are highlighted by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).  The proximity
to infarction is indicated by R (remote), A (adjacent) and I (infarcted).
Change in
Category
n Peak Ecc Strain
Rate
Area Area/Time
R  R 51 0.680 0.245 0.431 0.506
R  A 8 0.069 0.093 0.208 0.123
A  R 22 0.783 0.088 0.115 0.709
A  A 55 0.002* 0.900 <0.001** 0.012*
A  I 10 0.241 0.646 0.285 0.445
I  A 25 0.001* 0.003* <0.001** 0.001*
I  I 87 <0.001** <0.001** <0.001** <0.001**
Table 8-6: Comparison of strain in acute and chronic MI according to change in
proximity to infarction
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The results of the proximity to infarction sub-category comparisons for both change in
strain, and strain in acute MI, are illustrated in Figure 8-5.  Statistically significant
results are indicated by * (p < 0.05) and ** (p < 0.001).
Figure 8-5: Illustration of proximity sub-category comparisons for a) change in
strain and b) strain in acute MI
The results of the comparison of strain in acute and chronic infarction with segments
sub-categorised according to the change in proximity to infarction are consistent with
the previous comparison performed for remote, adjacent and infarcted segments,
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which showed statistially significant increases in strain for adjacent and infarcted
segments.  The sub-category analysis revealed additional information about changes
in strain in segments which were categorised as adjacent in acute MI, with statistically
significant increases in strain in segments which remained categorised as adjacent, but
no statistically significant increase in strain in segments which were subsequently
categorised as remote.  There was no statistically significant difference in strain in
segments which were subsequently categorised as infarcted, however this may be due
to the small number of samples in this sub-category.
For each category (remote, adjacent, infarcted), comparisons of the relevant sub-
categories showed no statistically significant differences in the changes in strain
between acute and chronic MI.  However, statistically significant differences between
sub-categories were observed for strain measurements obtained in acute MI, for both
adjacent and infarcted segments.
Comparison of Segments with Increased, Unchanged and Decreased LGE Score:
For segments with LGE present in acute MI, the number of segments which were
allocated a lower, unchanged or higher value for LGE_score and LGE%_score in
chronic MI is shown in Table 8-7, and the distribution of strain values for the three
groups is illustrated in Figure 8-6.
Change in Score LGE_Score LGE%_Score
Lower 56 62
Unchanged 49 32
Higher 17 28
Table 8-7: Changes in LGE_score and LGE%_score between acute and chronic MI
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Figure 8-6: Comparison of changes in strain and changes in a) LGE_score and b)
LGE%_score
For LGE_score, the results of the Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-Whitney tests
showed no statistically significant differences between any of the categories, for all
strain parameters. For LGE%_score, statistically significant differences were
observed between segments with a lower score and those with a higher score for all
strain parameters (p = 0.004, 0.013, 0.048, 0.003 for peak Ecc, strain rate, area and
area/time respectively).
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Relationship Between Change in Strain and Change in LGE%:
Scatter plots illustrating the relationships between the change in strain and the change
in LGE% between acute and chronic MI, along with a linear regression fit, are shown
in Figure 8-7. For segment data, the correlation coefficients obtained for all strain
parameters were low (-0.18 – -0.27), but the relationships were found to be
statistically significant (p < 0.05) for all parameters other than area. For whole slice
data, the correlation coefficients were very low (<0.1) and no statistically significant
relationships were observed.
Figure 8-7: Comparison of change in strain and change in LGE% for a) segment and
b) whole slice data.
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8.4.1.6. Comparison of Strain in Remote and Healthy Myocardium
The results of the one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test showed no
statistically significant differences between mean strain in healthy myocardium,
remote myocardium in acute MI and remote myocardium in chronic MI.
Figure 8-8: Comparison of healthy and remote myocardium in acute and chronic MI
8.4.2 DENSE and Salvage
8.4.2.1. Relationships with MSI
The number of segments allocated to each MSI score is shown in Table 8-8.
Score Segments
0 9
1 15
2 18
3 34
4 61
5 121
Table 8-8: Allocation of MSI scores in chronic MI
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The results of the correlation tests between each of the strain parameters and each of
MSI and MSI score are shown in Table 8-9, for both segment and whole slice data.
Results are expressed as Pearson correlation coefficients, and statistically significant
results are indicated by * (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001). The results of both the MSI and
MSI score analyses are illustrated using scatter plots in Figure 8-9.  Scatter plots
illustrating the distribution of data with MSI are shown in Figure 8-10.
MSI MSI Score
Strain Parameter Segments Slice Segments Slice
Peak Ecc 0.40** 0.14 0.49** 0.17
Strain Rate 0.38** 0.08 0.46** 0.13
Area 0.30* 0.24 0.31** 0.23
Area/Time 0.42** 0.24 0.46** 0.26
Table 8-9: Results of MSI and MSI score analysis
Figure 8-9: Illustration of results for MSI and MSI score
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Figure 8-10: Strain parameters vs MSI for a) segment and b) whole slice data
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8.4.3 DENSE and Cardiac Function
8.4.3.1. Relationships with LVEF and LVESV
The results of the correlation tests between each of the strain parameters and each of
the measures of cardiac function are shown in Table 8-10, and are expressed as
Pearson correlation coefficients.  Statistically significant results are indicated by
* (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001). The results are illustrated in scatter plots in Figure 8-11,
along with the results from acute MI for comparison.
Parameter LVEF LVESV
Peak Ecc 0.45* -0.37*
Strain Rate 0.38* -0.30
Area 0.43* -0.37*
Area/Time 0.50* -0.41*
Table 8-10: Results of comparison with cardiac function in chronic MI
Figure 8-11: Illustration of comparison with cardiac function results in acute and
chronic MI
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8.4.3.2. Assessment of Longitudinal Changes in Cardiac Function
The results of the correlation tests between the change in each of the strain parameters
and the change in each of LVEF and LVESV are shown in Table 8-11, and are
expressed as Pearson correlation coefficients.  Statistically significant results are
indicated by * (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.001).  The results are illustrated in scatter plots in
Figure 8-12. Scatter plots illustrating the distribution of data with LVEF and LVESV
are shown in Figure 8-13.
Parameter LVEF LVESV
Peak Ecc 0.44* -0.32*
Strain Rate 0.41* -0.36*
Area 0.36* -0.27
Area/Time 0.49* -0.40*
Table 8-11: Results of longitudinal changes in cardiac function analysis
Figure 8-12: Illustration of longitudinal changes in cardiac function results
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Figure 8-13: Relationships with changes in a) LVEF and b) LVESV
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8.5 Discussion
A summary of the key results from this chapter is shown in Table 8-12.
Investigation Results
DENSE and Infarction
Relationships with
LGE
Segment analysis:
 Moderate correlation coefficients (~0.5)
 Similar results for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time,
with lower correlation coefficients for area
 Similar results for LGE% and LGE%_score, with
lower correlation coefficients for LGE_score
 Lower correlation coefficients than in acute MI
Whole slice analysis (single slice & LV)
 Low correlation coefficients (~0.3 - 0.4)
 Similar results for peak Ecc and area/time, with lower
correlation coefficients for strain rate and area
 Low correlation coefficients (not statistically
significant) for whole LV LGE%
 Lower correlation coefficients than in acute MI
Extent of Infarction LGE%_score and LGE_score:
 Can distinguish between non-infarcted and <50%
infarction
 Can distinguish between non-infarcted and >50%
infarction
LGE%_score only:
 Can distinguish between <50% infarction and >50%
infarction
Proximity to
Infarction
LGE%_score and LGE_score:
 Can distinguish between remote and infarcted
segments
 Can distinguish between adjacent and infarcted
segments
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Investigation Results
Detection of
Infarction
Segment analysis:
 ROC analysis revealed moderate AUC values with
lower values for area, and lower values than in acute
MI
 High specificity for all strain parameters
 Low sensitivity for all strain parameters
 Detection rates increase as %LGE increases
 Lower detections rates than in acute MI
Whole slice analysis:
 Low sensitivity for all strain parameters
Assessment of
Longitudinal Changes
Segment analysis:
 Statistically significant increases in strain for both
adjacent and remote segments
 Statistically significant differences between changes
in strain in remote and infarcted segments, and
between adjacent and infarcted segments
 Statistically significant differences between sub-
categories in both adjacent and infarcted segments for
strain measurements obtained in acute MI
 Statistically significant differences between changes
in strain in segments with a decrease in LGE%_score
and segments with an increase in LGE%_score
 Statistically significant relationships between changes
in strain and changes in %LGE, but low correlation
coefficients (0.2 – 0.3)
Whole slice analysis:
 No statistically significant relationships between
changes in strain and changes in %LGE
Strain in Healthy and
Remote Myocardium
 No statistically significant differences between strain
in healthy myocardium and remote myocardium in
chronic MI, or between remote myocardium in acute
and chronic MI
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Investigation Results
DENSE and Salvage
Relationships with
MSI
Segment analysis:
 Low to moderate correlation coefficients for MSI
(~0.4) and MSI score (~0.45 - 0.5)
 Similar results for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time,
with lower correlation coefficients for area
 Lower correlations in both cases than with area at risk
Whole slice analysis:
 Low correlation coefficients for both MSI and MSI
score (~0.1 – 0.3) which are not statistically
significant
 Lower correlations than with area at risk
DENSE and Cardiac Function
Relationships with
LVEF and LVESV
LVEF:
 Low to moderate correlation coefficients (~0.4 – 0.5)
LVESV:
 Low correlation coefficients (~0.3 – 0.4)
Assessment of
Longitudinal Changes
 Low to moderate correlation coefficients for LVEF
(~0.4 - 0.5)
 Low correlation coefficients for LVESV (~0.3 - 0.4)
 Similar results for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time,
with lower correlation coefficients for area
Table 8-12: Summary of key results in chronic MI
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DENSE and Infarction
Relationships with LGE
An investigation into the relationships between strain parameters as measured by
DENSE and LGE parameters (LGE%, LGE%_score and LGE_score) in chronic MI
revealed statistically significant results when the data were analysed on a segment-by-
segment basis and on a whole slice basis (LGE% only).  However, the correlations
were moderate, and were lower than those obtained in acute MI for all strain
parameters. The remodelling process is complex, and this result illustrates that the
change in infarct size is not the only factor involved in the recovery of contractile
function.
For each LGE parameter, similar correlation coefficients were obtained for peak Ecc,
strain rate and area/time, with lower correlation coefficients for area.
For each strain parameter, similar correlation coefficients were obtained with LGE%
and LGE%_score, with lower correlation coefficients with LGE_score. This supports
the suggestion made in Chapter 7 that strain may be more closely related to the
percentage of LGE within the segment than the transmural extent of infarction.
Extent of Infarction
The ability of DENSE strain parameters to distinguish between non-infarcted, <50%
infarcted and >50% infarcted segments is similar in chronic MI to the findings in
acute MI.  Statistically significant differences were found for all strain parameters
when comparing non-infarcted and <50% infarcted segments, and non-infarcted and
>50% infarcted segments, when the segments are scored using LGE_score or
LGE%_score.  Statistically significant differences were found between <50%
infarcted and >50% infarcted segments for LGE%_score but not for LGE_score.
Proximity to Infarction
The ability of DENSE strain parameters to distinguish between remote, adjacent and
infarcted segments is similar in chronic MI to acute MI.  Statistically significant
differences were found for all strain parameters when comparing remote and infarcted
segments, and adjacent and infarcted segments, but while it was possible to
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distinguish between remote and adjacent segments using peak Ecc in acute MI, this
was not found to be the case in chronic MI.
Detection of Infarction
The ability of DENSE strain parameters for segment data to detect infarction in
chronic MI, as indicated by the presence of LGE, was assessed using ROC analysis.
For segment data, high AUC values were obtained for peak Ecc, strain rate and
area/time with a slightly lower value for area. For all parameters, the AUC values
were lower than those obtained in acute MI.
Using the thresholds established in Section 6.4.5, all parameters had high specificity
for the detection of infarction, but the sensitivity values were considerably lower
(~0.1 – 0.4) than those obtained in acute MI. The sensitivity results obtained for
whole slice data were also low.  It appears that using strain reference ranges to detect
infarction may not be informative in the chronic setting.
When segments were grouped according to LGE%_score, the percentage of infarcted
segments which were correctly identified increased as LGE%_score increased.
However, the detection rates were lower than in acute MI for all strain parameters.
Assessment of Longitudinal Changes
For segments classified as remote, adjacent and infarcted in acute MI, the strain
values in chronic and acute MI were compared using Wilcoxon signed rank tests, and
statistically significant differences were observed for both adjacent and infarcted
segments.  For adjacent segments, the median differences revealed a slight increase in
strain for peak Ecc, area and area/time, while larger increases were revealed for all
strain parameters in infarcted segments.
The differences between chronic and acute MI for the three categories (remote,
adjacent, infarcted) were compared using Kruskal-Wallis with individual Mann-
Whitney tests, and the results showed statistically significant differences between the
changes in strain in remote and infarcted segments, and between the changes in strain
in adjacent and infarcted segments.
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Further information was obtained with segments sub-categorised according to the
change in proximity to infarction.  For segments which were classified as adjacent in
acute MI, statistically significant increases in strain were observed in segments which
remained classified as adjacent, but no statistically significant differences were
observed for segments which were re-classified as remote. Segments which are
adjacent to infarction in both acute and chronic MI are more likely to be affected by
contractile abnormalities, and by changes in contractile function, in the adjacent
infarcted segment, while adjacent segments which are re-categorised as remote appear
to behave in a similar way to segments which are categorised as remote in acute MI.
No statistically significant differences in strain were observed for adjacent segments
which were re-categorised as infarcted, however the number of segments in this sub-
category was small, and this may have affected the results.
For each category (remote, adjacent, infarcted), comparisons of the relevant sub-
categories showed no statistically significant differences in the changes in strain
between acute and chronic MI. However, when the strain measurements obtained in
acute MI were compared, statistically significant differences were observed between
sub-categories for both adjacent and infarcted segments.  Higher strain values were
obtained in adjacent segments which would subsequently be re-classified as remote,
and lower strain values were obtained in segments which would be re-classified as
infarcted.  Infarcted segments which would subsequently be re-classified as adjacent
had higher strain than those which remained infarcted.  Strain measurements in
adjacent and infarcted segments in acute MI may have prognostic value relating to the
progression or recovery of contractile abnormalities in the chronic setting.
Segments with LGE were grouped according to the change in LGE_score and
LGE%_score between acute and chronic MI (lower, unchanged, higher), and the
changes in strain parameters between acute and chronic MI were compared for each
group. The box plots for LGE%_score showed that the mean change in strain for all
three groups was > 0 i.e. an increased value of strain in chronic compared to acute MI,
which is consistent with the results of the previous comparison.  The box plots also
showed a tendency towards larger changes in strain values for segments with a lower
score in chronic MI, i.e final infarct size smaller than initial size, and smaller changes
in strain values for segments with a higher score in chronic MI, when compared to
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segments in which the score was unchanged. Statistically significant differences were
observed between changes in strain in segments with a lower score in chronic MI and
those with a higher score for peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time. For LGE_score,
there was a trend towards higher strain values in segments with a lower score in
chronic MI compared to segments with an unchanged score, but there were an
insufficient number of segments with a higher score to chronic MI to allow any
interpretation to be made, and no statistically significant differences were observed
between the groups.
A comparison of change in LGE% and change in strain showed that segments in
which LGE decreased over time had a larger increase in strain, and conversely, those
in which LGE increased had a lower increase in strain, for all strain parameters.  The
results were statistically significant, but the correlation coefficients were low. No
statistically significant relationships were observed when the data was analysed on a
whole slice basis.
While the acute and chronic data used in the comparisons were acquired using the
same image acquisition protocol and the same criteria for selecting slice position, the
slices are unlikely to be exactly co-located, and this is the main source of error in the
analyses described above.
Strain in Remote and Healthy Myocardium
No statistically significant differences were found between strain in healthy
myocardium and remote myocardium in chronic MI, or between remote myocardium
in acute and chronic MI.  In Section 2.2.2, it was mentioned that fibrosis can form in
remote tissue as well as infarcted tissue following extensive MI.  It is possible that
DENSE is not sensitive enough to detect subtle changes in strain caused by
remodelling of remote tissue, or the size of the injury in some of the patients included
in the analysis may not have been sufficient to result in fibrosis in non-infarcted
regions.
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DENSE and Salvage
Relationships with MSI
An investigation into the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and MSI
revealed statistically significant results for segment data, but with low to moderate
correlation coefficients.  The correlations obtained when analysing data on a whole
slice basis were lower, and were not statistically significant.
Only data from injured segments was included in the MSI analysis.  To allow all data
to be taken into account, further analysis was performed using a score, MSI score,
which included a category for non-injured segments.  Moderate correlation
coefficients were obtained for segment data, with similar results for peak Ecc, strain
rate and area/time and lower correlation coefficients for area.  The results of whole
slice analysis were similar to those obtained for MSI, with low correlation coefficients
which were not statistically significant.
The scatter plots of strain parameters and MSI show a wide range of values
corresponding to MSI = 1.  Segments with MSI = 1 exhibited T2 hyperenhancement,
i.e. oedema, in the acute setting, but had no evidence of infarction in the chronic
setting.  Non-infarcted segments which contain oedema are likely to be adjacent to
infarcted segments, and since segments are not independent, their contractile function
could be impaired.
The correlations between strain and MSI score were lower than those obtained with
area at risk in acute MI for both segment and whole slice data. As mentioned
previously, the remodelling process is complex, and the relationships between strain
and salvage may not be informative.
DENSE and Cardiac Function
Relationships with LVEF and LVESV
An investigation into the relationships between strain parameters as measured by
DENSE and LVEF revealed low to moderate correlations for all strain parameters,
with lower correlation coefficients than those obtained in acute MI.
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Similar results were obtained for LVESV, with low correlations for all strain
parameters, and lower correlation coefficients than in acute MI.
Assessment of Longitudinal Changes
Statistically significant correlations between change in strain and change in cardiac
function were observed for all strain parameters other than area.  However, the
correlation coefficients were low to moderate for LVEF, and low for LVESV.
8.6 Summary and Conclusions
The results of the investigations contained within this chapter showed that DENSE
can be utilised in chronic MI, however the way in which strain data should be
analysed in order to provide the most informative results differs from in acute MI.
The results obtained by separating segments into categories are similar to those
obtained in acute MI.  DENSE strain parameters can be used to differentiate between
segments categorised as non-infarcted, <50% infarcted and >50% infarcted,
particularly when the segments are scored using LGE%_score.  It is also possible to
differentiate between remote and infarcted segments, and between adjacent and
infarcted segments, but unlike in acute MI, it is not possible to differentiate between
remote and adjacent segments.
DENSE has high specificity for the detection of infarction in chronic MI, but lower
sensitivity than in the acute setting.  Detection rates increase as the percentage of LGE
within the segment increases, but are lower than the corresponding detection rates in
acute MI. The use of strain reference ranges for the detection of infarction may not be
informative in chronic MI.
Strain correlates more closely with MSI score, which takes both non-injured and
injured segments into account, than with MSI. However, the correlation coefficients
in both cases are low to moderate, and the relationships between DENSE strain
parameters and salvage may not be informative.
As in acute MI, strain appears to be more closely correlated with LVEF than LVESV.
However, the correlation coefficients obtained in chronic MI are low to moderate, and
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the relationships between DENSE strain parameters and cardiac function in chronic
MI may not be informative.
The most informative results obtained using DENSE in chronic MI relate to
longitudinal changes in contractile function over time.  Statistically significant
increases in strain were observed in both infarcted and adjacent segments. With
segments sub-categorised according to change in proximity to infarction, statistically
significant differences in strain measured in acute MI were observed for both adjacent
and infarcted segments, which indicates that acute strain measurements may have
prognostic value relating to the progression or recovery of contractile function in the
chronic setting. For infarcted segments, statistically significant differences were
observed between segments in which the final extent of LGE increased and those in
which the final extent of LGE decreased.
There are statistically significant relationships between the change in strain and the
change in LGE%, and between the change in strain and change in cardiac function,
but in both cases, the correlation coefficients were low, and a wide spread of results
were observed.
In acute MI, segment and whole slice data provided similar information on the
relationships with, and detection of, infarction and injury.  In chronic MI, whole slice
data appears to be less informative than segment data, and the main reason to perform
whole slice analysis would be to allow comparison with cardiac function.  However,
the correlations with chronic measures of cardiac function and changes in cardiac
function were both low, and the benefit of performing this analysis is uncertain.
As in acute MI, peak Ecc, strain rate and area/time appear to be more informative
strain parameters than area.  It was thought that parameters which took account of
how strain varied from the start of the cardiac cycle up to end-systole may provide
additional information compared to measurements made at a single time point.
However, the results of this study have provided no evidence of this, and since
measurement of area and area/time require additional post-processing, it is suggested
that future studies should focus on peak Ecc and strain rate.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Future Directions
9.1 Summary of Main Findings
9.1.1 DENSE Image Acquisition and Analysis
The main findings from this study relating to DENSE image acquisition and analysis
are illustrated in Figure 9-1.
Figure 9-1: Illustration of main findings relating to DENSE image acquisition and
analysis
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The first steps in the investigation of DENSE image acquisition and analysis, prior to
performing the evaluations illustrated in Figure 9-1, were to compare the strain
measurements obtained using DENSE with measurements obtained using other
techniques, and to assess the repeatability of strain values obtained using DENSE.
Strain measurements obtained using DENSE were found to be in reasonable
agreement with measurements obtained using tagging in healthy subjects, and also
with values reported in the literature.
The results obtained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 showed that high intra-operator,
inter-operator and inter-scan repeatability were obtained for measurements of peak
Ecc and time to peak Ecc, although the limits of agreement between scans for time to
peak Ecc were wide and potentially clinically significant. Further investigation of
repeatability according to the degree of hypokinesis showed statistically significant,
and potentially clinically significant, differences in time to peak Ecc measured in
severely hypokinetic segments compared to other segments, and hence it was
recommended that measurements of time to peak Ecc which corresponded to
measurements of peak Ecc < 5% should be excluded from further analysis. Three
additional strain parameters (strain rate, area and area/time) were introduced in
Chapter 6, and measurements of strain rate and area/time, which are related to time to
peak Ecc, obtained from severely hypokinetic segments should also be excluded from
further analysis.
The results for peak Err and time to peak Err were similar to those obtained for peak
Ecc and time to peak Ecc, with the exception that statistically significant differences
in inter-operator and inter-scan repeatability were observed for peak Err.  During the
healthy volunteer study described in Chapter 6, it became apparent that measurements
of peak Err were unreliable, with only 21% of acquired radial strain datasets being
suitable for analysis.  This finding indicated that radial strain data acquired using the
current implementation of DENSE should not be used in the assessment of contractile
function.
For both the healthy volunteer and patient studies in Chapters 6 - 8, DENSE images
were acquired from three short axis slices – basal, mid-ventricular and apical.  The
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analysis software (CIM_DENSE2D) is restricted to 6 segment analysis which is not
appropriate for apical slices, and the position of the apical slices was often too close to
the apex, which resulted in distorted strain curves.  In this study, apical strain data
obtained using DENSE was not found to be informative. Issues also occurred with
the positioning of basal slices.  Many slices were positioned too close to the LVOT,
resulting in distorted strain curves, and overcompensation for this then led to “basal”
slices being positioned in a mid-ventricular location.  A sufficient number of basal
images were acquired to allow comparison of basal and mid-ventricular strain in
healthy subjects, but no further analysis of basal strain was performed.  DENSE has
the potential to provide information on basal strain, but particular care must be taken
with regards to slice positioning.
Analysis of DENSE images can be performed on both whole slices and segments. In
acute MI (Chapter 7), both slice and segment analysis provided information on the
relationships with LGE and area at risk, and allowed detection of infarction with
moderate to good sensitivity.  Segment analysis produced slightly higher correlations
and better sensitivity, and also provided additional information on the extent of
infarction within segments and their proximity to infarction.  Whole slice analysis
provided information on the relationships between strain and cardiac function which
was not obtainable from segment analysis. However, in chronic MI (Chapter 8),
whole slice data appears to be less informative than segment data, and the main
reason to perform whole slice analysis would be to allow comparison with cardiac
function.  The correlations between strain and both chronic measures of cardiac
function and changes in cardiac function were low, and the benefit of performing this
analysis is uncertain.
The majority of the DENSE strain data used within this thesis was acquired using a
1.5T MRI scanner, but as 3T scanners are becoming more common in both clinical
and research settings, a comparison with strain data acquired at 3T was performed in
Chapter 6 to facilitate future research projects and potential clinical applications
involving DENSE. Higher strain values were obtained at 1.5T than 3T for all strain
parameters, but although the differences were statistically significant, the magnitudes
of the differences were small and are unlikely to be clinically significant.  The 3T
scanner has a 70cm bore, and it is more challenging to achieve good homogeneity
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than with the 60cm bore 1.5T scanner.  Further optimisation of the image acquisition
protocol is recommended prior to any future studies involving DENSE at 3T.
Several circumferential and radial strain parameters were calculated from DENSE
images and applied throughout this thesis.  As mentioned previously, radial strain
(Err) measurements were found to be unreliable, and were not considered from
Chapter 6 onwards.  Five parameters relating to circumferential strain (Ecc) were
calculated – peak Ecc, time to peak Ecc, strain rate, area under Ecc curve (area) and
average area under Ecc curve over time (area/time). Peak Ecc, time to peak Ecc and
strain rate are inter-related, and performing analysis on all three of these parameters
may be excessive.  The rate at which strain increases to the peak value was considered
to be more informative than the time taken to reach the peak, and so all analysis from
Chapter 7 onwards was performed for peak Ecc, strain rate, area and area/time. For
many of the investigations performed, similar results were obtained for peak Ecc,
strain rate and area/time, with a slightly poorer performance for area. The results of
the detection of infarction analysis in acute MI (Chapter 7) showed that peak Ecc has
the highest sensitivity and is the only parameter which can distinguish between
segments categorised as remote and adjacent, which implies that this may be the most
informative strain parameter in MI.  Information relating to the time taken to reach the
peak strain value, e.g. strain rate, is also important, since a heart which contracts
rapidly to a given peak Ecc value may be very different clinically from a heart which
contracts slowly but achieves the same peak value. It was thought that parameters
which took account of how strain varied from the start of the cardiac cycle up to end-
systole may provide additional information compared to measurements made at a
single time point, however the results of this study have shown no particular
advantages to measuring area and area/time. Since measurements of area and
area/time require additional post-processing, it is recommended that future studies
relating to MI should focus on peak Ecc and strain rate.
DENSE images were successfully acquired and analysed from both healthy subjects
and patients with myocardial infarction, which indicates that the technique is feasible
in different clinical settings.  One of the main challenges associated with acquiring
DENSE images is the long breath hold, which can be up to 20 seconds.  While the
number of images considered to be non-diagnostic in this study was small (~4% in
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both healthy volunteers and chronic MI patients), this is a potential obstacle to the
inclusion of DENSE into routine clinical imaging.  Developments of the DENSE
pulse sequence are continuing, as described in Section 2.4.4.6, and implementation of
a pulse sequence with a shorter breath hold or with navigator-gating would be
desirable. It would also be beneficial to provide in-line processing for DENSE, as this
would allow a preliminary assessment of the strain curves to be carried out while the
patient was still in the scanner, and images which are potentially non-diagnostic could
be re-acquired.
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9.1.2 Performance of DENSE in Patients with Myocardial Infarction
The main findings from this study relating to the application and performance of
DENSE in patients with myocardial infarction are illustrated in Figure 9-2.
Figure 9-2: Illustration of the application and performance of DENSE in patients with
myocardial infarction
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The results of the healthy volunteer study in Chapter 6 indicated that there are three
factors which must be taken into account to allow appropriate analysis of DENSE
data acquired from MI patients: 1) patient gender (M/F), 2) slice position (basal/mid)
and 3) timing of scan (acute/chronic).
Although the same DENSE strain parameters are obtained in both acute and chronic
MI, the results obtained in Chapters 7 and 8 suggest that the way in which the data
should be analysed in order to provide the most informative results depends on the
timing of the scan.
In both acute and chronic MI, DENSE strain parameters can be used to distinguish
between segments with 0%, <50% and >50% infarction.  In this thesis, strain
parameters from acute MI patients were compared to reference ranges established
using data from healthy volunteers to assess whether infarction was present.  It is
possible that the data from this group of acute MI patients could be used to establish
additional reference ranges, which could then be tested on data from another group of
MI patients to investigate whether the extent of infarction can also be assessed.
In acute MI, four further potential applications of DENSE were identified:
- Peak Ecc can be used to distinguish between remote and adjacent segments.  It
is possible that the data from this group of acute MI patients could be used to
establish additional reference ranges, which could then be tested on data from
another group of MI patients to investigate whether the proximity to infarction
can also be assessed.
- Reference ranges can be used to identify the presence of infarction with high
specificity and moderate to high sensitivity.
- In segments which are classified as adjacent or remote, there are statistically
significant differences in strain when the segments are sub-classified according
to the subsequent classification in chronic MI.  Strain measurements may
provide prognostic information relating to the potential progression or recovery
of contractile abnormalities. As for the detection of infarction, it is possible that
the data from this group of acute MI patients could be used to establish
additional reference ranges, which could then be tested on data from another
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group of MI patients to investigate whether the potential progression of
contractile abnormalities can be predicted.
- Peak Ecc is highly correlated with LVEF, and perhaps a scoring system could
be constructed using peak Ecc to allow a preliminary assessment of cardiac
function.
The first two applications may be of particular interest in patient groups where
gadolinium contrast agents cannot be given e.g. patients with poor renal function.
The remaining applications may also be of interest in this group, but could also be
used in the wider MI population to assist with prediction of outcome and assessment
of function.
In chronic MI, two further applications of DENSE were identified:
- Strain recovery can be detected in both adjacent and infarcted segments.
Quantitative analysis allows improvements in contractile function to be
identified which may be missed by conventional qualitative analysis of cine
imaging.
- Strain measurements can be used to distinguish between segments in which
LGE% has increased and those in which it has decreased.
Again, these applications have the potential to be of interest in both patient groups
with poor renal function, and in the wider MI population.
In both acute and chronic MI, strain was found to be more closely related to the
percentage of LGE within a segment than to the transmural extent of LGE.  However,
it is possible that neither score individually is fully representative of the injury caused
by myocardial infarction, and it may be more informative to consider an additional
score which takes into account both the size of the infarction and the transmural
extent.
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To conclude, the hypotheses established in Chapter 1 will be evaluated:
1. There is no difference in myocardial strain as measured by DENSE and
myocardial strain as measured by other techniques. TRUE: Strain as
measured by DENSE is in reasonable agreement with strain as measured by
tagging, and with reported values in the literature.
2. There is a strong relationship between DENSE strain parameters and the
extent of myocardial infarction. TRUE: DENSE strain parameters have a
high correlation with both the transmural extent of LGE and the percentage
of LGE.
3. DENSE strain parameters can be used to distinguish between varying extents
of infarction. TRUE: DENSE strain parameters can be used to distinguish
between 0%, <50% and >50% infarction in both acute and chronic MI when
segments are scored according to the percentage of LGE.
4. DENSE strain parameters can be used to distinguish between remote and
infarcted tissue. TRUE: DENSE strain parameters can distinguish between
remote and infarcted tissue, and between adjacent and infarcted tissue in
both acute and chronic MI.
5. DENSE strain parameters have high sensitivity and specificity for the
detection of contractile abnormalities associated with myocardial infarction
and injury. TRUE: DENSE strain parameters have moderate to high
sensitivity and high specificity for the detection of contractile abnormalities
associated with infarction and injury in acute MI, but lower sensitivity in
chronic MI.
6. Longitudinal measurements of strain with DENSE provide information
relating to the changes in myocardial function over time following infarction.
TRUE: Strain parameters allow detection of strain recovery in adjacent and
infarcted segments, which may be missed by conventional qualitative
assessments, and can distinguish between segments in which the percentage
of LGE has increased and those in which it has decreased.
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9.2 Potential Future Studies
The first suggestion for a potential future study was mentioned during the discussion
in Section 9.1.  In this study, strain data from MI patients were compared to
references ranges established using strain data from healthy volunteers to assess
whether infarction was present.  The data from MI patients could potentially be used
to establish additional reference ranges, which could then allow further assessment of
the extent of infarction i.e. <50% or >50%. This could be tested using strain data
from a second group of MI patients.
The version of CIM_DENSE2D used in this study had the capability to analyse radial
and circumferential strain from short axis images.  An updated version of
CIM_DENSE2D is currently being developed which will have the capability to
analyse longitudinal strain from 4-chamber long axis images. Long axis DENSE
images were acquired for all of the subjects who participated in the healthy volunteer
study described in Chapter 6, and the investigations described in this thesis for the
evaluation of circumferential strain could be repeated for longitudinal strain when the
software becomes available.
DENSE has been shown to be informative in patients with ST-elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI), and the performance in other patient groups could now be
evaluated.  Patients with non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction (NSTEMI) often
have smaller infarctions, and the ability of DENSE to identify more subtle contractile
abnormalities could be investigated. There is also the potential to investigate changes
in strain during pharmaceutical stress e.g. with adenosine, perhaps in healthy subjects
and in patients with reversible ischaemia.  However, the long breath hold associated
with DENSE may not be feasible under stress conditions.
With the current implementation of DENSE, radial strain data was found to be
unreliable, and the long breath hold is likely to be an obstacle for future research and
clinical applications.  Many of the further developments in DENSE described
described in Section 2.4.4.6 were performed on Siemens MRI scanners, and
opportunities for collaborations with the research groups carrying out this work
should be investigated.
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Appendix A – Matlab Code
%**************************************************************************
%                        STRAIN_ANALYSIS
%**************************************************************************
%
% Purpose: read in output data from CIM_DENSE2D and calculate the
%          following parameters
% - peak Ecc
% - time to peak Ecc
% - area under Ecc curve (up to ES)
% - area/time (up to ES)
% - area under Ecc curve (up to ED)
% - area/time (up to ED)
%
% Functions Called: read_strain_data
%                   smooth_data
%                   calculate_strain_parameters
%
% Author: C. McComb / H. Gao
%
% Version: 1, June 2011
%          2, October 2013
%
%**************************************************************************
clear all; close all; clc;
fprintf(1,'%s\n','******************************');
fprintf(1,'%s\n',' STRAIN ANALYSIS         ');
fprintf(1,'%s\n\n','******************************');
% select input data file
[DataFile DataPath] = uigetfile('*.txt','Open Text File');
fileName = [DataPath DataFile];
fprintf(1,'%s\t%s\n','Input Filename:',fileName);
% analysis options
heading = str2mat('Strain Analysis');
lineno = [1 30];
prompt = {'No. of Frames','Perform Smoothing: 0 = No, 1 = Yes',…
'Analysis: 0 - Ecc Only, 1 - Ecc + Err'};
defaults = {'30','0','1'};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,heading,lineno,defaults);
totalFrameNo = str2num(answer{1});
smoothFlag = str2num(answer{2});
analysisOption = str2num(answer{3});
if (smoothFlag == 1)
heading = str2mat('Strain Analysis');
lineno = [1 30];
prompt = {'Window Size for Smoothing'};
defaults = {'3'};
answer = inputdlg(prompt,heading,lineno,defaults);
windowSize = str2num(answer{1});
else
windowSize = 1;
end
% read the strain from txt file
StrainData = read_strain_data(fileName, totalFrameNo);
% plot strain curves
h1 = figure(); hold on;
plot(StrainData.totalStrain.FrameTime,StrainData.totalStrain.CC,'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);
plot(StrainData.AntSept.FrameTime,StrainData.AntSept.CC, 'r-+');
plot(StrainData.Ant.FrameTime,StrainData.Ant.CC, 'r-*');
plot(StrainData.AntLat.FrameTime,StrainData.AntLat.CC, 'r-x');
plot(StrainData.InfLat.FrameTime,StrainData.InfLat.CC, '-.o');
plot(StrainData.Inf.FrameTime,StrainData.Inf.CC, '-.<');
plot(StrainData.InfSept.FrameTime,StrainData.InfSept.CC, '-.d');
title('Circumferential Strain');
xlabel('Time (ms)');
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ylabel('Strain (%)');
legend('Total Strain', 'AntSept', 'Ant', 'AntLat', 'InfLat', 'Inf',
'InfSept','Location','SouthEast');
if (analysisOption == 1)
h2 = figure(); hold on;
plot(StrainData.totalStrain.FrameTime,StrainData.totalStrain.RR,…
'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);
plot(StrainData.AntSept.FrameTime,StrainData.AntSept.RR, 'r-+');
plot(StrainData.Ant.FrameTime,StrainData.Ant.RR, 'r-*');
plot(StrainData.AntLat.FrameTime,StrainData.AntLat.RR, 'r-x');
plot(StrainData.InfLat.FrameTime,StrainData.InfLat.RR, '-.o');
plot(StrainData.Inf.FrameTime,StrainData.Inf.RR, '-.<');
plot(StrainData.InfSept.FrameTime,StrainData.InfSept.RR, '-.d');
title('Radial Strain');
xlabel('Time (ms)');
ylabel('Strain (%)');
legend('Total Strain', 'AntSept', 'Ant', 'AntLat', 'InfLat',…
'Inf','InfSept','Location','NorthEast');
end
% smooth data
StrainDataSmooth = smooth_data(StrainData, totalFrameNo, windowSize);
StrainDataSmooth.EsFrame = StrainData.EsFrame;
StrainDataSmooth.ID = StrainData.ID;
% plot smoothed strain curves
if (smoothFlag == 1)
h3 = figure(); hold on;
plot(StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.CC,…
'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);
plot(StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.CC, 'r-+');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.Ant.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.Ant.CC, 'r-*');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.CC, 'r-x');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.CC, '-.o');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.Inf.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.Inf.CC, '-.<');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.CC, '-.d');
title('Circumferential Strain - Smoothed');
xlabel('Time (ms)');
ylabel('Strain (%)');
legend('Total Strain', 'AntSept', 'Ant', 'AntLat', 'InfLat',…
'Inf', 'InfSept','Location','SouthEast')
if (analysisOption == 1)
h4 = figure(); hold on;
plot(StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.RR,…
'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);
plot(StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.RR, 'r-+');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.Ant.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.Ant.RR, 'r-*');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.RR, 'r-x');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.RR, '-.o');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.Inf.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.Inf.RR, '-.<');
plot(StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.FrameTime,StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.RR, '-.d');
title('Radial Strain - Smoothed');
xlabel('Time (ms)');
ylabel('Strain (%)');
legend('Total Strain', 'AntSept', 'Ant', 'AntLat', 'InfLat', 'Inf',…
'InfSept','Location','SouthEast');
end
end
% calculate area under strain curve
[StrainArea, PeakValues] = calculate_strain_parameters(StrainDataSmooth, totalFrameNo,
analysisOption);
% write results to file
temp = strfind(DataFile,'.txt');
temp2 = DataFile(1,1:(temp-1));
temp3 = date;
DataFile2 = [temp2 '_results_' temp3 '.txt'];
filename2 = [DataPath DataFile2];
fprintf(1,'%s\t%s\n\n','Output Filename:',filename2);
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fid2 = fopen(filename2,'w');
if (analysisOption == 1)
fprintf(fid2,'%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n',…
'Segment','PeakEcc','TimePeakEcc','StrainRateEcc','AreaES',…
'AreaTimeES','AreaED','AreaTimeED','PeakErr','TimePeakErr', …
'StrainRateErr','AreaES','AreaTimeES','AreaED','AreaTimeED');
else
fprintf(fid2,'%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n','Segment','PeakEcc',…
'TimePeakEcc','StrainRateEcc','AreaES','AreaTimeES','AreaED',…
'AreaTimeED');
end
for segment = 1:7
switch(segment)
case 1
title = 'Total';
peakEcc = PeakValues.totalStrain.peakEcc;
timePeakEcc = PeakValues.totalStrain.timePeakEcc;
strainRateEcc = PeakValues.totalStrain.strainRateEcc;
dataEccES = StrainArea.totalStrain.Ecc.ES;
dataEccED = StrainArea.totalStrain.Ecc.ED;
peakErr = PeakValues.totalStrain.peakErr;
timePeakErr = PeakValues.totalStrain.timePeakErr;
strainRateErr = PeakValues.totalStrain.strainRateErr;
dataErrES = StrainArea.totalStrain.Err.ES;
dataErrED = StrainArea.totalStrain.Err.ED;
case 2
title = 'AS';
peakEcc = PeakValues.AntSept.peakEcc;
timePeakEcc = PeakValues.AntSept.timePeakEcc;
strainRateEcc = PeakValues.AntSept.strainRateEcc;
dataEccES = StrainArea.AntSept.Ecc.ES;
dataEccED = StrainArea.AntSept.Ecc.ED;
peakErr = PeakValues.AntSept.peakErr;
timePeakErr = PeakValues.AntSept.timePeakErr;
strainRateErr = PeakValues.AntSept.strainRateErr;
dataErrES = StrainArea.AntSept.Err.ES;
dataErrED = StrainArea.AntSept.Err.ED;
case 3
title = 'A';
peakEcc = PeakValues.Ant.peakEcc;
timePeakEcc = PeakValues.Ant.timePeakEcc;
strainRateEcc = PeakValues.Ant.strainRateEcc;
dataEccES = StrainArea.Ant.Ecc.ES;
dataEccED = StrainArea.Ant.Ecc.ED;
peakErr = PeakValues.Ant.peakErr;
timePeakErr = PeakValues.Ant.timePeakErr;
strainRateErr = PeakValues.Ant.strainRateErr;
dataErrES = StrainArea.Ant.Err.ES;
dataErrED = StrainArea.Ant.Err.ED;
case 4
title = 'AL';
peakEcc = PeakValues.AntLat.peakEcc;
timePeakEcc = PeakValues.AntLat.timePeakEcc;
strainRateEcc = PeakValues.AntLat.strainRateEcc;
dataEccES = StrainArea.AntLat.Ecc.ES;
dataEccED = StrainArea.AntLat.Ecc.ED;
peakErr = PeakValues.AntLat.peakErr;
timePeakErr = PeakValues.AntLat.timePeakErr;
strainRateErr = PeakValues.AntLat.strainRateErr;
dataErrES = StrainArea.AntLat.Err.ES;
dataErrED = StrainArea.AntLat.Err.ED;
case 5
title = 'IL';
peakEcc = PeakValues.InfLat.peakEcc;
timePeakEcc = PeakValues.InfLat.timePeakEcc;
strainRateEcc = PeakValues.InfLat.strainRateEcc;
dataEccES = StrainArea.InfLat.Ecc.ES;
dataEccED = StrainArea.InfLat.Ecc.ED;
peakErr = PeakValues.InfLat.peakErr;
timePeakErr = PeakValues.InfLat.timePeakErr;
strainRateErr = PeakValues.InfLat.strainRateErr;
dataErrES = StrainArea.InfLat.Err.ES;
dataErrED = StrainArea.InfLat.Err.ED;
case 6
title = 'I';
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peakEcc = PeakValues.Inf.peakEcc;
timePeakEcc = PeakValues.Inf.timePeakEcc;
strainRateEcc = PeakValues.Inf.strainRateEcc;
dataEccES = StrainArea.Inf.Ecc.ES;
dataEccED = StrainArea.Inf.Ecc.ED;
peakErr = PeakValues.Inf.peakErr;
timePeakErr = PeakValues.Inf.timePeakErr;
strainRateErr = PeakValues.Inf.strainRateErr;
dataErrES = StrainArea.Inf.Err.ES;
dataErrED = StrainArea.Inf.Err.ED;
case 7
title = 'IS';
peakEcc = PeakValues.InfSept.peakEcc;
timePeakEcc = PeakValues.InfSept.timePeakEcc;
strainRateEcc = PeakValues.InfSept.strainRateEcc;
dataEccES = StrainArea.InfSept.Ecc.ES;
dataEccED = StrainArea.InfSept.Ecc.ED;
peakErr = PeakValues.InfSept.peakErr;
timePeakErr = PeakValues.InfSept.timePeakErr;
strainRateErr = PeakValues.InfSept.strainRateErr;
dataErrES = StrainArea.InfSept.Err.ES;
dataErrED = StrainArea.InfSept.Err.ED;
end
fprintf(fid2,'%s\t',title);
if (analysisOption == 1)
fprintf(fid2,'%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n',…
peakEcc, timePeakEcc, strainRateEcc, dataEccES(1,1), dataEccES(1,2),…
dataEccED(1,1), dataEccED(1,2), peakErr, timePeakErr, …
strainRateErr, dataErrES(1,1), dataErrES(1,2), dataErrED(1,1),…
dataErrED(1,2));
else
fprintf(fid2,'%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n',peakEcc, timePeakEcc,…
strainRateEcc, dataES(1,1), dataES(1,2), dataED(1,1), dataED(1,2));
end
end
fclose(fid2);
fprintf(1,'%s\n\n','Analysis Completed');
%************************************************************************
%               FUNCTION: READ_STRAIN_DATA
%************************************************************************
%
% Purpose: read in strain data from text file and save in a structure
%               strainData.ID
%                 .ModelName
%                 .Series
%                 .Slice
%                 .EsFrame
%                 .totalStrain
%                 .AntSept
%                 .Ant
%                 .AntLat
% .InfLat
%                 .Inf
%                 .InfSept
%
% Functions Called: None
%
% Author: C. McComb / H. Gao
%
% Version: 1, June 2011
%
%*************************************************************************
function StrainData = read_strain_data(fileName, totalFrameNo)
% open text file
fid = fopen(fileName,'r');
% read patient name
tline = fgetl(fid);
strTemp = regexp(tline,':','split');
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StrainData.ID = strtrim(strTemp{2});
% read model name
tline = fgetl(fid);
strTemp = regexp(tline,':','split');
StrainData.ModelName = strtrim(strTemp{2});
% read series
tline = fgetl(fid);
strTemp = regexp(tline,':','split');
StrainData.Series = strtrim(strTemp{2});
% read slice
tline = fgetl(fid);
strTemp = regexp(tline,':','split');
StrainData.Slice = strtrim(strTemp{2});
% read ES frame
tline = fgetl(fid);
strTemp = regexp(tline,':','split');
StrainData.EsFrame = str2double(strtrim(strTemp{2}));
% read the strain data into matrix - 7 series
fgetl(fid);
for strainSeriesToRead = 1 : 7
fgetl(fid);         % strain name description - discard
if strainSeriesToRead == 1
fgetl(fid);     % extra line in total strain section
end
fgetl(fid);         % frame no
% read in strain data
FrameTime = zeros(totalFrameNo,1);
CC = zeros(totalFrameNo,1);
CR = zeros(totalFrameNo,1);
RR = zeros(totalFrameNo,1);
for frameNoIndex = 1 : totalFrameNo
tline = fgetl(fid);
strTemp = strrep(tline,'(', '');
strTemp = strrep(strTemp,')', '');
strainTemp = sscanf(strTemp, '%d%f%f%f%f');
FrameTime(frameNoIndex) = strainTemp(2);    % time
CC(frameNoIndex)=strainTemp(3);             % circumferential strain
CR(frameNoIndex)=strainTemp(4); % shear strain
RR(frameNoIndex)=strainTemp(5);             % radial strain
end
switch strainSeriesToRead
case 1
totalStrain.FrameTime = FrameTime;
totalStrain.CC = CC;
totalStrain.CR = CR;
totalStrain.RR = RR;
case 2
AntSept.FrameTime = FrameTime;
AntSept.CC = CC;
AntSept.CR = CR;
AntSept.RR = RR;
case 3
Ant.FrameTime = FrameTime;
Ant.CC = CC;
Ant.CR = CR;
Ant.RR = RR;
case 4
AntLat.FrameTime = FrameTime;
AntLat.CC = CC;
AntLat.CR = CR;
AntLat.RR = RR;
case 5
InfLat.FrameTime = FrameTime;
InfLat.CC = CC;
InfLat.CR = CR;
InfLat.RR = RR;
case 6
Inf.FrameTime = FrameTime;
Inf.CC = CC;
Inf.CR = CR;
Inf.RR = RR;
case 7
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InfSept.FrameTime = FrameTime;
InfSept.CC = CC;
InfSept.CR = CR;
InfSept.RR = RR;
otherwise
disp('too many segments')
end
fgetl(fid);
fgetl(fid);
end
StrainData.totalStrain = totalStrain;
StrainData.AntSept = AntSept;
StrainData.Ant = Ant;
StrainData.AntLat = AntLat;
StrainData.InfLat = InfLat;
StrainData.Inf = Inf;
StrainData.InfSept = InfSept;
fclose(fid);
%*************************************************************************
%                   FUNCTION: SMOOTH_DATA
%*************************************************************************
%
% Purpose: perform smoothing on data using a sliding window
%
% Functions Called: None
%
% Author: C. McComb
%
% Version: 1, October 2013
%
%**************************************************************************
function StrainDataSmooth = smooth_data(StrainData, totalFrameNo, windowSize)
% times are the same for all segments
for i = 1:totalFrameNo
frameTime(i) = StrainData.totalStrain.FrameTime(i);
end
for region = 1:7
switch region
case 1
dataCC = StrainData.totalStrain.CC;
dataRR = StrainData.totalStrain.RR;
case 2
dataCC = StrainData.AntSept.CC;
dataRR = StrainData.AntSept.RR;
case 3
dataCC = StrainData.Ant.CC;
dataRR = StrainData.Ant.RR;
case 4
dataCC = StrainData.AntLat.CC;
dataRR = StrainData.AntLat.RR;
case 5
dataCC = StrainData.InfLat.CC;
dataRR = StrainData.InfLat.RR;
case 6
dataCC = StrainData.Inf.CC;
dataRR = StrainData.Inf.RR;
case 7
dataCC = StrainData.InfSept.CC;
dataRR = StrainData.InfSept.RR;
end
% define start and end positions for smoothing depending on window size
% window size should be an odd number, with the pixel of interest in
% the centre
startPos = (windowSize + 1)/2;
endPos = totalFrameNo - (windowSize - 1)/2;
% perform smoothing
for pos = 1:totalFrameNo
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if (pos < startPos || pos > endPos)
dataSmoothCC(pos) = dataCC(pos);
dataSmoothRR(pos) = dataRR(pos);
else
sumValuesCC = 0;
sumValuesRR = 0;
for counter = (pos - (windowSize-1)/2):(pos + (windowSize-1)/2)
sumValuesCC = sumValuesCC + dataCC(counter);
sumValuesRR = sumValuesRR + dataRR(counter);
end
% amoothed value is the average of the values within the window
dataSmoothCC(pos) = sumValuesCC/windowSize;
dataSmoothRR(pos) = sumValuesRR/windowSize;
end
end
% copy smoothed data into structure
switch region
case 1
StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.CC = dataSmoothCC;
StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.RR = dataSmoothRR;
StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.FrameTime = frameTime;
case 2
StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.CC = dataSmoothCC;
StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.RR = dataSmoothRR;
StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.FrameTime = frameTime;
case 3
StrainDataSmooth.Ant.CC = dataSmoothCC;
StrainDataSmooth.Ant.RR = dataSmoothRR;
StrainDataSmooth.Ant.FrameTime = frameTime;
case 4
StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.CC = dataSmoothCC;
StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.RR = dataSmoothRR;
StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.FrameTime = frameTime;
case 5
StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.CC = dataSmoothCC;
StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.RR = dataSmoothRR;
StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.FrameTime = frameTime;
case 6
StrainDataSmooth.Inf.CC = dataSmoothCC;
StrainDataSmooth.Inf.RR = dataSmoothRR;
StrainDataSmooth.Inf.FrameTime = frameTime;
case 7
StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.CC = dataSmoothCC;
StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.RR = dataSmoothRR;
StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.FrameTime = frameTime;
end
end
%*************************************************************************
%                  FUNCTION: CALCULATE_STRAIN_PARAMETERS
%*************************************************************************
%
% Purpose: Calculate the following strain parameters
% - peak Ecc
% - time to peak Ecc
% - area under Ecc curve (up to ES)
% - area/time (up to ES)
% - area under Ecc curve (up to ED)
% - area/time (up to ED)
%
% Function Called: calculate_area_under_curve
%
% Author: C. McComb / H. Gao
%
% Version: 1, June 2011
%          2, October 2013
%
%**************************************************************************
function [StrainArea, PeakValues] = calculate_strain_parameters(StrainDataSmooth,
totalFrameNo, analysisOption)
for segment = 1:7
maxStrain = 0.0;
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maxStrainTime = 0.0;
segmentIndex = 0;
switch segment
case 1
strainEcc = StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.CC;
strainErr = StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.RR;
case 2
strainEcc = StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.CC;
strainErr = StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.RR;
case 3
strainEcc = StrainDataSmooth.Ant.CC;
strainErr = StrainDataSmooth.Ant.RR;
case 4
strainEcc = StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.CC;
strainErr = StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.RR;
case 5
strainEcc = StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.CC;
strainErr = StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.RR;
case 6
strainEcc = StrainDataSmooth.Inf.CC;
strainErr = StrainDataSmooth.Inf.RR;
case 7
strainEcc = StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.CC;
strainErr = StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.RR;
end
% calculate peak values
peakEcc = min(strainEcc);
peakErr = max(strainErr);
frameCounterEcc = 0;
frameCounterErr = 0;
% find corresponding times
for i=1:totalFrameNo
if (strainEcc(1,i) == peakEcc)
frameCounterEcc = i;
end
if (strainErr(1,i) == peakErr)
frameCounterErr = i;
end
end
timePeakEcc = StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.FrameTime(1,frameCounterEcc);
timePeakErr = StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.FrameTime(1,frameCounterErr);
strainRateEcc = (peakEcc/timePeakEcc)*1000;
strainRateErr = (peakErr/timePeakErr)*1000;
% copy data into structure
switch segment
case 1
PeakValues.totalStrain.peakEcc = peakEcc;
PeakValues.totalStrain.timePeakEcc = timePeakEcc;
PeakValues.totalStrain.peakFrameEcc = frameCounterEcc;
PeakValues.totalStrain.strainRateEcc = strainRateEcc;
PeakValues.totalStrain.peakErr = peakErr;
PeakValues.totalStrain.timePeakErr = timePeakErr;
PeakValues.totalStrain.peakFrameErr = frameCounterErr;
PeakValues.totalStrain.strainRateErr = strainRateErr;
case 2
PeakValues.AntSept.peakEcc = peakEcc;
PeakValues.AntSept.timePeakEcc = timePeakEcc;
PeakValues.AntSept.peakFrameEcc = frameCounterEcc;
PeakValues.AntSept.strainRateEcc = strainRateEcc;
PeakValues.AntSept.peakErr = peakErr;
PeakValues.AntSept.timePeakErr = timePeakErr;
PeakValues.AntSept.peakFrameErr = frameCounterErr;
PeakValues.AntSept.strainRateErr = strainRateErr;
case 3
PeakValues.Ant.peakEcc = peakEcc;
PeakValues.Ant.timePeakEcc = timePeakEcc;
PeakValues.Ant.peakFrameEcc = frameCounterEcc;
PeakValues.Ant.strainRateEcc = strainRateEcc;
PeakValues.Ant.peakErr = peakErr;
PeakValues.Ant.timePeakErr = timePeakErr;
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PeakValues.Ant.peakFrameErr = frameCounterErr;
PeakValues.Ant.strainRateErr = strainRateErr;
case 4
PeakValues.AntLat.peakEcc = peakEcc;
PeakValues.AntLat.timePeakEcc = timePeakEcc;
PeakValues.AntLat.peakFrameEcc = frameCounterEcc;
PeakValues.AntLat.strainRateEcc = strainRateEcc;
PeakValues.AntLat.peakErr = peakErr;
PeakValues.AntLat.timePeakErr = timePeakErr;
PeakValues.AntLat.peakFrameErr = frameCounterErr;
PeakValues.AntLat.strainRateErr = strainRateErr;
case 5
PeakValues.InfLat.peakEcc = peakEcc;
PeakValues.InfLat.timePeakEcc = timePeakEcc;
PeakValues.InfLat.peakFrameEcc = frameCounterEcc;
PeakValues.InfLat.strainRateEcc = strainRateEcc;
PeakValues.InfLat.peakErr = peakErr;
PeakValues.InfLat.timePeakErr = timePeakErr;
PeakValues.InfLat.peakFrameErr = frameCounterErr;
PeakValues.InfLat.strainRateErr = strainRateErr;
case 6
PeakValues.Inf.peakEcc = peakEcc;
PeakValues.Inf.timePeakEcc = timePeakEcc;
PeakValues.Inf.peakFrameEcc = frameCounterEcc;
PeakValues.Inf.strainRateEcc = strainRateEcc;
PeakValues.Inf.peakErr = peakErr;
PeakValues.Inf.timePeakErr = timePeakErr;
PeakValues.Inf.peakFrameErr = frameCounterErr;
PeakValues.Inf.strainRateErr = strainRateErr;
case 7
PeakValues.InfSept.peakEcc = peakEcc;
PeakValues.InfSept.timePeakEcc = timePeakEcc;
PeakValues.InfSept.peakFrameEcc = frameCounterEcc;
PeakValues.InfSept.strainRateEcc = strainRateEcc;
PeakValues.InfSept.peakErr = peakErr;
PeakValues.InfSept.timePeakErr = timePeakErr;
PeakValues.InfSept.peakFrameErr = frameCounterErr;
PeakValues.InfSept.strainRateErr = strainRateErr;
end
end
EsFrame = StrainDataSmooth.EsFrame;
frameTime = StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.FrameTime;
% calculate area under curve up to ES and ED
for i=1:2
analysisFlag = i;
% circumferential strain
parameterFlag = 0;
[totalStrainEcc, totalCC] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.CC,PeakValues.totalStrain.peakFrameEcc,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[AntSeptEcc, antSeptCC] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.CC, PeakValues.AntSept.peakFrameEcc,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[AntEcc, antCC] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.Ant.CC, PeakValues.Ant.peakFrameEcc,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[AntLatEcc, antLatCC] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.CC, PeakValues.AntLat.peakFrameEcc,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[InfLatEcc, infLatCC] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.CC, PeakValues.InfLat.peakFrameEcc,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[InfEcc, infCC] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.Inf.CC, PeakValues.Inf.peakFrameEcc,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[InfSeptEcc, infSeptCC] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.CC, PeakValues.InfSept.peakFrameEcc,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
% radial strain
parameterFlag = 1;
[totalStrainErr, totalRR] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.totalStrain.RR, PeakValues.totalStrain.peakFrameErr,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
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[AntSeptErr, antSeptRR] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.AntSept.RR, PeakValues.AntSept.peakFrameErr,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[AntErr, antRR] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.Ant.RR, PeakValues.Ant.peakFrameErr,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[AntLatErr, antLatRR] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.AntLat.RR, PeakValues.AntLat.peakFrameErr,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[InfLatErr, infLatRR] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.InfLat.RR, PeakValues.InfLat.peakFrameErr,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[InfErr, infRR] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.Inf.RR, PeakValues.Inf.peakFrameErr,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
[InfSeptErr, infSeptRR] = calculate_area_under_curve(frameTime,…
StrainDataSmooth.InfSept.RR, PeakValues.InfSept.peakFrameErr,…
analysisFlag, parameterFlag);
if (i == 1)
StrainArea.totalStrain.Ecc.ES = totalStrainEcc;
StrainArea.AntSept.Ecc.ES = AntSeptEcc;
StrainArea.Ant.Ecc.ES = AntEcc;
StrainArea.AntLat.Ecc.ES = AntLatEcc;
StrainArea.InfLat.Ecc.ES = InfLatEcc;
StrainArea.Inf.Ecc.ES = InfEcc;
StrainArea.InfSept.Ecc.ES = InfSeptEcc;
StrainArea.totalStrain.Err.ES = totalStrainErr;
StrainArea.AntSept.Err.ES = AntSeptErr;
StrainArea.Ant.Err.ES = AntErr;
StrainArea.AntLat.Err.ES = AntLatErr;
StrainArea.InfLat.Err.ES = InfLatErr;
StrainArea.Inf.Err.ES = InfErr;
StrainArea.InfSept.Err.ES = InfSeptErr;
else
StrainArea.totalStrain.Ecc.ED = totalStrainEcc;
StrainArea.AntSept.Ecc.ED = AntSeptEcc;
StrainArea.Ant.Ecc.ED = AntEcc;
StrainArea.AntLat.Ecc.ED = AntLatEcc;
StrainArea.InfLat.Ecc.ED = InfLatEcc;
StrainArea.Inf.Ecc.ED = InfEcc;
StrainArea.InfSept.Ecc.ED = InfSeptEcc;
StrainArea.totalStrain.Err.ED = totalStrainErr;
StrainArea.AntSept.Err.ED = AntSeptErr;
StrainArea.Ant.Err.ED = AntErr;
StrainArea.AntLat.Err.ED = AntLatErr;
StrainArea.InfLat.Err.ED = InfLatErr;
StrainArea.Inf.Err.ED = InfErr;
StrainArea.InfSept.Err.ED = InfSeptErr;
h5 = figure(); hold on;
plot(frameTime,totalCC,'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);
plot(frameTime,antSeptCC, 'r-+');
plot(frameTime,antCC, 'r-*');
plot(frameTime,antLatCC, 'r-x');
plot(frameTime,infLatCC, '-.o');
plot(frameTime,infCC, '-.<');
plot(frameTime,infSeptCC, '-.d');
title('Circumferential strain - for analysis');
xlabel('time (ms)');
ylabel('strain (%)');
legend('total strain', 'AntSept', 'Ant', 'AntLat', 'InfLat', 'Inf',…
'InfSept', 'Location', 'SouthEast');
if (analysisOption == 1)
h6 = figure(); hold on;
plot(frameTime,totalRR,'k-', 'LineWidth', 2);
plot(frameTime,antSeptRR, 'r-+');
plot(frameTime,antRR, 'r-*');
plot(frameTime,antLatRR, 'r-x');
plot(frameTime,infLatRR, '-.o');
plot(frameTime,infRR, '-.<');
plot(frameTime,infSeptRR, '-.d');
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title('Radial strain - for analysis');
xlabel('time (ms)');
ylabel('strain (%)');
legend('total strain', 'AntSept', 'Ant', 'AntLat', 'InfLat', 'Inf',…
'InfSept', 'Location', 'NorthEast');
end
end
end
%*************************************************************************
%               FUNCTION: CALCULATE_AREA_UNDER_CURVE
%*************************************************************************
%
% Purpose: calculate the area under the strain curve, and the average
%          area over time
%
% Functions Called: None
%
% Author: H. Gao
%
% Version: 1, June 2011
%
%**************************************************************************
function [ST, strainData] = calculate_area_under_curve(FrameTime, strainData,
peakFrame, analysisFlag, parameterFlag)
% when strain value > 0 from 0 to EsFrame for Ecc, or < 0 for Err, it will be set as 0
% ignore the end of the curve - stop analysing after 2*ES
finalFrame = 2*peakFrame;
if (analysisFlag == 1)
stopFrame = peakFrame;
else
stopFrame = size(FrameTime,2);
end
for i = 1:stopFrame
if (parameterFlag == 0)
if (strainData(i)>=0)
strainData(i) = 0;
end
else
if (strainData(i) <= 0)
strainData(i) = 0;
end
end
if (i > finalFrame)
strainData(i) = 0;
end
end
% calculate area under curve
% area is approximately estimated using a series of rectangles
% with height = midpoint of 2 adjacent measurements ((a+b)/2) and
% width = t2 - t1 = h
S= 0;
for i = 1 : stopFrame-1
a= strainData(i);
b= strainData(i+1);
h = FrameTime(i+1) - FrameTime(i);
S = S + (a+b)*h/2;
end
ST = [S S/(FrameTime(stopFrame) - FrameTime(1))];
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Appendix B – Statistical Tests
The parametric (normal data) and non-parametric (non-normal data) tests used for
data analysis in the investigations within this thesis are shown in Table A1.
Purpose Parametric Test Non-Parametric Test
Strength and direction of
the linear relationship
between two variables
Correlation (Pearson’s
coefficient)
Correlation (Pearson’s
coefficient)
Comparison of two
independent groups
Two-sample t-test Mann-Whitney test
Comparison of two
dependent groups
Paired t-test Wilcoxon signed ranks test
Comparison of n groups One-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post-hoc test
Kruskal-Wallis test,
followed by individual
Mann-Whitney tests with
Bonferroni correction
Table A1: Statistical tests used for data analysis
The one-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis tests identify whether there are statistically
significant differences between the n groups, but do not specify where the differences
lie.  In addition, when comparing n groups it is necessary to apply a correction to the
confidence level of the test to reduce the chances of obtaining false-positive results
when multiple pairwise tests are performed on a single set of data.
A one-way ANOVA can be combined with a Tukey’s post-hoc test.  Tukey’s test
calculates a new critical significance level which takes into account the number of
means being compared, and is based on a studentised range distribution rather than a t
distribution [1].  The output of a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test shows
whether there are any statistically significant differences between the groups, and then
provides p values for each pairwise comparison.
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Following a Kruskal-Wallis test, information about the differences between groups
can be obtained through multiple pairwise Mann-Whitney tests, and in this situation a
Bonferroni correction for the required confidence level can be used.  The probability
P of obtaining a significant result, i.e. the confidence level, from a single comparison
is calculated using Equation A1, and the probability for n comparisons is calculated
using Equation A2.
pP  1 (Equation A1)
n
pP  1 (Equation A2)
where p is the critical significance level.  For example, a comparison of 4 groups at
the level of p = 0.05 would result in a confidence level of 0.99, with a value of p/n =
0.01.  The calculated confidence level is specified in the parameters for the Mann-
Whitney test, and the results are significant at the level of p [2].
The confidence levels used for comparisons of n groups within this thesis are shown
in Table A2.  For the one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc tests, the values were
calculated by Minitab, and the Bonferroni corrections for the Mann-Whitney tests
were calculated using Equation A2.  In all cases, the significance level was set at
p = 0.05.
n Tukey Bonferroni
3 98.1 98.3
4 99.0 98.7
5 99.3 99.0
6 99.5 99.2
Table A2: Confidence levels (%) for multiple comparison tests
1. Tukey JW.  Comparing Individual Means in the Analysis of Variance.
Biometrics 1949; 5: 99 - 114
2. Bland JM, Altman DG.  Multiple Significance Tests: The Bonferroni Method.
BMJ 1995; 310: 170
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Volunteers)
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Appendix D – Patient Information Sheet (STEMI)
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